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Ragged Racers
Cold start leads to chilly
finish for MurrayState in NCAA

.• •

Leaping and cheering

What's on the tube

Bubka vaults 20 feet.,
dedicates record to USA

—Page 10

Keep up with your favorite
programs in TV Week
— Page 11
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Rebels claim control of Iraq's 3rd-largest city

xiattA/14
,

By MONA ZIADE

Iraqi government TV, in an-apparent attempt to discredit
the rebels, broadcast interviews Friday night with a rebel and
a Shiite cleric describing alleged rebel atrocities. They
claimed the rebels killed people in a mosque and were
looting.
The government and opposition claims could not be independently verified. But the reports coming from several sources indicated the violence was escalating.
The rebel radio station "Voice of Iraq's Revolution" said
Mosul, the third largest city in Iraqi with a population of 1.2
million, was captured after several days of clashes with government troops, according to Iran's official Islamic Republic
News Agency.
Mosul, 200 miles north of Baghdad, is a center of Iraq's oil
industry and an economically strategic city.
Jalal Talabani. head of the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan,

Associated Press Writ'',
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SATURDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
WASHINGTON — The Bush
administration is earmarking
almost S400 million to avert
widespread famine in the Sudan
and five other countries afflicted
by drought and civil war.

NICOSIA. Cyprus — Rebels in Iraq today claimed to control the country's third-largest city and said thousands of army
defectors were fighting on their side in a growing revolt to
unseat the war-weakened Saddam Hussein.
In southern Iraq, Shiite Muslim rebels said the two Islamic
holy cities of Karbala and Najaf were under "savage bombardment" by the government, killing more than 1,400 people. Iraq said it controlled the cities, a claim the rebels
disputed.
Saddam was to deliver a television message today, his first
since his defeat in the Persian Gulf War. The Iraqi president
was to make "an important historic address." Baghdad radio
said without elaborating.

Mule madness

ANKARA, Turkey (AP) — At extent of the damage
least 10 bombs exploded this morn- immediately known.
ing, most of them damaging offices
It was not immediately
with U.S. links, just hours before mined what kind of exp;.):ve
the scheduled arrival of Secretary devices were used.
of State James A. Baker III to disSeven offices in
cuss the Persian Gulf crisis.
hit by the explos:or,s. Tt. e
Dcv Sol (Revolutionary Left), an included the Bank of Boston a:
underground group, claimed Esentepe district. a U.S: cargo firm
responsibility for the blasts in three at Gumussuyu.. an office tor Pepsi
major cities, which officials said Cola at Etiler, a U S.-Turk;sh
caused damage but no injuries.
insurance company at Bcsiklas.
An anonymous caller to _daily .U.S. publishing office at. Beyoila.
Cumhuriyet in Istanbul said "the a factory for 'Coca Cola at Merter
attacks were staged to welcome and a company which sells U.S.
Baker who was on a tour to divide cars and trucks at Esentepe.
the Middle East following a bloody
Bombs exploded at the Turkisn-.
massacre in the region."
U.S. cultural center and at a U.S.
Dcv Sol also raided a coffee- insurance company in Adana. shathouse in Ankara Friday evening, tering windows and causing other
killing two people and wounding damage.
two others. The group last month
The explosion in Ankara hit a
killed an American at a military Turkish Bank, Interbank, at the affbase.
fluent Kaviiklidere district.
Baker was to arrive in Ankara
Although the bank was Turkish, its
this afternoon, for a four-hour visit. name might have misled the terrorTurkey followed a strong pro- ists, officials said: U.S. policy in the gulf ern -and
Dv Sol has claimed responsibiiallowed U.S. aircraft to take off ity. for at least 15 other bombings
from Incirlik airbase in Adana to in recent months. In one of the
raid Iraq.
attacks last month, Dev Sol shot
The explosions, all within a half and killed an American employed
hour of each other, occurred in
at Incirlik...Dev Sol gunmen also
Ankara, Istanbul and Adana. Win- wounded an American -officer - tri -dows were shattered, but the full Izmir in February.

FRANKFORT — Statewide
candidates have been put on
alert by the Kentucky Registry
of Election Finance, which plans
to break tradition and audit their
campaigns before the election,
not Just after it.

SPORTS
SAN SEBASTIAN, Spain —
Soviet pole vaulter Serge' Bubka soared a record 20 feet high
and promptly dedicated his feat
to track and field fans in the
United States. "This is a gift to
the United States," he said.

BUSINESS

FORECAST
Ylostly cloudy tonight. A 50
percent chance of showers.
Lows in the lower 40s. South
wind 5 to 10 mph. Showers and
thunderstorms Sunday. Highs in
the mid-50s. Chance of rain 90
percent.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.5, +0.1; below 318.6, -1.3
Barkley Lake
354.5, 0.0; below 325.0, -0.8
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

said Saddam's forces - were using napa:m an.]
bombs today against the northern citics of
Shamshamal. Napalm is made of Jellied pcirole,:iii
ignited causes severe • burns when it stcks
IRNA, monitored in Nicosia. also quoted a Kr:.
spokesman as saying that Iraqi aircraft nad .:amod t,.t air
raids on Suleimaniya province in the nr7th d f)
.%'-••ce west of Baghdad.
The spokesman said the Iraqi air,raft dropped
;:ttosphorus bombs onthe Suleimaniya town of Charhal. h,te
phosphorus ignites whatever it corns in contac .,•/14 rt. k ..:T.r..no
through flesh.
The U.S.-led allies, which cont7o1
perccn.
lowing the Gulf War, have warned -Inc, rot to -u -sc
craft against its own people
(Coned on page 16)

Baker arrival preceded
by ten bomb explosions

STATE

The Bmish were the good guys
in American business this past
week, coming to the rescue of
two struggling airlines and a
giant metropolitan newspaper
that faced a death warrant. But
it will take more than foreign
benificence to guarantee the survival of Pan American World
Airways, Trans World Airlines
and the New York Daily News.

The West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center was alike and kicking Friday afternoon as
mules and
their owners waited anxiously for that evening's mule pull. Pictured above, Danny Grubbs of Mancheste
r,
Ky., tries to bridle his mule without getting too close. Events scheduled for tonight at the Expo Center
include a horse pull. Weigh-in started at noon today and the pull is scheduled to begin at 7 p.m. Admissi
.on
is S3 per person.

'r

'Yourfellow Americans salute you...'

No release imminent as Anderson's friends mark 6th year
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — Six
years after gunmen shoved him
into a sedan, American reporter
Terry Anderson remains in captivity. Hopes for his freedom have
been raised by recent diplomatic
contacts, but Shiite sources say no
release appears imminent.
Lebanese newspapers-today published letters from friends and family to Anderson, the longest-held of
13 Western hostages — including
six Americans — in Lebanon.
His sister, Peggy Say, who has
campaigned tirelessly to secure
Anderson's freedom, said she
hopes this will be his last year as a
prisoner.
"I hope that as you are reading

this letter, you and your fellow
chief Middle East correspondent
haseages are also hearing about the for The Associated Press. On
beautiful ceremony we are holding March 16. 1985, he was returning
in your honor on Friday." Say from a tennis match when he was
wrote, referring to a remembrance dragged from Kis car by four gunceremony a day earlier on Capitol men and shoved into a green MerHill.
cedes. The pro-Iranian Shiite group
"Soon, God willing, you will all Islamic Jihad said it holds him.
be free, but until then know that
The other missing Westerners
your fellow Americans salute you are five Americans, four Britons.
and pray every day for your con- two Germans and an Italian. Most
tinued strength and courage," she are believed to be held by prowrote.
Iranian Shiite factions.
Beirut's six Arabic-language dai"We have the feeling that the
ly newspapers published the letters hostage issue has to be resolved,"
to Anderson. The leading daily, an- Syria's foreign minister, Farouk alNahar, also published the original Sharaa, said Thursday in the Syrian
English texts of the letters.
capital of Damascus.
Anderson, 43, of Lorain, Ohio, is
He spoke after Secretary of State

James A. Baker III and Syrian
President Hafez Assad discussed
the plight of the hostages.
Sharaa said Syria would exert
"maximum effort" to help win the
hostages' freedom and added:
"We're not pessimistic that well
succeed."
Syria has been instrumental in
previous hostage releases. It maintains good ties with Iran, and its
40,000 peacekeeping troops in
Lebanon are deployed in areas
where the hostages are believed to
be held.
But Shiite clerics familiar with
the kidnappers' thinking said they
saw no real signs that any hostages
would be freed soon.

One cleric, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said there were
three "main elements that should
be met to facilitate the release of.
the hostages."
"
• These are-.
—Releasing billions of dollars in
Iranian assets frozen in the United
States since 1979.
—Freeing a pro-Iranian Shiite
leader, Sheik Abdul Karim Obeid,
abducted by Israel .in 1989.
—Giving "solid guarantees for
the kidnappers that the Americans
won't go after them once the hostages are released."
. The Shiite cleric also cautioned
that Syria's relations with Iran
(Coni'd on page 2)

Four policemen indicted in beating of motorist
By LINDA DEUTSCH
Associated Press Writer

LOS ANGELES — Four police
officers indicted in the beating of a
motorist may not be the last, county prosecutors said. And the U.S.
Justice Department reportedly is
considering charges against police
who saw but did nothing to stop
the assault.
Meanwhile, a police audiotapc
released Friday seems to contradict
officers' claims that the motorist
drove more than 100 mph in a
police chase before the beating.
Indictments against the three
officers and their supervising
sergeint were unsealed Friday. The
felony charges against them follow

the March 3 attack of Rodney
King, 25, of Altadcna.
A bystander's videotape of the
beating was shown nationally on
television, prompting a public outcry, local and federal investigations
of the incident and a Justice
Department review of six years of
police brutality complaints
nationwide.
"It is a terrible moment and time
for reflection when officers sworn
to uphold the law are indicted for
these most serious felonies," District Attorney Ira Reiner said
Friday.
A grand jury is still investigating
and more idictments could soon
follow, he said.
Meanwhile, Justice Department

attorneys are looking into whether
11 other officers who stood idly by
during the beating should face civil
rights charges, the Los Angeles
Times reported today, quoting
unidentified federal officials.
Police Chief Daryl F. Gates,
under pressure to resign, had no
immediate comment on the indictments. Minority and civil rights
groups want him out, claiming the
beating fits a pattern of police racism. King is black.
King was clubbed more than 50
times, kicked and burned with an
electric stun gun. His skull was
broken, possibly causing permanent
brain damage.
He had been pulled over for
speeding.

Police initially claimed King was with a deadly weapon by force
driving his Hyundai compact car likely to produce great bodily
100 mph. However, the only refer- injury and, as police, with unnecesence to speed on a a police tape sarily beating someone. Koon,
released Friday was a California Powell and Wind were also
Highway Patrol officer estimating charged with inflicting great bodily
khe speed of King's car at 55 mph injury, and assault under color of
to 60 mph.
authority.
Indicted were: Sgt. Stacey Koon,
Koon and Powell also were
40, and Officers Laurence Powell, charged with filing a false police
28, Tikothy Wind, 30, and Theo- report. Koon was charged with
dore Briseno, 38.
being an accessory after the fact
At their arraignment, Superior for trying to conceal the
incident.
Court Judge Gary Klausner allowed
If convicted, Koon and Powell
the officers to postpone their pleas could be sentenced to seven
years
until March 22.
and eight months in prison. Wind
Koon, Powell and Wind posted could get seven years and
Briscno
$30,000 bail each; Briscno posted four.
$5,000.
"The conduct of those officers
Each was charged with assault (Coned on pare 16)
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Vietnam vet flies Persian Gulf sdldiers safely home

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
— A Vietnam veteran piloted 156
Green Berets home from the Persian 'Gulf to Fort Campbell for a
'hero's welcome amid a flagwaving, cheering crowd.
"When we touched the ground.

there was this greaLl)ig roar from
all the troops on the lane. They
were ecstatic," Karen Jackman of
New York, a flight attendant on the
plane, said Friday night.
Capt. Richard Brandt of East
Islip, N.Y., taxied the American

v 4.

NOW

OPEN!

Veterinary
Medical

Airlines Boeing 767 jet onto
Campbell Army Airfield at '7:30
p.m.
The jet, on its maiden passenger
flight, carried the fourth contingent
of 5th Special Forces Gro6p soldiers to return from the Middle
East. Altogether, eight flights have
arrived since March 8.
Another planeload of 5th Special
Forces troops is expected to arrive
at Fort Campbell Sunday at 7:30
p.m.
The soldiers deplaned to the
cheers of hundreds of relieved relatives waiting to see them for the
first time in about seven months.
In a nearby hangar set aside for
the occasion, a young soldier stood
With his arm around his wife while

Center

he : helq a bottle to feed his infant South Central Bell operator
who I
child. Another soldier crouched
talked to the other day. She said for
down to help his two young sons
me to tell my husband 'thank you'
rummage through his flight bag.
when he got home."
Cathy Whitley joyously greeted
Tom Conner headed a group of
her husband, Maj. Joseph Whitley, T,exas rclatives visiting Clarksville
and didn't want to let him go.
to welcome his son, Capt. Christo"I feel marvelous, there is no
pher Conner.
better feeling," she said.
"I'm glad to see all these young
Also there to greet her father
men and women. They are all herwas Kristin Whitley, who called
oes,", said the elder Conner.
her daddy "a great Green Beret
Another Conner son. Capt.
hero."
Daniel Conner, is still in the
Mrs. Whitley said public support
Middle East.
of the troops helped her get
So are many members of the
through her husband's absence.
"We have been touched to the
bone by all the support. It really
Paul Lyles, 31, of Murray, was
does help the families,'' she said.
charge
d with assault, wanton
"It has been things- like the
endangerment and drunken driving
following a wreck that injured two
women at Stella Thursday night.
Lyles, who was unhurt, was jailed in Murray. Charges allege that
he veered across the center line
"I have several A & A+ Rated
while driving west on Ky. 121 and
healt

0111
.
14

Jeannie Buchanan, DVM
Patty Howard, Marcia Key. Susan Thorn

Lyles charged following accident

h companies with good rates"

r:iendly Service and Quality Care For ?our Pe-t)
f7

Tim Herndon

The Insurance Center of Nlurra),
901 Scarnure

715 S. 12th St. (Formerly Headquarters)

753-8355

...
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EASTER SALE
FOR WOMEN
30%

OFF

SALE

29
99
.
Reg S42-$44

MAN" RELATED SEPARATES
4 ev.0,1

25%

WORTHINGTON' PUMPS

OFF
OFF

24.99
RAFFERTY' PUMPS

SHEER

Reg 34.00

SALE

21
99
.
Reg 30 00
RAFFERTY' FLATS

CONTROL TOP

TOTAL SUPPORT AND
CARESS' PANT,HCSE

OFF
25°"
BODYLITES' LINGERT

-OFF

30
h•
0

STONE .:EVVELR

33% OFF
25'
VINYL & ABRIC HANDBAGS

OFF

30%

20%

25%

_30%.

OFF

OFF

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Here are Friday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: (Pick 3): 8-0-2
(eight, zero, two).

20%
ALL STAFFORD' DRESS SHIRTS

OFF

25%

Je T BECKETT SHOES
25%

79 13lgt 11 10.411 DC IC Wu TULIENCIC
IV i 50;11C

ES SPORTCOATS SLACKS & 7,=.0JSERS FROM HAGGAP"
f.r.Ces effective through 33091

OFF

ALL MEN S SHORTS AND SWIM WEAR

OFF

SAVE ON

•

ALL BUGLE BOY" AND CITY
STREETS FOR YOUNG MEN

ALL STAFFORD. UNDERWEAR

vehicle-emissions testing.
The counties that the state wants
excluded from regulation are
McCracken, Livingston, Henderson, Hancock, Woodford, Jessamine, Clark. Edmonson, Greenup,
Carter, Oldham:Shelby and Bullitt.
EPA approval of the state's.
recommendation would mean that
new ozone-reduction measures
would take effect in five counties
— Warren (Bowling Green urban
area), Fayette and Scott (Lexington
urban area), Daviess (Owensboro)
and Marshall (Calvert City).
The five counties that were
required to reduce ozone levels
under the old clean-air law — Jefferson (Louisville), Boyd (Ashland)
and Boone, Campbell, and Kenton
(northern Kentucky) — are now
facing more-stringent regulations.

DISTRICT COURT
SUMMARY

(Cont'd from page 1)
-on that scene that night is the most
reprehensible thing that I've seen
occur in this city. And I think that
we are now on the road to bringing
to justice those who committed the
illegal acts," Mayor Tom Bradley
said.
On Friday, Bradley appointed
Stanley K. Sheinbaum, a frequent
critic of Chief Gates, to the Police
Commission.

...f1:049111 wici9111

HAGGAFF WEEK

ALL J T BECKETT SPCRTS WEAR

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Thirteen mainly rural Kentucky
counties shouldn't have to comply
with federal smog-reduction provisions because they don't contribute
to the ozone problems of nearby
cities, state officials say.
If the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency accepts the state's
recommendation, that would leave
10 counties affected by the tough
new provisions of the federal Clean
Air Act.
Tom Bennett, deputy secretary
of the state Cabinet for Natural
Resources, said state officials are
"optimistic that the EPA will go
along with it."
Counties that do not meet the
law's standards face curbs on
industrial growth and, in some
cases. possible imposition of

The following is a summary of the Dil and
felony cases brought before the Calloway County Distnc-t Court this week. DUI cases are only
listed after final disposition and only if a plea or
verdict of guilty has been entered. Unless otherwise noted. a court cost of $47 50 was automat
ccally paid by the party mentioned (A "fee"
refers to a shenffs fee) In the event of any
type of suspensions, figures listed represert
those fines or sentences after the suspended potuon has been subtracted. Those parties appearing before Judge Leslie Furches may have either
paid a fine, fee, court costs, made restitution or
received a sentence, or any combinauon. Some
cases may have been continued, passed on to
another court date or dismissed for a sanely of
reasons. Misdemeanors, Including minor traffic
violations, and offenses involving minors, are
not included in the following list

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

STEP!''/G SILVER JEWELRY

FOR MEN
SAVE

State clears 13 rural counties
from compliance to clean air bill

Four•••

SALE

WORT' 3TOP GAUZE SEPARATES
20%

hit a car driven by Margaret Welch
of Mayfield. Welch, 63. and passenger Rebecca Warner, 36, also of
Mayfield, were admitted to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Warner was in stable condition in
critical care; Welch was in satisfactory condition with a broken leg.

Looking for Health Insurance

C

753-7011

101st Airborne Division, some of
whom have moved back into offensive positions in Iraq.
"It's a let down. Here we are
making yellow ribbons to welcome
these guys back, and now we hear
this," said Amy Jo NicholsRedman, who started support
groups for military families.
"I'm getting lots of calls from
these wives. They're asking 'Why
are they moving back (into Iraq)?'
All I know is what I hear on the
news. I'm just trying to keep them
calm," she said.

Shell

r

From Mar. 13:
Joan D Cooksey — driving under the influence (first offense), entered guilty plea $200
fine, $150 DCI fee ($100 suspended for school),

court costs. CV!'
Mary Christi Dubrock — driving under the
influer.ce (first offense), entered guilty plea
5200 fine, $150 DUI fee ($100 suspended for
school), court costs, CVF
James Michael Carson — driving under the

influence, entered guilty plea: $200 fine,. $150

Del fee ($100 suspended for school), court
costs, CVF
Bobby Franklin Kirks — dnving under the
influence (first offense), entered guilty plea_
$200 fine, $150 DUI fee ($100 suspended for
school). court ciists, CVF
Marty Vi Story — driving under the influ
axe (third offense), entered guilty pica - $500
fine, $150 Del fee, six months Jail (all but 45
days suspended), court costs, CVF.
Jimmy R Nelson — dnvuig under the uifluvice (second offense), entered guilty plea $350
fine, $150 DUI fee, court costs, CVF

FOR HOME
SAVE ON

ALL SHEETS TOWELS, BEDDING COORDINATES
5H ACCESSORIES. PILLOWS. MATTRESS
PADS

SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES

Sate orrces eeteci.iie tiivg, 3-3G •

25%

MEMBERS ONLY' LUGGAGE

FOR CHILDREN

Win A Trip For Two
To Hollywood

OFF

25%

ALL G;RL 3 EASTER DRESSES

ALL BOYS DRESS-UP SUITED SEPARATES
20-25
% OFF
EASTER ACCESSORIES FOR GIRLS & BOYS
20%

OFF

GIRLS & BOYS SHOES

25°4 OFF
DENIM FOR GIRLS 8 BOYS
25%

OFF

'
,a‘..0 and

25%

GRAND PRIZE: /991 Jeep' Cherokee Sport
and a Mastercrafe Pro Star 190 Sk, Boat with
trailer a $50.000 value' Pock up your American
Summer Sweepstakes game piece at any part,coparing JCPenney register no purchase necessary; Scratch off game piece to reveal your
number If your number matches the boat
registration number posted in our Men's Swim
wear Deparrent, you win'

.1C.Pe,,
er stereo

Sofeepotal•

The Message
of Haggair.

doesn1 match,just fill in your name,address and
phone number for a chance to win one of 500
Divers' Watches or 500 Triathalon Bags

EVERYBODY WINS Tear off the coupon on
your sweepstakes game piece for $5 off any
purchase of $25 or more from our Men's or
Young Men's Departments

This radio broadcast is dedicated to answering Bible
Questions and responding to Bible Comments from listenners of the Searching the Scriptures Radio Broadcast and
the Searching the Scriptures television program. If you
have any questions concerning the Word of God and would
like to have them answered on radio, or TV,then send them
to . . .

GET AN AM FM HEADSET Just $8 with any
purchase of Men s or Young Men's shorts or
smmwear

part•capat.ng

Sweepstakes ends April 6 or when all tickets
are gone Drawing will be held April 21 See
store Associate for a complete list of sweep
stakes rules and details

Opt
, to Uorterti Stares

cede, F,irooyeers 131 JCPenney and
18
Mance," E rpeess are -ot eovde to e,-le. Odds 01 •••no••9 are
depencte,f
rota— ,Inbe• ol *MINIS rectoved

'
d•r
"09e
es
'

OFF

SUBJECT TO BE DISCUSSED:

SECOND CHANCE TO WIN If your number

hole accommodatoo
, restnctons apply F'try

'0,,
ts anti coolotefe smeopsta•es rubs ava•4•131.

GIRLS & BOYS TANKS, T-SHIRTS.
SHORTS & SWIMWEAR

Listen To This Radio Broadcast
Every Sunday Morning -- 8:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.
WBLN-FM (103.7)

American Summer
$50,000 Sweepstakes

JCPenney, in conjunction with American
Express, proudly presents the 1991
Academy Award National Sweepstakes
Enter the JCPenney National Sweepstakes at any JCPenney store, March 3-25,
1991
The Grand Prize winner will receive two
round-trip tickets to Los Angeles, CA for 5
days Ad 4 nights Trip will take place Oct.
2-6, 1991
The Second Prize winner will receive a
Revlore cosmetic package filled with treatment. color and,fragrance products
JCPenney is a proud sponsor of the 63rd
Annual Academy Awards", Monday.
Ma'rch 25, 1991.
Purchase with purchase "Unforgettable
Parties", a 38 page guide to Party Planning
with recipes from Food 8 Wine Magazine,
is yours forjust$7 with any $25 purchase at
JCPenney. March 3-25, 1991.
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Cherry named campaign chairman
Ed Logsdon, Democratic candidate for Commissioner of Agriculture, today named Bill Cherry,
Mayor of Murray, the Calloway
County chairman of his campaign.
"Bill Cherry is known throughout Western Kentucky as an expert
on agricultural issues and an advocate of the Kentucky farmer. It's an
honor to have a man of his stature
on my team," Logsdon said.
"Mayor Cherry has years of
experience in the agricultural arena. An educator for 38 years, he is
a former professor of agriculture at
Murray State University and served
as Senator Huddleston's "field representative in 22 Western Kentucky
counties, concentrating mainly on
:agriculture. He knows first hand
the problems and challenges facing
Kentucky's farmers and they know
they can rely on Bill to support
their efforts. As the next commissioner of agriculture. I too will rely
on Bill and others in the Western

Kentucky agricultural community
for their help in promoting Kentucky agriculture throughout the
state, across the conntry and
around the world."
Mayor Cherry said,"Ed Logsdon
is an outstanding young man with a
strong background in agriculture
and proven leadership credentials.
His depth of experience combined
with his commitment to the wellbeing of Kentucky's farmers and
the future of agriculture in this
state, makes him an unparalleled
candidate for our next commissioner of agriculture. Ed was raised on
a dairy farm, elected FFA American Farmer in 1968 and ran his
own farming operation while serving as Edmonson County Judge and
President of the Keniticky County
Mayor Bill Cherry
Judge/Executives' Association. He
has also held administrative position that with Ed Logsdon at the
tions in the Departments of Local
helm, we're all going to enjoy a
Government, Agriculture and
new and better day in Kentucky
Transportation. There is no quesagriculture."

Navy band to perform at MSU March 21
The United States Navy Band
will perform at Lovett Auditorium
on the Murray State University
campus on Thursday. March 21.
Admission to the concert is free but
a ticket is required, according to
Dennis Johnson, director of bands
at MSU, and the concert organizer.
Tickets can be obtained through
a mailed request or by visiting
these locations: Murray State University Music Office, the Murray
Ledger & Times, Chuck's Music
Center, Peoples Bank, Bank of
Murray, Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce and the
U.S. Navy Recruiting Center. Limit
six tickets per order. If ordering by
mail, residents are asked to include
a self-addressed stamped envelope.
The 8 p.m. performance is sponsored by Murray State University,
the Murray Ledger & Times,
Winchester Printing, Innovative
Printing, WPSD-Paducah and the
Paducah Sun.
Recognized as "The World's
Finest," Oe U.S. Navy Band is the
Navy's premier musical representative in Washington, D.C. The band
is directed by Cmdr. Philip H.
Field, the eighth officer to hold this
postition.
Nine area students from three
high schools will be called pp on
stage during the U.S. Navy Band
Concert, Thursday, March 21, to
perform the march, "National

Emblem," composed by E.E.
Begley.
Chosen by their directors, the
student groups will not be practicing together, but instead will be
learning the challenging piece
individually.
The students include Murray
High's Chris Tucker (senior,
euphonium, band president), Lori
Helmich (senior, flutist, band officer) and Philip Brown (sophomore,
trombone), Calloway County's
Amy Waldrop (also sax), Ami Barnett (trumpet) and Ryker Wilson
(snare drum), and Henry County
(Tenn.) students Bret Cuthbertson
(junior, alto sax), Gina Kinney
(sophomore, flute) and James Hutson (junior, trumpet).
John Stroube, director of the
Murray High School Band, said the
criteria established for those auditioning was based on ability to
keep up with the Navy Band and
do a good job, in addition to past
service to the band.
"I am _delighted that they have a
chance to play with the Navy
Band," Stroube said. "It will be an
experience that they will remember
for a long time. I look forward to
the concert: it will be a thrill for
ale and the other band students
who will be attending to see their
friends on stage playing with such
a high quality group as the U.S.
Naq band."
Calloway County High School

band director Fred Ashby said he
considered the "outstanding junior
students based on past qualifications for other group performances.
such as All-District Band, QuadState Band and All-State Band
auditions."
The Calloway County juniors
also are making individual preparations before meeting with the other
4w0 high school groups backstage
prior to the performance. "Gary
Mullins and I will be helping them
to finalize their piece beforehand,"
Ashby said.
"We are proud of our students.
This should be one of the most
memorable experiences in their
high school band career, and truly
a lifetime experience," Ashby said.
Martin Paschall, band director at
Henry County High School, said
his three students are some of his
most promising band members he
felt could learn the challenging
piece of music.
Paschall said he based his selection upon merit, as well as those
instrumentalists who he felt would
get the most from this experience.
"All three are first-chair players
in their sections. I also wanted to
have a r,presentative variety of
instruments in the show,- he said.
"We look forward to performing,
and we are thankful for and welcome the opportunity, because the
Navy Band is so impressive."
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DR. GOTT
by Peter Gott. M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: My daughter has
been diagnosed with mononucleosis.
An allergy doctor wants to put one
drop of Fluogen (the flu virus) under
her tongue four times a day for treatment. Is this an approved method for
control?
DEAR READER: Mononucleosis is
an acute illness caused by the Epstein-Barr virus, an infectious agent
estimated to infect at least 95 percent
of the world's population. In most instances, patients are not even aware
of Epstein-Barr infection; however,
their immune systems are activated
to produce antibodies to the virus.
These antibody markers, which can
be identified is a blood test, persist
for a lifetime.
In some cases, patients become
quite ill: overwhelming exhaustion,
swollen glands, sore throat and fever,
which may progress to rash, jaundice
and liver inflammation. In most instances, the spleen swells, too. Occasionally, patients exhibit neurological
signs, such as Bell's palsy (facial
weakness), blurred vision, confusion
and paralysis. These signs are more
common in older adults and rarely
appear in youngsters and adolescents.
Being a virus infection, mononucleosis is untreatable with current
means. Although some practitioners

advocate varwus therapies, such as
Fluogen. these methods have not been
proven effective.
Most patients with mononucleosis
recover uneventfully, after several
days of acute symptoms, followed by
a few weeks of fatigue and malaise. If
sore throat and tonsillitis are severe
enough to inhibit swallowing, shortterm treatment with prednisone (purified
cortisone)
will 7 relieve
symptoms.
I suggest you disregard the allergist's advice and take your daughter
to your family doctor for further
guidance
DEAR DR GOTT I have endometriosis and suffer from chronic pain
on my left side. I've been taking hormone pills for relief Can certain
foods I am sensitive to aggravate my
condition'
DEAR READER. Endometriosis is
a common congenital disorder
marked by. abdominal pain and
cramping due to the presence of endometrial tissue (the lining of . the uterus) in abnormal locations, such as abdominal
organs
During
menstruation, when the endometrium
usually sheds and bleeds, these aberrant "islands" also bleed, leading to
inflammation and a buildup of
pressure.

•e
Treatment consists of suppression
of menstruation, using drugs such as
danazol or continuous oral contraceptive pills(hormones). This may lead to
unacceptable weight gain, breast tenderness, fatigue and depression
For moderate severe endometriosis. surgery is recommended. The
abnormal nests of endumetrial tissue
are removed
Diet bears no relation to endometriosis. which is an affliction of the reproductive tract, therefore, the avoidance of certain foods plays no role in
treatment You can obtain further advice about therapy from your
gynecologist
To give you more information. I am
sending yOu a free copy of my Health
Report 'Managing Chronic Pain Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1 25 moth their names
and addresses to P.O. Box 91369,
Cleveland. OH 441014369 Be sure to
mention the title
NEV.S1'411:It 1-:4TEHPRIS1•1 ASSN
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Advances made in cancer research
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Researchers said late Thursday
they have identified a gene that is a
"smoking gun" link to an early
stage of colon cancer, advancing
the prospect of developing a test to
identify people at high risk for one
of the major cancer killers.
Kenneth Kinzler of the Johns
Hopkins Oncology Center in Baltimore said a team of researchers
identified the gene by finding genetic mutations in cells that produce
abnormal growth early in colon
cancer development
The gene they found has been
called MCC, for "Muuted in Colon Cancer."
"We have several lines of evidence to suggest that (the mutation
of the gene) is one of the earliest
changes that occurs during the
progression from a normal cell to a
colosn cancer cell," Kinzler said.
A report on the study is to be
published Friday in the journal
Science.
Earlier studies have shown that
many cancers arise from a series of
genetic mutations in cells. Some
mutated genes, called oncogcnes,
cause abnormal cell growth. Other
genes, called tumor suppressors,
normally prevent the abnormal
growth. When mutation causes the
tumor suppressors to not work normally, then a natural control on cell
growth is removed.
Evidence suggests that it may
take one or more oncogenes, plus
the mutation of one or more suppressor genes for a tumor to
develop.
Kinzler said that MCC appears
to be a suppressor gene. In addition
to its mutation, he said, "We.think
there are four to six changes that
have to occur before it can become
a cancer cell."

The Hopkins researchers in earlier studies identified two other
suppressor genes, called p53 and
DCC, and one oncogene, called
RAS, that play a role in colon
cancer.
Colon and rectum cancer is diagnosed annually in about 140,000
Americans and is responsible for
about 60,000 deaths a year, about
12 percent of all cancer deaths,
according to the National Cancer
Institute.

Kinzler said the Hopkins group
found the MCC gene by searching
through hundreds of colon tumor
specimens. Finally, he said, they
found a gene that was mutated in
the cancerous cells of a patient, but
not in the normal cells.
"That is sort of a smoking
gun," said Kinzler. "It is a very
strong piece of evidence that this
gene is important in the development of cancer."
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The 1991
Crayola Bunny Figurine

Life, Major Medical, Annuities,
Medicare Supplement, Nursing
Home, Home Health Care.
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Purdom, Thurman
& McNutt

DAN McNIIIT
7534451

407 Maple

It's Crayola' Bunny, along with his friend, Candy Cotton
Tail, and an Easter basket ready to fill with all kinds of
goodies. The beautifully detailed figurine adds a bright,
spring touch wherever it goes.
Supplies are limited, so get
with any $5
95
Hallm
aik
yours today at a participating
purchase
Hallmark store.

$3

Men's
Sport Coats
Women's
Blazers

113

A&A
Auto Rental

CLEANERS

$1 59

Only at this Hallmark retailer

HEY KIDS
Sharpen your crayons.
Color the "Duck" on
Big B's page in the
Ledger's Coloring Contest.

Drive-In Location
Central Center
753-9525
HOURS:
Mon.•FrI. 6:30 a.m.4 p.m.,
Sat 6:30 a.m.-2 p.m.

Daily & Weekly
Rates

—fictumtcvli,
c

Murray
Readmore Book-n-Card
Chestnut Hills Sh Ctr
759-9758

Professional Dry Cleaning
That's A Step Above The Ordinary

East Main St. 753-4461
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Letters to the editor

Troop thanks Rep. Lewis
for efforts on new DUI bill
Dear Editor:
Tireless efforts went into the passage of the new drunken driving law
and no one worked more diligently• than bill co-sponsor Rep. Richar
d
Lewis of Benton.
Rep. Lewis' determination to strengthen Kentucky's DUI legisla
was a prime factor in passage of the amendments. We now have tion
illegal
per se (where a breathalyzer reading of .10 or greater is guilty,
no presumed guilty) and tougher license suspension criteria.
Rep. Lewis coordinated the final version of this legislation with
many
individuals and groups with diverse opinions regarding the provisions
of
the bill.
We are grateful to Rep. Lewis for his commitment to strengt
hen the
current DUI .statute. His constituents can take pride in the leadership
and
professionalism he exemplified in this process.
Our highways will be safer because of his efforts.
Sincerely.
W. Michael Troop
Acting Commissioner
Ky State Police
Secretary.
Justice 'Cabinet
Frankfort. Ky. 40601

Litter and letter prompted
residents to pick up trash
Dear Editor:
A recent "Dear Abby" column prompted me to write this.
I am almost 70 years old and I, along with my neighbors, got out and
picked up beer and wine bottles. cans. all kinds of paper and cartons, even
:a half decorated Christmas tree along our road because we were so
ashamed of the litter in our community.
How could a. decent person have- the thoughtlessness to throw their
trash out the window of their car. How much trouble would it be to take it
home to the proper place? Shame on you!
A Paris Rd. Citizen
Faustine Walker
Rt. 8. Box 1205

War scenario can be
changed to one of peace
Dear Editor:
Recently TV has permitted us to witness thousands of scenes
showing
people caring about people. This is a heart-warming
experience because
we instinctively feel that caring is the ultimate good in
human
Unfortunately, our inherited emotion dynamics and learned e sociality.
values can
override.some of our instincts. Perhaps.the war-relate
d circumstances and
scenes. can. reinforce - our-instincri.- for tatitg.
Life is the earth's greatest treasure. It is a celestial power
shared by
living humans. If enough of the worlds' potential bellige
rents can think of
life as a kind of deity worthy of reverence: and if they
care, the war scenario will be changed to one of peace.
R.L. Hart
Buchanan, Tr,.

Kentucky Tech expresses
thanks for local support
Dear Editor:
I would like to commend Mr. Walt Apperson and the staff of the Murray Ledger &'Times for all the' Support given to Kentucky Tech-MurrayCalloway Vocational Center. Articles notifying the public of bur programs and activities are always readily put into the newspaper. Pictures of
students who receive recognition and honors are also published. Mr. Walt Apperson has served on the Steering Cornmittee for. the Vocatioal__Callet fbr many years.'Be has provided much guidance and insight
in the planning for programa and the operation of the Center.
Again. we want to express our s:ncere thanks and gratitude to Mr.
Apperson and the staff of the Murray Ledger & Times for all the help and
assistance shown to the Murray-Calloway County Vocational Center.
Sincerely. .
Billy Rue Nix. Principal
Moderator,,Ky Tech-Murray
ay Vocational Steering
Committee
Murray. Ky.

A button on the dashboard of my
car switches the speedometer gauge
from miles-per-hour to kilometersper-hour. I might use it to fool my
heavy-footed wife into thinking she is
doing 60 when we are actually going a
safer 40, but the odds that I will ever
By Larry
use it for anything except a toy are
McGehee
minimal. The only place it might he
useful would be if I drove the car
around Europe.
Air conditioner.. alarms.
In the struggle to regain lost cus- bites, can-openers. clocks. cones.
tomers, new-model cars are offering makers. computers. dishxxii,
"
extra -added attractions such as this. posals, doorbells, dry•ers.
Nor arc they alone in gadgetry. seduc- keyboards. freeiers. furnaces.
ing: This kph button is a symbol of dryers. microwaves, mowers.;11'04', •
how we define most progress and plumbing. power tools • :•;C.t.. dr:- •
leaf-blowersL radios: refrigerators,
success in technological terms.
Almost daily we get something in stereos. stoves, tape recorders.
the mail from computer program %ions. toasters,
companies, offering some new disk video-recorders. washers.
we allegedly "simply can't do withet,:etcra out." One company offers os an
replacements for. sons and daul:hi,ers,
annual contract for someone to come
even for dogs and ca:s
ey en
by and check our computers for
replace husband: and w:ycs.
viruses.
from the census Figures 0::
Just for fun this year. while sorting
single-person
through my cardboard box of 1990s
Like children ard ne:s.
.
receipts for our IRS return. I stacked
chines have to ,.•,ircd
,t7tit fed.
receipts for machines next to that for
require enormous personal •i::•27, .
medical bills. We spent more last year
and arc temperamental Thiiy car
buying, servicing, warranting, insurbalk. and :they can talk back
ing, and repairing our machines than
Even as we speak I or squeak'. there
we did for doctors, dentists. optometare revolutions ig.nited bv gadgetrists, prescriptions. and other personal
envy ablan in many of the nation: ‘‘f
family health care combined.
the world. AmerIca :N ditmired for
technological ahundam'e -. and a:.2d
One reason the average family size for it at the same
time The re,: or
has spiraled down from eight at the world wants
whd: hie S•ime
end of the 19th century to six at the- so desperate
that they arc e‘
end of World War II to four today is to forego our
sorhisticaie:1 rthat we have so many machines to and planes
if the' car r," •
tend to. What an average American televisions and
our
household spends on its machines
Oh. friends! Do not re so c.•
each year is equivalent of the cost of. envy to rush heailo
n:
.
rearing two children or to hiring a
precipice! Pails.
full-time live-in handyman and maid.
Our machines
•
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lege. are new off:cer of Fren;:h
Club at MSC- Fikw yars ago
First District re;-•res.:ntativ es of
Kentucky Public Power League
voted in a meeting a: NI..irray State
College on March 9 to appoint a
comnOttee to draft legislation to be
introduced in the next session of
Kentucky Legislature whereby
cities of the state may contract for
power by Tennessee Valley
Authority.
Otis H. Workman of near Lynn
Grove lost a tob4cco barn, farming
tools and automobile by fire on
March 11.
Murray State College defeated
Oregon State College of Education
in first round of National Intercollegiate Basketball Tournarnott at
Kansas City, Mo.. on March 11..
Bob Salmons and "Red- Culp each
scored 23 points in the game for
Murray State.
Births reported this week include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
W.W.McKecl, Fh. 24. and a girl
to Wells and Mary Overbey, March
9.
The Rev. Sam P. Martin celebrated his fifth anniversary on
March 9 as pastor of first Baptist
Church. Murray.
Forty-four students from Calloway County are among teh 190 students listed on Fall Honor Roll at
Murray State College, according to
Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester, registrar.
Sedalia beat Almo for championship of Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament. Named to
All-Tournament Team were Cliff
Cavender and Sam Mathis. Sedalia:
Robert Herndon, Joe Rob Beale
and Elvin Phillips, Almo; Johnny
Owen and Joe Baker Littleton,
• -1
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Ten years ago
Harvey Ellis has retired as senior
vice president of Peoples Bank. He
first started with the bank in 1955.
A feature story and pictures
about Paul Buchanan and his miniature tool collection is published_
Mel Purcell won $75,000 Robinson Open Tennis Tournament at
Oldsmar, Fla.
Twenty years ago
The City of Murray has received
Dear Editor:
a grant of S110.550 from EnvironSir, we are trying to locate any former shipmates in your area who may
mental Protection Agency to be
have served aboard the U.S.S. Midway CV-41 Aircraft Carrier from our
used to provide an interceptor sewstate of Kentucky. We are also trying to find a former member to serve as
er extension and new pump stagthe Kentucky State Representative.
Lion with force mains.
The U.S.S. Midway was commissioned in 1945 recently and has been
Mrs. Harlan Hodges spoke about
serving in the Persian Gulf. We are having a reunion in Lionsville. PA, in
August of 1991 and want to contact as many former shipmates as "Kentucky Authors" at a meeting
of Delta Department of Murray
possible.
Woman's Club. She was introduced
Would you print this notice in your newspaper for any former U.S.S.
by Mrs. Harry I. Sledd.
Midway personal to contact me as the temporary state representative?
Thirty years ago
Sincerely,
Richmond Hall. the new men's
Bill Cox
dormitory' at Murray State Coil553 Bellcastle Rd.
lege, is expected to be ready for
Lexington, Ky. 40505
occupancy next week, according to
U.S.S.: Midway CV-41 Association
MSC officials and the building
contractor.
Over 200 persons attended the
21st annual meeting of Woman's
Society of Christian Service of ParWALTER L. APPER SON. Publisher
is
District of Methodist Church
TED DELANEY. General Manager
held March 10 in the new sanctuMARY ANN ORR. Advertising Manager
ary of First Methodist Church.
DAVID STOM. Circulauon Manager
Murray.
ALICE ROUSE. Business Office Manager
Forty years ago
The Stow. Ledger & Law (I;SPS
"Murray Rescue Squad had a
The Murray Ledger & Times is published every afternoon except Sundays
, July 4, Christmas
realistic trial run last night at 7
Day. New Year's Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers Inc ,
1001 Whitnell Or.
Murray, Ky 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky. 42071
p.m. when they "saved" six persons
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by criers $S 00 per month,
in a traffic accident staged on
payable in advance
By mail an Calloway and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmingt
North Highway," from column,
on, Ky , and Pans,
Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., SS7 00 per year By mail to other delanth10
111 S64 50 per year
"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
To reach all departments of the newspaper, phone 753-1916
The Murray Ledger & Times IS a member of the Associated
James C. Williams.
Assocusuon and Southern Newspaper Publishers Association. Press, Kentucky Press
William McElrath, Clegg Austin
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to news originated by The Murray
Ledger &
and Patricia Lewis, all of Murray
Times.
a 4.04 sliudeptvklvlurray State Col.
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e hold as consumers'
the horsehoe needs to
; ;T:e ror,,e wheh bears the king who
tre k.ngdorn' What frighening
:• ,L,7,as c‘Insumers! Th`e best
\
;-`,11or :N to buy More
i-v.:re.‘ Cs. Austerit is an
Ah,•••••-dk'c Snowman.
:sCml Sou: Cookie philosohy
to an nth degree.
77,!woat friEhtening responsifrightening power places
,;. 7,07-, us' Fail to buy, and guilt
I:. into the dust of despair.
haYe let our families and
•
down. We will be called
7•1:1

selfish. We will have neglected our
public duty and tarnished our citizenship. The system depends on our
consuming, not on our savings.
Although the government has consumed itself into a perpetual debt
hordering on bankruptcy, we arc told
that the way to bail the government
out is to follow its lead by buying
more and more things for higher and
higher prices. It becomes unpatriotic
not to buy. It becomes treasonous to
buy a foreign -made product when an
American one half as-good could be
bought for twice the price.
The option to buying and maintaining more and more things is to buy and
keep less and less. Who among us is
w 'fling to buy and keep a cow to avoid
buying milk. cheese, and butter? How
now, brown cow? Who of us is still
willing to walk to School or to work?
Who of us will chop the wood from
Our already-diminished forests to
build the fire and cook three meals
upon' it each day? Who among us can
survive long if we go unbathed,
unshampooed. and unmicrowaved? If
we cut the cable on the TV,are we not
cutting off the lifeline that links us to
the stockmarket reports arid the World
Wrestling Federation upon which our
very existence depends?
Our options to machine consumption arc terribly limited. We are
thrown hack upon our prayers.
"Now I lay me down to sleep..I pray
the Lord my soul to keep. God bless
Mommy and Daddy -- and Nintendo.
woofers and tweeters. and other such
brothers and sisters and playmates too
numerous to mention. You know who
they are. And if we should die before
we wake. we prity the Lord our souls
-- and electric toothbrushes -- to take.

RQuscTs AND IN ZCc.61\iiiICA
O HIS DESERT'kAIEVEWN1;,
GEOlitE Buss Nkst,IN 60-44
DRess AND(AMOUR kGE
MODELS, WILL EE Rim RED
TEMPORARLY.„ AT LEAST
UN1IL.14E EDUCATON:likiaZOON
NotkocNESs, 1erko4 CARL,
ENERGY POIXY, NEIL F,LjSH, At•lt)
OTKR CLOCKENc COovi 401\i‘E
To Roost,

Miirray Ledger & Times

..
.
•••... 0."

servants to us they are touted to be.
They have an invidious way of becoming our families. In.exchange for
their promisjs and flattery, we become responsible for their mainteAndn,c more than they for ours.
They lull us into elitism of thinking
that any problem can he solved with
newer technology and into the demo:racy' of thinking that anyoue can
afford such technology'. We awaken
:o I iral ourselves the servants of our
mechiinved serveits. living in de^tors prisons made of our plastic
credit cards.
What optton do we. have? How
co .v..e dc' or bc' .otherwise!
We buy because we are bombarded
from all s•rdes with artistry
7.',.•;:_:imtsd:d advertising. with the
press.:re 01 peers and family, and with
se? imposed appetites and
C.
If v.1/4 do not buy, the national
cc moms nosedives. The unemployed
manufacturers we failed to supthe streets. v.e!fare costs rise
,!7"'•d taxes rise to pay them.
and we
srciid
taxes for .others what we
ha‘e spent or machines for

LN EcoNsTo NUMERCuS

U.S.S. Midway seeks any
former mates for reunion

••.,„,,a. • •, • VP' ..... ,, •
,
'..., . '. ••-.'„,‘.17 • .. c „• .. . '
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Buttoned up and tied down

49
••.

•..•

Vale and George
M.irray High; Ralph
K • 7tis,!y.
.scars ago
The
for the month of
February was listed at 3.98 inches.
according to !LB. Arnold, official
government weather recorder for
Mulay.
April 1 • is the date set for the
opening the new 5250.000 library
building which is being erected on
the east side of Murray -State College -campus.
The gaze! High School Girls
Basketball Team will play Bardwell in the Regional Tournament to
be played on stage at Murray State
College auditorium: Hazel is the
only Calloway County team in regional play. Hazel team members
pictured are Mildred Patterson,
Frances Wilson, Mildred Hart,
Si11.$

Alma Chrisman. Dathal Chrisman,
Madeline Lamb. Clara White Wilcox and Melba Wall. Mrs.. Pat
Thompson is coach and Walter
Wilson is school principal at Hazel.
Woodmen of the World delegates and, camp members from all
sections of Kentucky, more than
300 strong, will gather in Murray
March 17 for the opening session
of the annual two-day Head Camp
convention.
Births reported this week include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Oury Lassiter, Feb. 20; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Hargis. March 6; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Roberts and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Lawrence. March 9; a boy to Mr.
and !Ors. Gordon W. Banks and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Curt Hale,
March .10.

Today In History
Today is Saturday. March 16th, the 75th day of 1991. There are 290
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 16, 1968, the, My Lai Massacre tool( place during the
Vietnam War as U.S. troops tommanded by Lt. William L. Calley Jr.
carried out the killings of unarmed men, women and children.
One year ago: South Afncan President F.W. de Klerk announced exiled
African National Congress leaders would be allowed to return home
for
talks with the white-led government.
Today's Birthdays: The former U.S. ambassador to Japan, Mike Mansfield, is 88. Former first lady Pat Nixon is 79. Actor Leo McKern is 71.
Comedian-director Jerry Lewis is 65. Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan,
D-N.Y., is 64. Former Sen. William Armstrong, R-Colo., is 54. Movie
director Bernardo Bertolucci is 51. Singer-songwriter Jerry Jeff Walker
is
49. Actor Erik Estrada is 42. Actress Kate Nelligan is 40. Rock singermusician Nancy Wilson (of Heart) is 37. Golfer Hollis Stacy is 37.
Thought for Today: "The only joy in the world is to begin." - Cesare
Pavese. Italian novelist (1908-1950).
-7--••-•-••••••••••••••
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ONGRATULATIONS
&

THANK You
To each and everyone at our Murray Plant
Because of your hard work and dedication
the 71/2 millionth engine
has been assembled
in less than six short years.
This remarkable feat
could not have been accomplished
without your help.
Again, Thank You.
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East Calloway Elementary

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Kindergarten registration for Calloway County Elementary Schools will
t,e at the three elementary centers next week as follows: North, Tuesday,
March 19; East, Wednesday, March 20; and Southwest. Thursday, March
21, all starting at 9 a.m. in the school cafeterias. Parents should register
their children during the day if possible. For those parents unable to
attend the scheduled registrations, a night registration will be provided on
Thursday. March 21, from 5 to 7 p.m. at each of the schools. Parents are
encouraged to bring their children And tour the kindergarten facilities
when they register their children. This will give them an opportunity to
talk with_the kindergarten teachers. Parents are asked to bnng a copy of
the child's original birth certificate, if possible to registration. Parents of
any age child who is not presently attending the Calloway County School
District, but who would like their child enrolled in the district for 1991-92
school year should contact the appropriate school for registration
information.

Need Line Couhcir Monday
The annual Council meeting of Murray-Calloway County Need Line
Church and Cooperative Ministry, Inc., will be Monday, March 18, at 7 p.m.
This will be in the Senior Citizens Community Room at Weaks Community
Center, Poplar and South Seventh Streets. Persons should use the East
entrance. Because of having used up funds helping with the utilities of
lients this winter, the funds are at the lowest level in the past 10 years.
Each church, organization, and individual interested is asked to be present
'Aonday evehing'to discuss plans for the future. Also the Need Line offices
n the Weaks Center will be open for persons to see the new quarters.

Art Guild meeting- changed
Murray Art Guild has changed its monthly business meeting from TuesJay, March 19, to Tuesday, March 26, at 1 p.m. at the gu,ld at 103.Nort
h
Sixth St., Murray. The change was necessary was because the Guild
will be
.3ccepting entries for its competition, 'Regional Images, on Monday, March
. 9. from 3 to 6 p.m. and Tuesday. March 19. from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m_

Health Express stops cancelled
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County HOSpital has cancelled
scheduled for Monday, March. 18, at Calloway County Public Ltrary,stops
and
"uesday, March 19, at Coldwater Church of Christ and First Natonal Bank
at Farrmngto- The cancellations were .necessary because of mechanic
al
o'cb.lerrs

w

the express

Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Monday, March 18,
p.m. at the club house. Tom Tompkins will present a program' on 'Persbhal Travel Safety • Hostesses will be Oneida Boyd, kexa Starks and Mar-

a! 7

you can contact any PTA officer to become a member. For more information
753-7338. Jackie Hamblin, 474-2019, or Jim Feltner, principal, 753-9972.
/

Quilt Lovers will meet

McKendree, Barbara Galloway, Doris Rose, Lou Ann Philpot,
Judy Hooper,
Rhonda Roberts, Debbie McNutt, Sharon Jones, Carolyn Reagan,
Bonna

ptt..sti.,2e are likek h\

's1/.1hIc:

Yates, Jane Barnett, Debbie Carter. Corinne McNutt. Linda Fristoe, Sue
Veazey and Lora Roberts. Bridge play will start a! 9:30 a m. on Wednesday

Carroll-Peery wedding today

-Ain

intorne and

1

11;
Dixieland Center On Chestnut St.
753-2720

All Soft Spots & Nurse Mates
-Still Great SelectLon•

%iit

$25.00

Mc-Callon &

Maromrt

athe

Take advantage of our
Professional Interior
Design Services.
You & Your Home
Deserve It'
Call For An in-Hgme
Consultation
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

be Thursday. March '21, at 6:30
p.m. in meeting room of Calloway
County Public Library.
The public is invited and for
more information call 759-1750 or
753-97Th,
The Eater's Choice Program is
based or. the National Institute of
Health finding that the best way to
attack high blood cholesterol is
`'.rst through dietary changes.
The program consists'. of six
11/2-hour sessions led by Crouch
and Davis who have been specially
trained in Eater's Choice
techniques.
Participants are s.7 .7 now to
develop their person.,
for the amount of saturated fat they
can eat and how to adhere to those
guidplines when shopping. preparing food, or dining out.
"We as N..:7:tion Educators, are
committed • meeting this community 7i, .ith a high-quality
program tha:
unable participants to tran.slate :tic 'National Institute of Heaith and, American Heart
Association guidelines into actual
food choices.- Davis said.
"We looked over the. field carefully for something that v.ould
work and that made sense both
medically and from, the health care
(Cont'd on page 7)
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*Scrambled Eggs *Egg Casserole
*Bacon *Sausage *Biscuits 8 Gravy
S
*French Toast *Hash Brown Potatoes
*Crepes *Danish Pastries *Cinemas
Rolls *Blueberry Muffins *Orange Juice
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Eater's Choice Cholesterol introductory
free session will be Thursday at library

•

Draffenville Plaza Next To Bonanza
527-1933 • Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
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Paint & Decorating Center

1/2 Price or Less
$25.00 or Less

AA a
Legit
Mapl

Main
Nortt

by Jeane Dixon

Ladies of Oaks Country Club will have a luncheon
on Wednesday. Mardi
20, at 12 noon at the club house. Reservations should be made by Monday.
March 18, by calling Sue Lamb, 492-8527, or Sue Wells, 753-3671
, cochairpersons for the event. Other hostesses will be Shirley Wade, Isabel
Parks, Juanita Stallohsr aarbara Blalock, Mary Atkins, Della Miller, Melissa

GREAT NEW SPRING
DRESSES FOR EASTER!

Saturday
Morning
Brunch
(Fres II am p.m.)

YOUR HOROSCOPE

Oaks luncheon Wednesday

Come See Our

All Stride Rite Shoes
All Connie's

Char
lunch
Holic

Brinn, treasurer

Stfeet

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

Mur
Orch
potlu
Hall.

Muri
p.m.-

Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday, March 19, at 6 p.m. in meeting room cf
Calloway County Public Library. Christy Boren of Cadiz will present a
demonstration-lecture of quick and easy sewing techniques for speedy construction of quick pieced quilts. No supplies will be needed. Geneva Giles,
president, urges all members and interested persons to attend. Other officers are Carolyn Halford, vice president: Doris Long, secretary: and Orvis

Eater's Choice Cholesterol
. Treatment Program is a service
Free checks Tuesday
being offered in Murray by Registered -Dietitians Lori Crouch and
F•ee blood pressure checks w,U be given Tuesday, March 19,
from 12
Cadelia Davis.
noon to 2 p.n. at Murray Seventh-day Adven!ist
Ch „!ch. This is a fee serA free introductory session will
vice Of the :.hurCh.. located VI_ Sycamore Street at- Soul-4
15th

A

St. John Missionary Baptist Church, located at Spruce and L.P. Miller,
Murray, will have a gospel explosing in song on Sunday. March
17, at 3:30
p.m. Groups from area churches will be included in this
special occasion.
Refreshments will be served after the program. The Rev W E
Cheaney,
pastor, invites the public to attend

call Jerry Gorrell,

ga!e! Ca !!

'

St. John Explosion

be present to vote For those parents who are not a member of PTA,
they
may become a member no later than March 20, to vote in this election;
or

anal:,

Thetas will meet Monday

V

Atkinson will show slides

East Calloway Elementary School has accepted the implementation of the
'School Based Decision Making' (SBDM). Nominations are now being
The Rev, David Atkinson, director of Wesley Foundation
accepted for parents representatives for the SBDM Council; must be in writ- f) University, will present a slide presentation of the Murray at Murray State
State
ing; and must be received no later than 2:45 p.m. on Thursday, March 21.
Foundation mission to trip to Yucatan on Sunday, March 17, at Wesleyan
6 p.m
Nominations may be sent to the school with your children provided it is in a
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church. The public is invited to at
see
sealed envelope. The election for the two parent members from the list of
this special program, a church spokesperson
said
nominees will be at East Calloway on Thursday. March 28, at 7 p.m. In
order to qualify as a voter, you must be a registered PTA parents and must

ahead'
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Chapter M of P.E.O./anniversary
luncheon/12 noon/Majestic Royale,
Holiday Inn.
Br,

30

)y,

AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./American
Legion Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.
Murray Moose Lodge Dance/8
p.m.-12 midnight.
Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open -5 to 11
p.m./Info/753-1 EEN.

tC
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I Ti
LI
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LBL events include: Deer Up
Close 9:15 a.m., Hawks and Owls
11:30 a.m., Red Wolves 1 p.m.,
Eagles Up Close 2 p.m. and Hike
to Honker 3 p.m./WNC; Planetarium Show 12 noon, 2 and 3 p.m..
WKAA 7 p.m./GPVC; Iron Industry 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m., Buttermaking 2 p.m./HP.
Sunday, March 17
National Scouting Museum/12:30
to 4:30 p.m.
AA and Al-Anon/closed
meetings/4 p.m./American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple/
Info/759-4059 or 753-7663.
Narcotics Anonymous/7:30
p..n./St. John's Episcopal Church/
Info/753-0086 or 753-7046.
LBL events include: Deer lip
Close 9:15 a.m., Hawks and Owls
11:30 a.m., Attracting Bluebirds
12:30 p.m., Red Wolves 1:30 p.m.,
Eagles Up Close 2 p.m., Snakes
Alive 3 p.m./WNC; Planetarium
Show 12 noon. 2 and 3
p.m./GPVC; Iron Industry 10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m., Cornmeal
Cooking 10 a.m./HP.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital has a program called "HeartSmart" for its menus in the
cafeteria. The program is designed
following the guidelines of American Heart Association and American Dietetic Association.
For more information about the
menus and a special senior citizen
diner card, call Anne Newberry,
R.D., food service director at the
hospital.

Monday, March 18
Theta Department/Murray
Woman's Club/1 p.m./club house.
Health Express/Murray-Calloway
County Hospital will not run today.
First Baptist Church events
include Saints Alive/11 a.m.;
Senior Adult Fellowship
luncheon/12 noon.

Boy Scout Troop 77/6:30
p.m./First Christian Church.
Habitat for Humanity/board
meeting/12 notin/Pagliai's.

Carol Taylor opened her home
for the February meeting of Penny
Homemakers Club.
The club president, Ruth Parker,
opened the Meeting by singing
"Happy Birthday" to the hostess
and thanking her for her
hospitality.
Nell Norsworthy presented the
major lesson on "Self-Esteem."
The devotion was given by Violet Johnson. Members answered the
roll call by naming their favorites
dishes to take on a picnic.
A letter from County Agent Ted
Howard was read and upcoming
events discussed.
Carol Taylor and Ruth Parker
were appointed' to serve as hostesses at the 4-H Conference on
March 22 at Curris Center, Murray
State University.
Members were urged to participate in Area Annual Day meeting
in October.
Helen Webb was elected to fill
the offices of International chairperson and Public Information
chairperson. Carol Taylor was
elected Cultural Arts chairperson.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Taylor. Also present were
Marelle Farless, Alice Like, Murrell Madrey and Idoma Glenn.
The club will meet Monday.
March 18, at 12:30 p.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.

First United Methodist Church
events include Exercise Class/10
a.m.; Church and Society, Education and Evangelism Work
Areas/6:30 p.m.; Council on
Ministries/7 p.m.
Friendship-Hannah Circle of First
United Methodist Women/7
p.m./home of K. Gupton.

Eater's...
(Cont'd from page 6)
consumer's point of view. Our
seN.ch led us to Eater's Choice, a
program developed and tested over
the last three years," Crouch added.
Participants enrolled in Eaters
Choice routinely achieve 20 to 30
percent reduction in blood cholesterol in six weeks, which means a
40 to 60 percent lower risk of heart
attack.
"We prefer that participants have
two cholesterol tests done, one
prior to beginning the program and
one at the conclusion of the program. This will help us to individualize according to each participant's need and to keep physicians
abreast of their progress," Davis
said.
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Monday, March 18
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
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Foods marked with an * are
heart-smart selections. Menus for
Monday, March 18, through Sunday. March 24, are as follows:
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'sliced beets, crispy coated frieds,
'chicken gumbo.
Thursday
BBO pork on a bun, reuben casserole, 'lemon baked chicken, 'broccoli
spears, baked beans, 'field peas,
'whole baby carrots, 'Lumberjack vegetable soup
....
Friday
Pot roast of beef. 'broiled fish filet,
lasagna wigarlic toast. 'oven roasted
potatoes, fried okra, 'steamed yellow
squash, 'collard greens. cream of
broccoli soup

Monday
Foot long hot dog, chili, oven baked
pork cutlet, 'curry baked fish filet, 'carrot coins, breaded vegetable sticks,
•oven browned potatoes. 'turnip
greens, tomato tcrtellini soup
Tuesday
Southern fried chicken, 'baked fish
almondine, minute steak w/mushroom
sauce. 'sauteed yellow squash. 'petite
brussels sprouts, 'whipped potatoes
corn fritters, cream of potato soup
Wednesday
Saucy meatloaf. 'island broiled
chicken breast, croissant club, 'rice
pilaf, 'green peas w/pearl onion.

Penny Club
meets at home
of Carol Taylor

Weight Control Group/6
p.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.

St. John Baptist Church/gospel
explosion in song/3:30 p.m.

WHILE YOU WATCH
ONE DAY ONLY
Monday, March 18
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Let our experts remount your aiamonds or other
precious stones in an up-to-date setting that will give
• them a fdshionobie new look!
We'll help you select a setting from our tremendous
selection .and then while you watch.. we'll take care
of the entire transformation. including sizing, setting,
polishing anc .;trasonic cleaning
•
Add To Your diamonds If You Wish

Join us for our week long celebration
beginning Monday, March 18 at noon. :0

Desert Storm Support Group/7
p.m./Apple Tree School.
Info/753-9356.
•••
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Reservations/ladies day luncheon/
Oaks Country Club Wednesday/by
today with Joanne Honefanger,
759-1337, or Irene Woods,
753-3139.

We have won Teleflora's coveted
'National Golden Dove Award"

Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.

FREE!!!
Nugget Pendant Made From Old
Mounting With Remount Purchase

Stop by...and help us celebrate

Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace-1850/LBL.

DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER...
BUT MOUNTINGS ARE NOT!

.

0
III
MB 4 I

Call For An Appointment Today!
753-7695

Tell us

Professional Secretaries
International/6:30 p.m./University
Branch of Bank of Murray.

Your

Heflora* Head

uarters

ate

West Kentucky. Oncology Nursing Society/6 p.m./Administrative
Board Room/Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

705 S. 4th

Murray Art Guild/accepting competition entries/3-6 p.m.

Charge It!
Up to 12
months to
Pay!

d 4.1

Flowers

Hamlin - 10.30 a.m. to 12 noon
Mrs. Meeks - 12:30 to 1 p.m.
Calhoun - 1 to 2 p.m.
Kirksey School Yard - 230 to 3.30
pm

YOUR DIAMONDS
REMOUNTED

Monday
Chicken breast strips, potato
babies, green beans, hot roll, margarine, tropical fruit salad, milk, coffee or
tea.
Tuesday
Roast pork, sweet potato patties,
cabbage, cornbread, margarine, chocolate pudding, milk, coffee or tea.
Wednesday
Lasagna, tossed salad, garlic roll.
margarine, blackberry cobbler, milk,
coffee or tea.
Thursday
Roast beef and gravy, mashed potatoes, broccoli, hot roll, margarine,
banana pudding, milk, coffee or tea
Friday
Clam chowder by/cheese, sliced carrots, cabbage, crackers, margarine,
chocolate brownie, milk, coffee or tea

.o

••:;.••'.
14g-

Wee Care - 2:30 to 3 p.m.
West View - 3.15 to 4 p.m.
Wednesday
Brown's Grove- 10:30 to 11:30 a.m.
Jordan - 11:30 a.m. to 12 noon
L. Smith - 12 30 to 1:30 p.m
M Tucker - 2 to 3 p.m.
Thursday

Tuesday
Sunshine Center - 10 to 11 am
Clark - 1130 a m to 12 noon
Sue Wicker - 1 to 2 p m

Menus for the Nutrition Program
for the Elderly and Meals on
Wheels for the week of March 18
to 22 have been released through
the office of Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens Program,
Inc..
Meals are served at 12 noon,
Monday through Friday, at Hazel
and Weaks Centers. Meals will be
sent to private homes each week
day.
Menus are as follows:

I
I •- °
I
C.,

Sunday
Baked ham, 'marinated baked
chicken breast, roast beef hash, scalloped potatoes, *coppy penny carrots,
•steamed zucchini squash, onion
rings, soup of the day.
The menus are subject to change
without notice, Newberry added

The Bookmobile of Calloway
County Public Library has scheduled runs on Tuesday. Wednesday
and Thursday. March 19, 20 and
21.
Carolyn Adams, bookmobile
librarian. released her schedule as
follows:

Elderly, Meals
on Wheels list
menus for week

NO

Saturday
•Roast turkey breast, beef tips w/
gravy, deli cold cut platter, cornbread
dressing, 'fluffy rice, 'green beans,
'escalloped tomatoes, soup of the day

Bookmobile stops released

-41

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

PAGE 7

'Heart-Smart' menus listed by hospital for next week

CALENDAR
Saturday, March 16
National Scouting Museum/open
9,a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
V
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of Eastern Star/Friendship
potluck meal event/6 p.m./Masonic
Hall.

SATURDAY, MARCH 16, 1991

JEWELERS
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

753-4320

Week of Registration March 25-29

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education _Unit, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

MOMS & DADS *

Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
Community Center.
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Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Maasons/7:30
p.m./Masonic Hall.

KINDERGARTEN ENROLLMENTS
NOW ACCEPTED!
...Teach reading in kindergarten?
WE DO!

...Extended school day?

THE NEW LOOK
IN DECORATING

Available from 6:30 a.m. until as late as 5:30 p.m.

Offered by

...Kindergarten graduation?
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o
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00
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4
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Complete with cap and gown.

--

Kindergarten 5 Year Olds
Kindergarten 4 Year Olds

8.30 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
Noon-3 p.m.

Li

SUBJECTS OF STUDY
*Bible *Phonics *Reading •Seatwork .Printing *Math *Science *Art & Music

Sheila Cahoon & Ann Williams
Experienced Is Helping You Choose:
•Wallcovering (one morn or all room.)
•Paint
•Window Treatments
.Accessories rorlecttng and arrangement)
•Furniture (selecting new or rearranging

Call 753-7173
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•Roorcovering
•Bed Dressings
•Landsaaping lone area or complete yard)
*Help You Prepare Your House To Sell
For Appointment
Pal 7611-70:17 a 711$411404 Aft* II pa.
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DEAR ABBY

SERVICE NEWS

•Ye, .
•

t;',;•
'
s
Navy Seaman Recruit Joseph D.
Harrison. son of Benny D. Harrison
of
2. Benton, and Brenda C.
Shiflton, RL 2, Mayfield, has cornrecruit training at Recruit
Training Command. Great Lakes.

••••

During his eight-week training
cycle, he studied general military
subjects designed to prepare him
for further academic and on-the-job
training in one of the Navy's 85
basic fields.
His studies included seamanship,
close order drill, Naval history and
first aid. Upon completion of this

by Abigail Van Buren

course of instruction, Harrison was
eligible for three hours of college
credit in Physical Education and
Hygiene.
A 1989 graduate of Graves
County High School. Mayfield. he
joined the Navy in August 1990.

DEAR ABBY The enclosed
published in our local patitle'
per.and I thought it descry ed a;'.
audience Ife%ei‘ parent and grandparent made this Itt jingle :I pail
of i.1.011ds dad%
hut,,
much energy might be say ed'
Yul F.XN IN vERNIuNT

Calloway County High School, is
scheduled for enlistment in the
Regular Air Force on April 9:

Upon graduation from the Air
Force's - six -week basic training

Timothy A. Carpenter, son ,of
Dallas and Joyce Carpenter,
enlisted in the Air Force's Delayed
Enlistment Program, ai:,:or,i1r.g to
SSgt. John L. Starks. Air Force
recruiter. 1390 Rut:edge St.,
City. Tenn.
Carpenter, a 1990 graduate of

near San Antonio, Texas, he is
scheduled to receive technical
training in the General Aptitude
career field.
Carpenter will be earning credits
toward an associate degree in
applied sciences through the Community College of the Air Forte
v.hile attending basic and technical
trainng schoo!s.

DEAR FAN:1 agree. And here
it is:
SINC,INC, Ft )1-{ EDISi iN
Annette Anderson. \\ Ii d it'd
era' years ago in Rutland. Vt . at thi
age it 99. ‘k .1 -111L:cr From 191; to
1917.
\N. oh Thom a,.1.1,,i
Edison.
so111:..i1T,1 song a- lie
deyelopedhl,phon,..)..li-Aoh re•ci,n1 m,2.
Ili h.ki,t,ti.

*et

t•Y.erywhere.iind would pick one out.
saying -11t•re. Amtette — sing this
one
r rt.m..mbel• Annettt• telling me
about Edison's recent nett res. and his
snialf soundproof recording room
,(Ainipletely lined with horst•hairi.
hut the .t ii
memory is of it
jingle I heard daily in my t:hiltillotid
It Y‘as ‘Yritteli by Edison. and it
hung from the elet•t /At. light'chain in

We've Bred
A Reputation
for

Distinctive Service

e are in right no;'.
DORIS ERB,
CUTTINGSVILLE, VT.

DEAR DORIS:With all due respect to Mr. Edison, "juice" is
saved only if the lights are
switched off for 10 minutes or
longer. According to a spokesperson for the Department of
Water
and Power in Los Angerecordliw room
les. there is a power surge when
It \vent Ink,.
-Save theitiice. lights
are turned on, so lights
--aye the juice. turn out the light
should he left on if one plans to
w. hen not in
Perhaps it 1./14 i• all posted this he in and out of the room. Perprudent rt•mirider near the light haps the jingle shonld be
amended to read,"Save thejuice,
sw itches in •air
w4lUld be. save the juice,
turn out the light
less dep,•nd,•nt on foreign oil and
II uld ay.iiid situations like the omit' if it won't be needed for 10 minutes or more." Of course, the
meter is all wrong, hut the message is accurate.

DEAR ABBY: Please help me
betOre I pull the last strands-of hair
4iut of my balding pate! I have been
trying to find a word that is not in
any dictionary-or th-evka-urus: have •
called the publit• library as well as
niy r1;'.spaper. and no one was able
tt ht•lp me The word lam looking for
w hat the person who makes up
crossword puzzles is called. Thanks
fr any help you can give me.
A.L. DELK

THE FAR SIDE

I,
I

PAGE 8

By GARY LARSON

* • io

DEAR MR.DELK:The word is
"cruciverbalist," and you are
correct, it is not in any dictionary, thesaurus or "word finder."
Nor was it in my vocabulary
— in fact, I had never heard of
the word before I went on this
treasure hunt. I also learned that
crossword puzzles have been in
existence for more than 2,000
years.

"The fuel light's on, Frank! We're all
going to die!,,
Wait. wait
Oh, my mistake — that's the
intercom light."
3-

-

*

e horse has a long, p-s:•': adm.red as mt...cr.
•MUer Funeral Home
:. •
- n r flne horses, as are .
.ne
7arn;I:y cornmr,:eC :ccfe
prc:A
rt&-s•- 2-.
- • • • conz!n,...r,g
s:a•
d;stinct;on
•
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OUTDOOR LIFE
Fishing Line
by JERRY MAUPIN
Outdoor columnist

American Heart
Association

Conditions are tougher on the
body than on the fish. Cold
north winds chill the fingers as
they get wet and for some
strange reason you can't seem
ft to get them dry!
rE
Usually a March wind is
4,, ,
warm and helps dry the ground
4
for planting season.
Another negative condition is
the lack of sunshine since the
first of the year, you can count
the sunny days on fingers and
Your Business is Appreciated!
toes one time around.
FREE ESTIMATES
The sun warms the exposed
rocks along the shoreline and
the upper few inches of the
c•
aa
.r
.,=031/ ..,13
•
•113
water's surface. This helps the
644
•••
crawfish to hatch and grow in
shallows and also draws the
small sunfish and rough fish- in
6,
on these rocky banks.
Two teams race down a slope during the early days of the
firlithe‘.•
Open
lditaro
Saturday
211114•Alti:
Now we all know when you
memorates a delivery of diptheria medicine to stranded settlers d, the annual Alaskan race which comduring the days of the Alaskan frontier.
have a place or area that
until
Wintry weather played a part in this year's race, won
Noon
UNIR
OYAL
by Rick Swenson for a record fifth time.
attracts small critters, the game•We Feature Name Brand Tires
fish are not far away.
-Compu
terize
Balancing While You Wait
d
Use a lure with a shape and
color of the bait, which also
E. Main & Industiral Road
753-5606
runs the same depth and you
NOME, Alaska (AP) — Rick
_
wigs;
••People always say, 'well, there into the blinding
should score with the gamefish.
blizzard early
11101111011011111111LWIAIALAIE
Swenson won the Iditarod Trail might be a storm on the coast
•••••••••=.'-ww• and I Thursday.
I fished last Wednesday with
Sled Dog Race for a record fifth can take the lead there.' And
here
Dallas Brandenburg and we used
Swenson, 40, and Martin Buser
time Friday, taking advantage of a it happened," Swenson said
after ganibled on getting through and the
this technique. We started out
blizzard to beat four-time winner beating Butcher, the only
other decision paid off for both mushers.
on the east side but the_ high
Susan Butcher.
-four-time Iditarod winner.
winds forced us back to the
Swenson completed the
Swenson, after the 1,163-mile
Butcher,- who finished third, had
west.
1,163-m
ile race at 1:34 a.m., with
race, told a cheering crowd in led mushers out of the
Where "Service Is Our BusinessWhite an official time of 12 days, 16
The water was falling pretty
Nome that the howling storm on Mountain checkpoint but
fast and this limits you even
turned
hours, 34 minutes and 39 seconds.
the Bering Sea ice helped him win. back with to others when they ran
more on areas until you get up
Buser followed about two hours
to Blood River.
later. Butcher finished at 6:59 a.m.
Explore:
Dallas and I made a lot of
Swenson said he had to take
casts with the wind blowing our
advantage of the weather because
lures away from the target but
Butcher had a larger, faster team
when we managed to place it
than he did.
Your U-Haul Headquartars
753-9131
in close to some wood a strike
"They weren't the fastest
followed.
team." he said of the 10 tired dogs
THIS WEEK AT LAND BETWEEN THE LAKES
Both of us missed several
who pulled his sled up Nome's
fish because the pickup was
Front Street. He had started out 13
Monday, March 111 — Sunday, March 24
Iron Industry a/ The Horneplace-1850, 10 30 a rn and • 30 pin
light about half the time, but,
days earlier in Anchorage with 20
A '2 presenia
ton about Stewan County's nch but often overlooked
pas'
together we caught and released
dogs.
Saturday, March 23 — Sunday, March 24
twenty-seven bass and two
But when Swenson called on his
ADVANTAGE
'
Veer Lip Closer•— Woodtands Nature Center 9.15 p in Jon us at 'eedng
time TO see and drscuss
pickerel by 2 p.m.
dogs to take him through the storm,
lalow and white-tailed deer.
'Planetanum Show'— Golden Pond Planetarium 12 noon, 2
The bass ranged in weight
they proved themselves champions.
and
'Magic of the Night' is
25-minute audiovisual show followed by a 15 m 'mute star show 3 p
from two and a half pounds to
'Hawks end Owls' — Woodlands Nature Center 2 p m See our resent
"The dogs were willing to do
feeding time and learn how they have returred to Land Betweer— bald and golden eagies at
Cain's
three and a half. We expected
The--LTgaS
what
I wanted to do. It was just a
• • •
to hang a big one at first but
Saturday, March 23
matter of being real careful and
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH•DODGF•JF FP-EALA
'Red Wolves' — Woodlands Nature Center • p rr See two
as the cold front swept in on
live red woes and learr about the
staying with the markers," Swenspecies' chances for survival
the lake the big bass locked up. •kluzzleloadmg Rifle Match'— The Horreplace 1850 1 p in
Hwy. 641 N • "Attrray I<y - (50:1
son said.
30
Come and watch an 1850s target
shooting match and learn about the trearmis used
/53-b448
The water had dropped four
Osmar
pulled
'Hike to Honker"— Woodlands Nave Center 3
into
Nome
in
Ot.•
iead a • rre h:ke !O flearSt
inches by the time our trip was
Oy Honker Lake to view and discuss waierlow' and Other Cd
fourth place at 7:33 a.m.
over and I felt very fortunate
Sunday, March 24
to have caught what we did.
Attracting Bluebirds' — Woodlands Nature Center 1 2 33
'
p
Red Wolves' — Woodlands Nature Center '30 p in
I talked with Terry Tatlock
'Toys and Games'— The Horneplace-1850 2-4 p in Horneprace
interpreters wirL teach panciparas
later and he said he was catchhow to make such toys as corncob dais, buzzers, corn shuck dole.
checkers, and string games.
'Snakes Alive'— Woodlands Nature Center 3 p
ing some good bass on his
learn some 'acs and reit some strange 'snake
tars'
favorite lure over the weekend.
Red Wolves at Woodlands Nature Center, 1 30
• • •
Steve Pember and Keith Fain
The Homeplace 1850 and Woodlands Nature Center are open
daffy. 9am 5pm Horneplace
put a pattern together last
farmstead hours are 9 am •4 15 pm)
To register for a program, call (502)924-1238 0",ce hours are
weekend and caught eighteen
7 a in -3 30 p
Monday through
Friday
keeper bass. I don't know what
For IBL•S 1!/$36.0y recorded fishing report, call 924-1340
For L BUS week'y recorded program information. call 924-'317
the largest weighed.
Ronnie Harrison spent a little
time one afternoon and found a
pattern for crappie. He found
them ready and willing to take
a jig, so didn't try any
minnows.
Whatever Your Style = .You're Rldin'
Interest in crappie will pick
In Style
up this weekend as the money
fish become eligible. If you
need a bounty hunter badge
seAriviiii>=0/4*
(crappie ticket) see me at East
INSULATED ASTAAEL
Side Gulf in the afternoon,
Discover/Am. Expregs NicarMarterCard
weekdays.
Hwy. 94E • Murray
(502) 759-4408
Interest in spring turkey huntmcdiurn
ing is also picking up speed.
jj1,.iou large pizzas with your
Lots of hunters are out scouting
ol 2 toppings for only 51599
for flocks and roost where the
big gobblers will be getting
•
rt:u
ready for the breeding season.
• to
Expires 3/31/91 I
There have been flocks of 70
.,
4 ;•••,
,,...3c qvg, 3+., `•3.114 tr3
I
C•41~
Ow Omen Ur!
5200c Ow
birds seen already. That's almost
'29' Dacec s cua cc
a herd! Several reports of 30 or
1MI MB IM SES MB 11=1 MI Me
more birds seen picking and
preening as they move through
30thBirthdaySpe
30c Coca-Cola®
, cial
the woods and across open
(jet
41
Buy
-toppi
any
free
a
0
ngiDomin
N.
o.
4th
fields.
, p=a at the regular price,
on
your
If we get a few days sun30th birthday (provide valid
and get a serving of diet Coke'
753-8346-753-6779
shine you will hear the gobblers
Coca-Cola'classic for just 30¢.
or
ID
please)
MS
tuning up and making the hillExpires 3/31/91
sides ring. It is a beautiful
sight and sound to have one
strut close by!
•
•
upn reuuireil
•
\
I guess it's equal to a big
••••macc sWyes 3.3,
r Wooaten ,Ic•es 3.• s,Alit
oiler
+a/ C•51444c
404•• I
buck walking out in front of
env@
103.iabe Dene, areas ...V 10!We We O..) is,0•In UPI lban 32000 CV
arazet kr ar fp..., ,9c.• :,,,,,,,,.:,,,
.,.u.•
you.
MI
MIMI
MN
1.11. OM
.
g= HMI
When you have a story or
53452
picture about hunting or fishing
•
contact me and maybe we can
•
print it.
Kevin Penner • Mark Penner
• 00 •
Richard Warkentin
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Washed out by the Tide

Inside
Scoop

Early slump leads to Alabama avalanche
as Racers lose 89-79 in NCAA Tournament
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger 8. Times Sports Editor

ATLANTA - The Tide rolled.
Murray State's hopes for another
OVC upset in the NCAA Tournament faded in a forest of misfires
and under an avalanche of Alabama
offense as the No. 4 seed Crimson
Tide downed the Racers 89-79 Friday in the first round of the Southeast Regional in Atlanta, Ga.
The Racers fell behind by as
much as 23 in the first half and
only by scoring the final 10 points
of the game were able to keep the
score respectable.
Alabama shot a sizzling 60.6
percent in the first half, while the
Racers were a dismal 31.4 from the
floor in the opening half, hitting
just 2 of their first 13 attempts.
"We were concerned about getting off -to a good start." Racer
coach Steve Newton said. "And
obviously, we didn't. We dug
ourselves a hole and had trouble
getting into sync all night. Alabama had a lot to do with that. They
did a nice job of taking away some
of our stuff.Alabama put the drapes on Murray's Popeye Jones. who had just
11 points, nine below his 20 pointper-game effort Junior Robert Horry spent most of the night on Jones.
but he got plenty of help.
"I think their strategy was to
keep someone fresh on Ron Jones
and to wear us down physically

As Tarkanian feared, Rebels must get past Hoyas
As coach Jerry Tarkanian had feared and expected.
UNLV's path to a second NCAA basketball utle will run
smack into the Georgetown Hoyas.
While UNLV ran its season record to 31-0 and its winning
streak to 42 games with a 99-65 muzzling of Montana Friday
night, Georgetown was beatir.g Vanderbilt 70-60 in the other
West Region game.
Since the pairings were announced last week. Tarkanian has
moaned about the possibility of facing Georgetown. albeit that
these Hoyas are only tall shadows of the Patrick Ewing-led
teams of the mid-1980s.

TOYOTAS
COST LESS
IN MURRAY
1991 Standard Bed
Pickup Truck
L-J -gi.\. #1551

These Hoy-as have lost 12' games, and they flirted with a
13th before putting away Vandy (17-13). the fourth Southeastern Conference team to lose in the first round.
Georgetown (19-12), which dropped out of the rankings in
the final three weeks of the regular season. fell behind 40-39,
on Matt Maloney's 3-point goal with 15:03 remaining. Alonzo
Mourning, who had 23 points, had IWO free throws and a
three-point play in, 9-0 run and Georgetown led 51-42 with
10:36 to go. -Larry Johnson scored 23 points and Stacey Augmon had 20
as UNLV romped over Montana. Greg Anthony's OL111:.0
shootirrg yielded another 20 points.
The only problem occurred when UNLV center George

Writer

LEXINGTON. Ky.- Cinderella
made it to the high school prom.
Covington Holy Cross, a school
.:ith an enrollment of 164 students.
:_laimed that role in the Boys State
Tournament by upsetting seventh ranked North Hardin 58-45 in the
qtlarterfinals Friday in Rupp Arena.
Holy Cross will meet No. 2 Lexington Tates Creek, who decimated
No. 3 Paducah Tilghman 97-73.
and :op-ranked Louisville Fairdale
piay Bowling Green in today's

The championship will
7 p.m CST tonight.
- We mu:Ct be a team of des- said Holy Cross coach Jeff
"Qur kids don't give up.
You have to dream a little bit.
We've been up and down all year.
It's unbelievable the way our kids
have played.''
Before stepping on the court. the
Holy Cross players watched "Hoosier.' the movie about a small
Ind:ana school that won- a- state
-uhampionship in the 1950s.
"I hope everybody gets behind
us.- said Trame. "We're the only

Ross Insurance Agency
Per
Mo Saie
Pnce

14`="
4"11-

7,724

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

4-cyt tuel injected engine 5 speed
trans . styled steel wheels double
wall cargo bed mist cycle wipers
metallic pair!

1991 Previa DX

6th & Main

753-0489

#3149

*********************
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_

When You Need Room
For Your Stuff!
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Sale Price

011

$I

Dual air, power windows. power
locks,tin, cruise. AM TM stereo, mist
cycle wipers, rear defogger

•t 12
ceedn
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ACKICS limped off with a sra ,A1 left foot late in the first
half and didn't return. Ackle.s would be akey factor inside on
Sunday against Georgetown's tall front court.
The big tournament story of the day was authored by Penn
State. The Nittany Lions made their first NCAA appearance
since 1965 and won their first tournament game since 1955,
knocking off 16th-ranked UCLA 74-69 in the opening round
of .the Elist Regional. "The guards did a great job getting me the ball. I was just
making - strong moves.- said forward James Barnes, who
made seven of eight shots and scored 19 points.
Monroe Brown made a 3-pointer, then made a steal and fed
trail on page 11)

Holy Cross plays Cinderella; Tilghman leaves the ball
By MIKE EMBRY
Associated Press Sports

Barns, Lofted Barns, Garages, Cabins, Utility, Playhouses 4(

'Over 100 Styles & Sizes
'Rent-to-Own as low as $36.81 per month 4(
'Lifetime Warranty Against Damage from
Decay or Termites

* *Ask About Our Lowest Price
* Guarantee and Our Used Buildings

Ledger & Time* Sports Iditer
-

Paul King was still fighting,
long after it was over.
The issue was settled, but the
Murray State senior was still
fighting Alabama's Crimson Tide
in the closing seconds, scoring
his last bucket as a Racer as
the horn sounded.
The final game for Murray's
four-year starter was a career
night. He tossed in a careerhigh 25 for the Racers, but it
wasn't enough in Murray's
89-79 loss to Alabama in the
NCAA Southeast Regional Friday night.
He had a lot more on his
mind than basketball this week.
The King family is very close,
and Paul King lost his grandmother this week. That, coupled
with the Murray loss, made the
ides of March a rough night for
thd Racer co-captain who realized Friday that his career was
over.
"It's hit me," King said. "I
didn't want it to go out like
this. I dedicated this game to
my grandmother."
The only man to start on
four OVC champions, Paul King
will leave major shoes to fill.
He didn't score 20 points a
game, but what he did score,
coupled with his defense,
rebounding and passing, made
him a 30- to 35-point producer.
"Paul King has been a model
student athelete for us," Racer
head coach Steve Newton said.
"He has helped us achieve four
championships. He has been the
type of player who has gotten
progressively better and has
maximized his ability. He's been
a joy and delight to coach. If
there's ever been a player who
deserves the accolades, this guy
has sacrificed himself."
Even after it was over, he
was still sacrificing to his teammates. The successes weren't as
important to Paul King as was
the company he kept for four
years. The quiet leader was
always one of the guys, even if
he wasn't telling the jokes on
the back of the bus.
"I'm going to remember the
guys," King said. "I played
with a great group of guys for
four years. The coaches, coach
Newton, they've all been great.
We've had a lot of success; we
never had a losing season. I
couldn't have asked for anything
more from Murray State. I had
fun for four years."
Three NCAA appearances,
four OVC titles. Murray State
couldn't have asked for anything
more from Paul King.
While Paul King had a glorious four years, the rest of the
Racers seniors also deserve credit for Murray's success.
Greg Coble was an exciting
player. I was sorry to see just
two years of him. He could
take a game over in the matter
of minutes.
John Jackson had only one
year in the program, but he
made the most of it. Maybe the
NCAA will find it in its heart
to give another year to a young
man who deserves it.
Doug Gold and Donald Overstreet didn't get a lot of playing time, but their work in
practice and their attitude did a
lot to help the Racers. They
were also leaders in their own
way.

The Racers lost Friday, but
could be winners in the long
run.
Murray was the only Kanucky team in the NCAA Tournament, and Gov. Wallace Wilkinson made the trip to Atlanta to
support the team. Wilkinson also
had some good news about the
new special events center,
according to MSU officials.

*
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Class A team in the
A-II-state guard Darrin Horn
In the .other quarterfinai
made-two layups in a 10-0 run late
Tates Creek defeated NO. 3 Pad.
in the third • quarter that sparked
cat Tilghman 97-73, Bowling
Tates Creek (33-3) to the
Green beat Greenup County 63-56 semifinals.
arid Fairdale downed Corbin 67-61.
John Stuart, .who finished with
Center Andre McClendon scored / 27 points, started
the decisive spurt
fise of ht'. 27 points in a 12-3
with a 5-foot baseline jumper that
second-quarter spurt that proved to gave Tates Creek
a 57-49 lead with
be the - difference for Holy Cross - 1:48 - left in the
third period.
(
I
Paul Burchett followed with two
Todd Houston ignited the run
free throws, Horn scored a basket
with a driving layup after a North
off a Tilghman turnover, Keith
Hardin' turnover and a free throw
Willard drove in for a
L';;It gave Holy. Cross a 21-14 lead Horn slipped inside for layup and
another lay;Lb 4:.58 rernainiu in the
as Tates Creek's-lead grew to
Corey -Miller followed with a 6549 with 49 second
s remaining
free throw and McClendon 'Com- in the period.
pleted a three-point play to widen,/
Tilghman (32-4), which went the
the margin to 25-14 at 3:14. tV:er
final 4:42 of the quarter without a
North Hardin's 'Jerry Thompson field goal. finally
broke Tates
sank a 3-„pointer. McClendon Creek's run when
Kent Leggs
scored on an inside power move. made a free throw' with
eight secHouston hit a free throw and Den- onds left.
hy
hit a 15-footer for a
Tates Creek put the game out of
30-17 advantage at 1:40.
rc...ah in the. opening two minutes
North Hardin (30-5). trailing of the final period, going
on a 9-4
12-21 at the half, could draw no run to open up a 75-54
advantage.
closer than 46-36 on Lamont Duck"Tates Creek put a clinic on
ett's free. throw with 5:03 remain- thele... said Tilghman coach out
Steve
ing in the game.
Dreher. "They played well."
Duckett topped North Hardin
Willard finished with 20 points
with 13 points while Houston con- while Horn
had 18 in helping Tates
tributed 12 for Holy Cross.
Creek post its 17th consecutive
Fairdale (354) nearly had its victory.
quest to become the-141.st school in
Paul McKnight was Tilghman's
20 years to successfully defend its leading scorer with 26 points,
foltitle derailed by Corbin.
lowed by Leggs with 20.
All -state forward Jermaine
Bowling Green (27-6) was able
Brown scored 36 points, but it was to overcome Grccnup
• • • •
County's
his go-ahead basket late in the slow-down strategy
Well, I was wrong, but I can
. Bcnji Barnett
game that proved to be the most came to the rescue. scoring
live with it.
eight of
important for Fairdale.
Regular readers noticed (I'm
his 15 points in the final period.
hoping you didn't but I know
you did) that I bungled my prediction of the Murray StateAlabama game.
But I would point out that
over the last two years, I'm
12-0 picking OVC Tournament
games. I need to translate that
into the NCAA Tournament.

In Murray on Hwy. 641 N
41(
•r-T<IdrIICHE Next to 7 Seas Restaurant
*
•Or L 4
Days 753-4239 • Nights 442-5528 *
ro•r•sti WAREHOUSES
*********************

••••••••••••••:••• ••••• •• 4P
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Newton said.
MURRAY ST. (79)
Jones, double- and triple-teamed
Cob's 9-16 0-0 22, Jackson 6-10 0-0 12,
P
Jones
5-16 1-4 11, King 6-13 10-12 25. Allen
all night, was a poor 5-of-16 from
2-14 0-0 4, Adams 0-0 0-0 0. Gumm 0-1 3-4 3,
the floor. He also was held to eight
Overstreet 00 0-0 0, Swills 0-1 2-2 2. Gold 0-0
0-0 0, Birdsong 0-1 0-0 0 Totals 28-72 16-22
rebounds, only the second time
79
during the season he was held to
ALABAMA (89)
Horry
8-12 2-3 21. Sprev.ell 5-7
12, Chealess than 10 boards. Nebraska did it
turn 11-15 1-2 23, Wanes 3-8 0-01-2
6, Lancaster
in the championship game of the
0-3 0-0 0. Robinson 6-11 0-0 IS, Webb
2-3 1-2
5, IA Jones 3-5 0-0 8. Campbell 0-1 0-0 0.
Rich
San Juan Shootout.
0-0 0-0 0. Rich 0-1 1-21.Totals 38-666-11 89
"I learned a lot from this game,
•• • •
Hanttme,-Alatiama 46. Murray St
3-ootnt
especially on the offensive end
pals-Murray St. 7-23. (Coble 4-8.30King
3-9,
when I'm being double- and tripleP Jones 0-1, Allen 0-5). Alabama 7-16 (Robinson
Fouieci
3-4
0
.
R
La_r
Hory
06m
3S
.
son
Sore
Rvrel
unos_4
eoo
l
,Wales
1-2
u
,ay
01)
teamed in terms of reversing the
ball," Jones said. "They did a nice
42 (P.Jories 8), Alabama 38 (Sprewek, Cheetah 9) ASSISIS--Marray St 18 (P Jones 6).
job on me defensively and I have
Alabama 23 Mates 9)
W give them credit."
Alabama coach Wimp Sanderson
and Greg Coble, led the way with
was pleased with the Tide defenKing tossing in 25 points while
sive effort, which- he said came
Coble- had 22.
from mental preparation.
"He (Horry) made him (Jones)
"I thought our basketball team
pull the string offensively a few
was ready to play mentally from
times because of his size," Sanderthe very beginning," Sanderson
son said. "I thought our ability to
'said. "It -showed in the defensive
double down on him made him
intensity we had. We played hard,
throw the ball back out. When he
forced turnovers and got easy
threw it back out, our defense
baskets.
rotated well all night."
"We got some cheap baskets
While the Racers were struggling
from our defense and that made our
with the offense. Alabama was
shooting percentage go up. We did
cruising behind Horry. Melvin
a really good job defensively on
Cheatum and James Robinson.
Popeye by doubling down on him
Horry, who had scored in double
and making him kick the ball back
figures just once in the last seven
Out:
games, found his offensive touch
Jones. did kick the ball out to
by scoring 21 while cheatum was
Murray's 3-point shooters. but the
11-of-15 from the floor to lead
Racers were 7-of-23 from the long
'Barna with 23.
MSC senior Paul King faced Alabama's tight defense but
line, including a dismal 0-for-5
closed his
Robinson did all his damage in
four-year career with a personal-best 25-point effort in
from Frank Allen. Murray's other
the
Racers'
the first half, when he hit three
89-79 loss Friday night.
two 3-point shooters, Paul King
(Cont'd on page 11

By The Associated Press
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Early slump leads to Alabama avalanche...

(Coed from page 10)
3"-pointers and tossed in 15 points-.
Alabama opened the game by
se.orine the first eight of the conwith Robert Horry pitching in
a trey to open the game. Latrell
SIM:Mel' hit a free throw for the
"Ilde.
"orry s4rik a baseline
juritrr 4
re Melvin Cheatum
scbred five straight for the Tide to
4,, give Alabama an 11-2 lead.
The Racers, meanwhile, saw two
-s.
3-pointers go in and out. a missed
dunk; and finally scored thanks to
an Alabama goaltending call with

(f
et

1.

17:11 left.
-They 'jumped on us early," King
said. "They hit some tough shots,
some good shots. We had some
open shots but the ball just didn't
bounce our way. That caused some
problems in the beginning." -ce
A 3-pointer from Greg Coble
and a'bucket by Jones brought the
Racers to within four, but Alabama
ran off 11 straight. Most of the
'Barna run came off -the transition,
ith (11CJIUM Loring three times.
Sprewell ssoring a layup and
Robinson drilling a 3-pointer that

gave Alabama a 20-7 lead.
"There's no question that I was
surprised to get the open shots early," Newton said. "But we played
into Alabama's hands when we
didn't hit the outside shot. Alabama's shots from the perimeter
dropped and ours didn't. That"s the
bottom line."
"I think at the start of the game,
they did a real good job of coming
out and getting a quick lead," Murray's Jones said. "We scratched
and clawed but we just weren't
able to get back into it. Their trans-

Bubka becomes first man
to clear 20-foot vault level
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S.
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East
E Michigan 76, No 21 Mssissippi it 56
G..s Kennedy had 22 parts and '6 •eoc -hcs at.
se-c-c t
-• 4-"a, beat 'he Bu
OGO5 .2C 31 Car. Tnornas scored .6 po-ms wr-••••
▪ • ir 1.• EaS'em Mc',
;are 2561
ost,.C" -ssed "re of Os fIrs' • ShO'S
•
Orarers
each made a a 3 Darter n an 8-0 r.r• •ra• go' t
OA • 7,c1 - :•1".•
're game
No. 4 North Carolina SOS. NoHheastern 66
North Carona '26 Sr mailing a recorc '," case-,
P.r, AA a..-1,1•A... •- rD.03...1 one game
closer to extipxlmg another record cors,
cut re • as-'o •-- •
v• c • F ..4.7"--eaS'P'" 22 •
ned rs
ead ' 8 Nor', Carama •oc, ^e k•-• •o•
•
';
- •he '•s• ^a'0,a
3 por'er by Huber Days whcr stared a '3 C
Wit/nova 50. Princeton 44i
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;
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,
4r, Ao- 17
SeCO-CS 'eh The W
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.
*•-• ' 5 SecOrtdS
e't
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«
a
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s •a ',Southeast
No 2 Arkansas 117, Georgia St 76
Ron Huery scored 2' ports ard Osac'
acOdor:
't
• .-C•,- A •amas
3, overca'rte
a' ear y scare agars, Georg a S'a•e ••6
-a. ; • • ••_ .
Le T^e RazorWicks
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kti.4000, St, 79, Rutgers 7
_
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Wake Forest 71, La Tech 65
Fresrman Ranco pri Ch,dress scored se.e^
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•
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Texas 73, St Deter s 65
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Georgia Tech 87, D•Paul 70
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SOUTHEAST REGIONAL
Fira Round
At Freedom Heil
Ky
Thursday, March 14
Pr-tso.rgn 76 Georgia 68 OT
Kansas 55 New Orleans 49
Fonda State 75 Southern California 72
InOwa 79 Coastal Carolina 69
At The Omni
Meant@
Friday, March 15
Arkansas 117 Georgia State 76
Arzona State 79 Rutgers 76
Alabama 89 tawny State 79
lake Forest 7, Louisiana Tech ES
Second Round _
At Freedom Hell
Louisville, Ky.
Saturday, March 16
r.ersas ;23.74 vs Petsbargn (21-11), 350 pm
•norana (28-4, vs clonela St (21.10) 30 minutes
all, comp of Iry panto
At e
snO
tarnrei
Atlanta
Sunday, Merch 17
A acama '22.91 vs Wave Forest 09-10), 1 15 pm
Arkarsas 32-3' vs Anzona St 120-9). 30 minutes
a•e• -c,hp at Srst game
Regional Semifinals
At The Charlotte Coliseum
Charlotte, N.C.
Thuredsy, March 21
indlana-Flonda St winner vs kansas-Prttsburgh
remise
Ahansars-Anzona St wenner vs Alabama-Wake
Forest winner
Regional Chempionehip
At The Charlotte Coliseum
Charlotte, N C
Saturday, March 23
Serhit nal winner,
• • • •
MIDWEST REGIONAL
First Round
At The Metrodome
Minneapolis
Thursday, March 14
Duke 102 Northeast Loosens 73
Iowa 76 East Tennessee Stale 73
Connecticut 79 Lcusana State 62
)(aver Ohio 89. Neoraska 64
At Deyton Arena
Dayton, Ohio
•
Friday, March 15
St Johns 75 Northern linos 68
Texas 73. St Peeve 65
Ohio St 97, Towson St 86
George Tech 87 Diseaul 70
Second Round
Al The Illetrelorin
Minneapolis
Saturday, March 16
Duke (27-7) vs Iowa (21.10) 330 pm
Xavier Oho 122-9) vs Connecticut 119.10), 30
MINOS alai comp al Ins game
At Dayton

;•-•• c_'-g a '2 2 f rs•
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Michigan St 60, Wis -Green Bay
Steve Sm4h made a 20-foot Jumper at the o.zzer o Mc- ;a-58
S•a•e '9 t."...; Jorr Mar rez
missed a shot vr•th 22 seconds lett for Wscors f;t,ehrBay 24 7 5- •- ;•••:;:iect •he •eoo.rid and
M crgar State called tmeout to set up a '1,a s- o'
5-- sco•ic M
aS1 e gr• ports
To '.rtrstr W." '9
No. 10 Utah 82, South Alabama 72
The Liles (29p) sdved a full-cot-I press w •h a 20 2 r.;
.•s• a"-e s'a- 0'
secort0
t Josh
Grant scored "7 of its 22 oar's r 'rte s•cc-.0 a'1'
•-c ,11 a-rtr '."C-ed *o a 4' 34
hair me defIcs
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KANSAS Clry- While his Kansas City Royals
teammates get ready for the •Jpcoming season.
two-spon star Bo Jackson is SPend,rg sPrir6

training trying !ct find out 1' he'll be able to play
either one Jackson's rcht hip. injured during
the NFL playoffs in January. was examined by
the Royals' team physician the Royals said
there would he no comment on Jackson's co"
CtIth011 until Tuesday, but a newspaper reporec
that the injury couid threaten his career Jac'
SOn was examined at a Kansas City hospla Dy
Dr. Steve Joyce He was to be checked Mon
day by Dr Jim Andrews. an orthopedic surgeon
in ithrmingham, Ala The San Diego Tribune
reported that Jackson .ras a hip corrtl• or

a

St Johns r21-8) vs Teta (23-81 3C mimosa ale
corny oh IRO game
Regieeel Semifinals
At The Selverdome
Pontiac, Mich.
Fraley, MIMS 22'
Duke-Iowa winner vs Xaner-ConnecsoJt winner
Ohio St -Georgia Tech winner vs St Johns-Tines

".• • •••
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Regional Chernaionehle
At The Shalom*
Penh's, Mich.
Sunday. March 24
Sanfinal winners
• • • •
WEST
F, REGIONAL
R dn
First
At The Jon M. Huntervien Center
Sett Lae City
Thursday, March tel
Salon Hal 71 PlootorO)Ato St
Crampton 64 Nevi kistico State 56
Bngham Young 61 Virgehe 48
Anzona 93 St Franos Pa 80
At The McKele Center
Tucson, Ana.
Friday, March 15
Michigan Slate 60 Wsconon-Green Bay 58
Utah 82. Soon Alabama 72
Georgetown 70. Vanderbilt 6))
UNLY 99 Montana (65
Second Round
At The Jon M. Huntsman Center
Sall Lake City
Saturday, March 16
Anions (27-61 vs Brigham Young 12„1-12) t 20 p m
Sewn Hal (23-8) vs Criughton (24-7). 30 minutes
aher comp of hrst oame
At The tickle Center
Tucson, Anz,
Sunday, March 17
Utah (29-3) vs Mcnigan State (19-1C). 1 35 pm
UNLV (31-0) vs Go:uptown (19-12). 30 minutes
after come/ oh first game
Regional Semifinals
At The Kingdom*
Seattle
Thursday, March 21
Anzona-BYU winner vs Soon Hail-Creighton winner
w
*inner vs Utah-hichgan St
sinner
Regional Championship
At The Kingdom*
Seattle
Saturday, March 23
Sertfinal armors
• • • •
THE FINAL FOUR At The Hoosier Dome
Indienapoles
Semifinals
Saturday, March 30
East chernpon vs .Southsest criampeon
Medwest champion vs West chamoon
Chempionship
Monday, April t
Serntinal winners

753-1462

A FRIEND YOU CAN DEPEND ON

linnet

C;)

For car, home, business and family quality
insurance protection designed to meet your
specific needs Plus attractively low premiums
and closeby independent agency service

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT
407 Maple St.

753-4451

Stet. Auto
insuranc•
Consp•mos

'State Auto Insurance
..esearh.3

&;arx.1

ATTENTION
CONTRACTORS
For your insurance needs call and ask us about our
Series One Contractors policy. It's a broad-cove.rage.
competitively priced plan for small to medium-size
artisan contractors. Call us for a proposal and
quotation.

Holton, Melugin & Haverstock
Insurance Agency
211 S..12th

753-3415

Lindy Sutter Represemng

ar

State Auto
Insurance Companies

Holland Tire Co.

NIT results
Fine Round
Wednesday, March 13
Providence 94, James Madison 93 20T
Cerionnal 82. Ball Stets 55
Wisconsin $7. Bowing Green 79. OT
Colorado 71. Morns* 64
Southern limas 75 Boise State 74
StaMord 93. hicusbn 86
Thursday, March 14
Siena 90. Fen/sigh Ctdeineon 85
Fordham 76, South Florida 66
Southeast Ilesoun St 57 CoMen Stale
/*MONS St 62. Alaberrie-Birmingham 76 47
Meanies St 78. Rice 71
Oklahoma 111, Tulsa 86
Friday, Merck IS
West Virginia 86, Furman 67
Massachusetts 93, La Salle 90
South Carolina 69 George Washington 63
Wyoming 63, Buser 61
• • • •
Second Round
Monday, March 18
West Virgna (17-13) at Providence i18-12). 630
p.m
Coonnall (18-11) at Okkshoma (17-14) 1.30 pint
Stanford (16-13) at Wisconsin 05-14) 705 pm.
Southern linos 117-13l at SOUthweel Missouri State
(22.11). 705 pm
Atkap
State(22-6) at Memphis Sal 7-14): 735
pm
Wyoming (20-11) at Colorado (16-13). 835 pm
Tuesday, IllarcK-19
Massachusetts (18-11) at Fon:them (25-7), 630 pm
Saul Carolina (20-12) at Sans 124-9i. 630 pm
• • • .
Third Round
Wednesday, March 20, and
Thursday, March 21
Palings site. and emu niA

is overstocked with

235-75-15 A/S
Uniroyal Larado Pull Offs

S50

UNIROYAL
Per Tire

Mounting & Balancing Included

Open Sat. 8 a.m. - Noon

Holland Tire

c5R60
06

E. Main & Industrial Road

••••

At Madison Square Garden
New Tort
Semdinals
Monday, March 25
• • • •
Championship
Wednesday, March 27

Dayton, Oka

Sunday, March 17
Oho Si >28-3) VS Georgia Tech 117.12). 11 20 am.

--ow- as a.a,__ ar r,ocrosi The Trbune cited
source close to Los Angeles
a...'^c" es tam Car with the -case The
Int/tine 0".iored Dr Gary Loss& team physician
tp Ire San &ego Crargers as say:rg avast:.
,ar necrosis
or'. 're bood op ly to Pal of
the DOne

:•

HOLLAND DRUGS 1-

lane Rogers 7534627

(Coned from page- llh
Michael Jennings for a laylip.that put die.N.ittany 1.141;1: (2
-00 ahead for
good at 45-44 with 1404 left.
On Thursday, it was Louisiana State and Syracise who
were upset. On
Friday., it was UCLA (23-9) and 21st-ranked MIssssI
ppi State. which lost
to _Eastern Michigan 76-56 in the other East
fist-round game.
While seven of the bottom 32 teams won !,.:
-7,1:inc,i game; last year,
.1.0 won this year. -

Cr
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Our
the

-the high percentage shot, and -you
have to credit Alabama's defense,New ton said.
The loss ended the Murray season at 24-9, while Alabama moves
on with a 22-9 mark.
"Alabama is an outstanding
- basketball team," Newton said.
"We did a good job of hanging
tough. Basically, they caused us a
lot of problems in the depth department. They are going to be very
tough to deal with. They are playing at the top of the game, and I
was very impressed with them."

*Friendly. Know1ed(4eable Prescription Service
•First Aid Supplies •Vit,amins *Gift Items *Non-prescription Medication *Greeting Cards

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There. -

EAST REGIONAL
First Round
At Cole Fieldhouee
Cols Pert, Md.
Thursday, March 14
Oklahoma State 67 New Waco 54
horm Carotins State 114 Southern
lesesaces 85
Tempe 90. Purdue 63
Richmond 73 Syrackaa 69
At The Carrier Dane
Syracuse, N •
Friday, March 15
Eastern Michigan 76 Mssissipo Sure 56
Penn State 74 UCLA 69
NOM', Carolina 101 NortheaSlern 66
khienova 50 Prtricelon 48
Second Round
At Cole Fielhouse
Cohere Park, kid
Saturdey, March 16
Receincnd r 229) n Temple (22-9) 11 15 am
Odanorna SLais (23-7) vs NC Stsw (20-10i 30
ennutes alter comp of first gene
At The Carrier Dome
Syracuse, N.Y.
Sunday, March 17
North Carolau 126-5) vs Villancrta (17-14) 11 10
a
plink St r21.10) vs Eastern Winton 125.4i
30
minutes alter comp of lerst parr,
Response Semifinals
At The Meadowlende Arena
East Rutherford, N.J.
Friday, March 22
Richmond-Tempa winner vs Calahorna .5t NC
ateh c
04,,
SNtem
ostart,ae
r
a-Prtnasion-Villamova winner vs Penn
St -E lacnigan vonner
Regional Championship
Sunday. March 24
Al Ten kleadovilende Arena
.
,,,ws
East Rutherford, N.I.

:

t WE FILL ALL I
YOUR NEEDS Is

State Farm Insurance corms;les
Home Office: Bloomington, Illinois

NCAA Tournament

•
•

58-34 lead, and Alabama built a
26-point lead with 14:31 left.
Behind King and Coble the Racers cut the lead to 16. but a Marcus
Webb dunk put Bama back on
track and the Tide built the lead
back up to 22 before Murray rallied
late against the Tide reserves.
For the game, Alabama shot a
blistering 57 percent while the Racers were a chilly 38 percent. Murray outrebounded the Tide 42-38,
but the Murray boardwork couldn't
overcome the Tide shooting.
"We couldn't consistently get

"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)

As Tarkanianfeared...

Cing
1.

ition game is what carried them
and down the road, their transition
game will be a key for them."
The Tide built the lead to 23, on
a score from Cheatum that gave the
Tide a 40-17 edge, but Murray
closed the half by nipping away at
the Alabama lead and the Tide took
a 46-30 lead into halftime.
Any hopes for a Racer comeback
were dashed when the Tide opened
the second half by outscoring Murray 16-6 with Horry hitting two
3-pointers during the stretch. A
Sprewell score gave the Tide a

SCOREBOARD

SAN SEBASTIAN, Spain (AP) — The scoreboard at the Anoeta
sports
pavilion said 6.10 meters. But Sergei BUtika was thinking
in feet.
Bubka became the first pole vaulter to break the 20-foot barrier
Friday
and dedicated the latest in his string of world records to track
and field
fans in the United States. "I'm happy because this is going to get -a lot of attention in
America,he said in a telephone interview shortly after sailing cleanly over
the bar
on his first attanpt at the record height-.
"This is a gift to the United States." he said.
The vault broke his own indoor record- of 19 - feet. 114- inches
set in
Volgograd on Feb. 9.
- As is often the case, Bubka had the stage ,to nunsc:f. AD
the other
events had ended and his opponents had a:ready howed out when
he told
the judges to set the bar at 6.10.
With the Spanish crowd cheering. Buhka trorn%i do•-•sn the runway
,
planted his special super-rigid pole and twisted'
his way over the bar.
Afterwards, he broke into a smile and did a short victory jog with his
right hand raised in triumph.

es
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INTERCOLLEGIATE

RODEO

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9527

Sponsored by
MSU
Rodeo
Club

GOSPEL MEETING
You Are Invited To Hear

an

James Boyd, Evangelist

Check Us Out
When you have a facility as good as ours,
you let it speak for itself.

re-

(McMinnville, TN)
at the

753-7283

New PROVIDENCE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
March 17-22

'Hone, of Murrrsy • Vines(

PC
11011°1

Thursday, Friday, Saturday
March 21, 22, 23
7:30 p.m.
High School Rodeo
Sunday, March 24 at 2:30 p.m.
For Ticket Information Call (502)762-3125

Sunday 9 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Monday-Friday 7 p.m.

T

West Kentucky
Expo Center

"neral

Everyone Is Cordially Invited
,.„..,
.

970 Chestnut St.
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Sumo wrestling becomes
an all-American affair
"••

Church files
suit against
bingo tax

TOKYO(AP) — For 2,000 years
They met, a half-ton of lumbersumo wrestling has been Japan's ing flesh, in a flurry of the
national sport. But for a few
windmill-like thrusts, many aimed
Minutes Friday, it was an all- at the throat, that sumo wrestle
rs
American affair.
use to knock each other off
And after all the slapping, thrust- balance.
tng, pushing and pulling was over,
With his long arms, the 6-footthe up-and-coming star known as 7-inch Akebono proved better
Akebono (a.k.a. Chad Rowan of suited to the thrusting-style attack,
Hawaii) assured himself a place in and after a few seconds he
had the
the sumo history books as the first 522-pound Konishiki on
the dirt
foreigner to win a top-division bout ring's edge.
against another foreigner.
Still trying to ward off Akebo"It had to happen sometime!" no's barrage, Konishiki
stepped
an excited TV announcer said
backward and out of the ring for
before Akebono squared off against the loss.
a fellow Hawaiian known here as
"It's like a dream," the sweaty.
Konishiki (Salevaa Fuauli Atisanoe
winded Akebono mumbled to an
back home), the highest-ranked
interviewer after- the match. it was
foreigne ever.
held. in Osaka on the
"The two Hawaiians from Oahu the annual 15-day sixth day-of
Spring Grand
finally meet!"
Sumo Tournament.

.

One way to
store waste
Low-level radioactive waste
is placed in containment
cells within reinforced
concrete vault. Vault sits
atop deep layer of shale.
A series of water barriers
above vault (detailed area)
are sandwiched around
sand. If one barrier were
breached, sand would
channel water safely
away. This 'closure cap" is
10 feet thick.
•-••

Participants gathered in the Baptist Student Union Building
Tuesday evening for the "Men's Night in the
Kitchen," sponsored by the Singles Organizational Society
(S.O.S.). Pictured above are chefs David Williams, Tom Forsythe, Mark Solomon and Rick Flack, as Pamela
Dawes, president of S.O.S. questions them
on their cooking skills.

Vegetation
Provides
erosion control
Topsoil
5 feet

Clinical results mixed on new drug

Sand
6 inches
Reinforced
concrete
18 inches
Clay
3 feet
Sand
Thickness vanes

By PAUL RECER
Associated Press Writior

•, '

ROCKVILLE, Md. — Clinical
trial results on the first proposed
Alzheimer's disease drug were
mixed, with some measures showing improvement in patients and
others producing no significant statistical findings.
At a hearing before a Food and
Drug Administration Advisory
Committee, Warner-Lambert Co.
said it believed clinical trials at 16
university hospitals of the drug
Tacrine showed clear improvement
in patients.
But Ronald M. Cresswell,
Warner-Lambert vice president,
acknowledged that the results were
unclear for one of two scales used
to measure the drug.
Researchers assessed the effects
of the drug by a test called the Alzheimer's Disease Assessment
Scale, and by an objective evalua'Lon by doctors called the Clinical
Global Indication of Change.
Cresswell said that under the
ADAS test, which examined
patients' ability to recall words.
there was an "overwhelmingly statistically significant" finding in

Polymer fabric
Reinforced
concrete

SOURCE. Boston Globe,
U.S. Ecology Inc.
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Final "4" Coupons
4
CALL
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Chestnut St.
Murray

•
.11

2
for $5"
Two All-You-Can-Eat Pizza

2for $669

Two All-You-Can-Eat Pizza
and SpaGatti Buffets

and SpaGatti Buffets
Lunch Only 11-2

when
,,rdering Not good with any
r•tht.r special Expire 4/9/91
s

•

RICK-up SPECIAL

(an

Be Picked

Buy any Large Pizza,
Get 2nd Large for Only

Medium may have the same amount of toppings as
the large.

99'z

$299

Original crust • Up to 10 items
'Must present coupon when
ordering. Not good with any

other special Expires 4/9/91

•

DELIVERY SPECIAL

Buy any Large Pizza
Get any Medium for Only

Crust - lip to 10 items
*Mu•t present coupon when

Original

a

nrdenng. Not good with any
,Aher special. Estres 4/9/91

He asked the FDA panel to evaluate the relative merits of the test
and noted "the public has waited
for years for a response" on testing
of this drug.
But Cresswell said, "It is
resoundingly positive in its
outcome."
A panel of FDA experts heard
reports on the clinical studies and
was to vote on a recommendation
later today. Final action by the
FDA could take months.
Tacrine, or THA, is the first drug
to be proposed for FDA approval
in the treatment of Alzheimer's disease. It has left a trail of controversy through more than five years of
research.
Warner-Lambert proposes to
market the drug under the name
Cognex.

Kennedy's painting auctioned
By ROBERT M. ANDREWS
Associated Press Writs,

WASHINGTON — Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy doesn't talk about it
much, but his little-known passion
as an amateur artist surfaced when
an autographed print of one of his
paintings was auctioned at a charity
benefit.
The aSking bid for his "Hyannis
Port Compound," a 23-by-23-inch
silk-screen print of a painting of
the Kennedy clan's vacation home
on Cape Cod, Mass., was $2,000.
The senator said it was "vastly
overpriced."
The black-tie audience at the
Sotheby's auction in a hotel ballroom Thursday night apparently
didn't agree. The print was bought
at a silent auction for $2,100 by
Simon Fireman, who was not
otherwise identified.
The auction, which featured 90
works donated -by -artists from 47
countries, was held to raise funds

for Very Specral Arts, an arts education program affiliated with the
Kennedy Center that supports
artists with physical or mental disat'AIities. The program was founded
by tre senator's sister, Jean Kennedy Smith.
Kennedy, D-Mass., did the painting while he spent seven months in
a Boston hospital undergoing. treatment for a broken back .he suffered
in a near-fatal plane crash in Massachusetts in 1964.
The a;:rylic !painting shows his
parents' Hyannis Port estate
viewed from the deep blue sea,
with the family sailboat Victura
tied at the dock. The reproduction
placed for auction Thursday night
is one of 1,000 limited -edition
prints signed "Ted Kennedy."
Kennedy has no illusions about
his artistic talents.
"Many politicians think I should
be a painter." he said in an interotheri painters think I
should remain in politics."

HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?
Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.

Dinner Only 5-8:30
•.m.lt present coupon

*must present coupon when
ordering. Not good with any
other special. Expires 4/9/91

favor of the drug.
However, the CGIC test produced no statistically significant
results, he said..
"The study is going to be criticized. we know that," said
Cresswell.
However, the drug company official said that in the objective test,
in which the patients' memory was
examin-with such factors as
word recognition, there were signs
of improvemnt.
"It is a drug we will show
improves the quality of life for
patients with Alzheimer's disease," he said.
He claimed that 41 percent of
the patients tested got better scores
on the objective test, while saying
the CGIC scores "did not reach a
statistically significant benefit."

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The
Tabernacle of Prayer, a 35-member
church at Franklin, filed a federal
lawsuit against Simpson County in
an attempt to invalidate its
S2-per-player tax on bingo games.
Started in 1987, the games now
average about 150 players a night,
many of them coming from nearby
Tlennessee where bingo is
outlawed.
The Pentecostal church suit,
filed in U.S. District Court at
Bowling Green, argues that
attempts to tax a church and its
charitable activities are
unconstitutional.
The first payment of the-monthly
tax, which the Simpson County
Fiscal Court adopted Feb. 5, was
due Friday but the church
requested a temporary injunction to
prevent any collection while the
suit is pending.
However, the church has posted
a check for $5,324 on its charity
bingo account for the court to hold
in escrow. The check represents a
payment for the disputed tax, the
suit says.
"If we were taxed on a fundraiser, pretty soon we felt all the
other churches would be taxed,"
said the pastor, the Rev. Ella flowersr "Pretty soon they'd get to the
bake sales and then the bazaars and
then the tithes and offerings."
However, Simpson County
Judge-Executive Kenneth Harper
said the county has no intention of
taxing churches — it simply
intends to get revenue from the
bingo games held by the Pentecostal group as well as two American
Legion posts.
Harper said he's not aware of
any objections to the tax from the
American Legion posts. No other
churches in the area hold bingo
games, he said.
Moreover, Harper said he's
skeptical about whether the Tabernacle of Prayer is really a church.
"It's just a place up there to
play bingo," he said of the
church's building on West Madison
Street.
But Flowers said Tabernacle of
Prayer is a church, holding regular
worship services and Bible study
and even doing evangelical work at
the bingo games. Church volunteers hand out religious tracts and
pray with people who come to play
bingo, she said.
"We even talk to them over the
mike about God," she said.
The bingo games started out with
just a few players when the church
launched the games in 1987, but
took off around 1988 when the
state of Tennessee — just a few
miles from Franklin — outlawed
bingo, Flowers said.
Many of the players now come
from Tennessee, she said, and the
games attract up to 150 people per
night.
"Vv'hen they closed, we just happened to be sitting on the border,
praise the Lord," she said.
Flowers declined to say how
much money the church raises from
bingo.

a

When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay no
later than the 24th of the month. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going up
and insure you that your service will not be
interrupted.
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Everyone becomes Irish for one
day of the year. And in Calloway
County, several businesses are asking their customers to become part
of the leprechaun's pot of gold as a
benefit for the Muscular Dystrophy
Association.
"Businesses began on March 1
the 'Shamrocks Against Muscular
Dystrophy' promotion," said Ken
Lucy of MDA. "In this promotion,
customers of these businesses print
their name on a green shamrock
after making at least a $I donation
to the Muscular Dystrophy Association. Their shamrock is displayed
until St. Patrick's Day."
Businesses in Calloway County
that are conducting the promotion
include Captain D's and Jr. Food
Mart in Murray.
The promotion will run until
March 17 which is St. Patrick's
Day. The money raised will be
turned over to the Muscular
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Dystrophy Association's Twin Rivers Chapter which assists patients
living here and the 37 other counties in Missouri, Illinois and Kentucky covered by the Twin Rivers
Chapter.
N1DA provides a free medical
care . program for children and
adults affected by 40 different
neuromuscular disorders. The program provides expensive orthopedic
equipment such as wheelchairs,
braces, and other appliances as
well as.- medical care at MDA's
clinic at St. Francis Medical Center
in Cape Girardeau, Mo. The Association also conducts over 500
research projects at universities
across the United States and around
the world.

Anyone wanting further information about the work of MDA
should contact them toll free in
Cape Girardeau at 1-800-455-1234.

Surveys say prosperity
is just around the corner

n ty
rper
n of
'ply
the

reinforce this belief.
Here, are some of the rebuttals:
—The descent into recession
began long before the Iraqi invaNEW YORK — There is general
agreement that prosperity for the
sion of Kuwait, by some estimates
United States economy is just
as much .as a year before. The war
around the corner.
might have worsened the recession
but it did not create it. By itself,
That outlook has been substantiated by random surveys, consumpeace is igt bullish.
—The 4urities markets have
er analyses, academic papers and
corporate pronouncements. It has
given false signals before, and
been forecast by stock and bond
there is eviddlire suggesting they
markets, which claim to be prescimight be doing so again. By historent. Many people feel it in their
ical measurements, corporate pro_
bones.
fits do not support higher prices.
Agreement is general. Econom- —Consumer enthusiasm, no matists, futurists and gurus agree that
ter how exuberant, is not legal tenthe outlook is bullish. No matter
der. It buys nothing in the marketphow deep the recession, they are
lace. Money in the pocket does buy
confident that eventually the ecothings, but unemployment is rising,
nomy will turn the. corner.
personal income is down, houseThe big dispute, however, is how
hold debts are high.
far it is to the corner. As -far as,
—It is true that autos and housing rise and fall more sharply than
say, the next intersection on a rural
highway in South Dakota, or just a
most other industries, but both are
city block away? That's What the
dependent on a healthy consumer
most recent economic dispute is
atmosphere. The latter may take
about.
many months to develop, even with
These are some of the quicklower interest rates.
recovery concepts:
The naysayers also contend that
—The sharp descent into recesthe economy is involved in major
sion coincided with the onset of the
structural matters that cannot be
Persian Gulf conflict late last sumcompleted for many months,
mer. Now that the war is over, the
involving banking, federal, state
economy will recover quickly.
and local government debt, and rising — not falling — budget
—The stock and bond markets
have str-engthened, indicating
deficits.
investors are backing their convicStill, there is considerable agreetions with hard cash.
ment on one thing: The U.S. eco—Consumers, whose spending
nomy will recover and grow stronmakes up the major portion of the
ger and eventually make the present look like the lOng-ago past. In
nation's gross national product; are
relieved that the war is over and • short, it will turn the corner.
that coalition forces were successThe big question is when. The
ful. They will express their joy in
next question is what must be
the marketplace.
endured in the meantime.
—Cyclical industries, such as
Will it be a pleasant city-block
automobiles and housing, have had
stroll, as so many people seem to
their sharp declines and are ready
think, or a wearisome trek over a
for a rebound. Lower interest rates
dusty rural road in summer's heat?
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by
Michael H.Keller CPA

These three employees of HT Marketing, Inc. recently received $50
each in the company's Partners in Profit Ideas Program. Pictured
from left are Carolyn Anderson, Tonia Doom and Melody Higgins.
Each one of these employees submitted an idea that will save the company time and/or money. HT Marketing, Inc. is very proud of these
employees and their participation in seeing that the company is run as
efficiently as possible.

Hal E. Nance
Broker
I am proud to introduce to Murray and Calloway County, Professional Real Estate Associates. This
is not "just another real estate company," for it is born with the concept of "Total Commitment" to
service.
Service keeps our clients
involved and knowing what is happening and when it is happening.
Tips from experienced staff can
make a difference in the sale of a
home and buying of a home.
Experience helps buyers find the
"home of their dreams" and one
that fits their budget.

Selling or purchasing a home is
a major step in the lives of people,
and our concept is to be there,
ready to help, giving of advice,
answering of questions, taking the
burden off sellers or buyers.

Karen H. Workman of Murray
has been named a customer service representative with Averitt
Express at the company's service
center in Mayfield. Workman, a
graduate of Calloway County
High School, previously was a
data entry clerk with Averitt.
Averitt Express is a Southeast
region freight transportation
company which is recognized
nationally for its award-winning
service.

We are proud and honored to be
able to bring this kind of service to
Murray and Calloway County. If
you are in need of our service, we
are located at 1103 Northwood
Drive, or just call us at 759-1591.

Homeowners
insurance
discounts from
State Farm.

AT&T announces new services
for customers in Kentucky
ATLANTA — AT&T has
announced that Kentucky customers, can purchase a cordless telephone, an answering machine or a
combination phone/answering
machine at discounts based on the
customer's monthly AT&T longdistance charges.
Called "ATT&T Quality Connections," the program allows customers to pay for the products in
12 monthly installments on their
long-distance bills with no finance
charges.
Depending on a customer's
monthly long-distance charges, the
three products will be discounted
up to 25 percent. Callers who now
have or who sign up for AT&T's
Reach Out America calling plan
can earn discounts of up to 40
percent.
The AT&T 5325 cordless phone,
priced at $179.88, the AT&T integrated answering system, a combination telephone and answering
system priced at $159.96, and the

Medicaid Eligibility
Medicaid is a government program set up to cover all or a portion
of nursing home and other health
care expenses incurred by individuals who cannot afford these
costs themselves. Eligible individuals must be at least age 65,
satisfy federal public assistance
tests, or be disabled. The Medicaid
program is administered jointly by
the federal and state governments;
Medicaid financial eligibility
standards permit an individual.
couple, or family to keep a certain
level of income and resources. An
institutionalized spouse can keep
monthly income of$30 or more(as
set by the state) as a personal needs
allowance. The total monthly income of the spouse who remains at
home normally can't exceed
$1,500 (inflation adjusted).
Resources awned by the individual trying to qualify for Medicaid
are divided into two categories exempt and nonexempt. Exempt
resources include a home, car,
personal and household items.
property essential for self-support,
and a few other items. All additional income and resources arc
nonexempt and are counted in
determining Medicaid eligibility.
A spouse is allowed to keep a
share of nonexempt resources
equal to the greater of the state established
level
(between
S12,000 and S60,000) or half the
couple's nonexempt resources(not
to exceed $60,000).
Even with these resource and'
income levels, spousal impoverishment is a real concern of many
elderly couples. The use of Medicaid - qualifying trusts and other
transfers of resources may help
you preserve assets while becoming eligible for Medicaid. However, you should seek professional
advice before making any transfers
to be certain you accomplish what
you intend.
910315

A fine example of gymnastics and
cheerleading can be found at
Connie Smith Gymnastics. Classes are offered twice a week and
consist of Tiny Tot, Pre-school,
Intermediate, Advanced and
cheerleading. Students will be
taught to perform the most difficult maneuvers by a professional
gymnastic staff. Remember, twice
the attention, twice the results.
Connie Smith Gymnastics is
located at 641 S., in Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center since October
1990.

Experience helps find the proper
financing for prospective purchasers, clear through to the closing of
the home to be purchased.

AP Business Analyst
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By JOHN CUNNIFF
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For qualified
homeowners we offer
discounts which can
make our already low
premium even lower
Call for details

AT&T 1125 ansvvering system,
priced at S129.96, are offered
through the program, which also
features a 30-day in-home trial.
"The beauty of this plan is that it
offers consumers shopping convenience, price savings and an installment plan in one neat package,"
said Jim Shannon, managet of the
AT&T Quality Connections
program.
To participate in the Quality
Connections program, customers
can call 1-800-242-1003, Monday
through Friday between 9 a.m. and
9:30 p.m. (Eastern time) and Saturday and Sunday between 9 a.m.
and 5:30 p.m. (Eastern time), or
write to: AT&T Quality Connections Program, P.O. Bee 800, New
York, N.Y. 10102-1082.
Quality connections is unavailable in some areas served by small
independent telephone companies.
Customers may call the toll-free
800 number to see if the program is
available to them.

Donald F.,. Henry
302 Main Street
Office: 753-9935
Home: 753-1540

MHK

• ke a good neighbor
State Farm is there

Michael H. Keller
Certified Public
Accountant
753-8918

Slate Farm F4e dna
Nton 1110,0•5
muffle °MCC B.....X
,

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY, Inc
We at the

.46.
Serving the Murray Area
with Experienced Staff
Jackie Weatherford
Debbie Allbritten
Manager

Bank of Murray

Travel Consultant

Two
Locations:

753-4646

247-8747

502 Maple St.
Murray

101 South 7th St.

offer our

Congratulations

Mayfield

Carolyn Anderson
THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY

-

Tonia Doom

.. *.*'"‘‘ -• • f.•

SINCE 1944

Melody Higgins
Hal Nance

For Details Call
Patty Greenway, Kimberly House or Randy Wilkins

Captain D's
ROBERT
BILLINGTON, JR

BOB
BILLINGTON CPCU

Jr. Food Mart
DAN
SHIPLEY

• HOME - AUTO
• BUSINESS

Karen Worlitman

• BONDS
• RECREATIONAL
VEHICLES

Connie Smitb

753-4751

AT&T

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
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CLASSIFIEDS

•
scatelaieees.

-

020

020

020

Wks

030
Cud

Notice

Nodes

270

of Thanks
Ardiques

Mall*
Horses For Sala

OLD ORIENTAL RUGS
Wanted any size or condition Call 1 800 443 7740

1983 MOBILE home 17
acres of land Sell or trade
for house and 5 6 acres of
land 753-6853

53

Happy Birthday!!
Betty

Enure Stock
Winter

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER
S'ART Took Nt,o,
OFF F41Go4T MITH•
NE* :AK ro

Sportswear

ALLIANCE

75%

-two,

Off
More

and

BRIGHT'S
Downtown

Murray
WARD'S Leather and
Jewelry 2 miles west of
Hazel on stateline road 893
west (Turn west at caution
light edge of Hazel) Solid
gold jewelry. Diamond
rings at lowest prices Blue
topaz.: ring with diamond,
regular $3')O. sale $149
18 Herringbone chain
$39 95 Gold nugget pendant $25 Heart rings
$19 95 Turquoise and
sterling silver jewelry
Silver panda rings $5 00
All punch embroidery supplies avaiiable Leather
belts $12 name engraved
tree Snake skin belts
$19 95 Leather billfolds
$590 Leather and snake
skin accessories. hat
bands boot straps buckles, cigarette cases, fingerless gloves, vests. fringed
jackets. Kenny Rogers
western shirts, Dan Post
Acme and Wrangler 1st
quality boots at low prices1
Python boots $129 95.
deerskin boots $-89 95
Sweatshirts - long and
short sleeve, starting at
$4 50 Childrens $3 00
Footail jerseys $3 50 See
our display of mounted
snakes Shop with us for
enorMous savings on
Tues gam-7prn or call to
vis.t • our shop Lay-a-way
available Excellent graduation g -s 432-8580

IA
The queen for a
day,
The princess of
the pack,
The first lady of
all,
And the one with
the knack.

MATHIS
TRANSMISSION
Specializing
in
front wheel drive.
overdrive, foreign
& domestic. 12
months or 12xxx
mile warranty.
624 N. 4th
Murray. Ky.
753-6374

r

Love from
all of us

CAROLYN'S
CORNER

orricz SPACE

Collectible Dolls.
Giftware. Silk
Flowers. Lamp
Shades.
The Qfrily Flare to
Town for Iclp
Used Rirntture

FOR RENT
Close to Court
Square on 5th St.
$160.00 per month.
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information.

Next door to
McDonald s

753-9234

The family of the
late Rena B Cooper
would like to thank
everyone for their
many evressions
love and sympathy at
our loss
We thank the Rev
Jim Alford, the (-heir
of South Pleasant
Grove. the staff •,
Miller Funeral Hmfor their word\
comfort, hymns
praise, and their or
vices for our loved
one
7o Dr Russell E
Howard and -Dr
Robert C IIughes, the
third floor nurse.c and
staff of Murray C
way County
thr Ira!! of Fern I,•
•..ice Lod.ce. ',z he'
•,,ends and neich
• -rc. your dedir,.::. •
your ta,l,
..--prec lazed
For food, tio,s, •
:-ds rally and v .
e shall .
-,.;ys• remember y
• •ughtfulness Mav
,d bless all f; or
•

1,4

RN, LPN. Lab Tech or med
ical assistant needed full
time in physician s office
Send resume to Rt 2 Box
39 Murray. Ky 42071
READ books for payl $100
a title No experience Call
1 900 - 8 4 7 - 7 8 78
($0 99 MIN) or write
PASE-187P 161 S Lin
colnway, N Aurora IL
60542

TAKE THE
ROAD TO
SUCCESS
For a
overtne-road driving !ob
COME VISIT OUR
REPRESENTATIVE
AT THIS SPECIAL
HIRING SEMINAR
Be ofepa,erl ,
t a cent
oete an app cat 0r+
• No expe• ence
• Droing sotto::
graduate
• E•der,e,
ceco• .e•
Wec-esca•
Marc, • -."30

r

FOR SALE
betIrciorn
house in
country, 2.2

1-800-237-4642
:a

1-800-242-7364

now does fiberglass nail extensions and nail
strengthening.

acres.'28.500.

2 for 1 Special
753-1682

Call (618)
548-2846

/n

mem, r .

of Paul L BUrA
N his
died tier r
/eith /990 F(,re,,,e
in oar hear ar
,r:ernon.
B.-•hhte Paula
:Ma l'hiltp

THE CITY OF MURRAY WILL PUBLISH DURING THE MONTH OF
APRIL, 1991, A LIST OF PROPERTY OWNERS WHO HAVE
FAILED TO PAY THEIR 1990 TAX
STATEMENTS. THIS LISTING
WILL BE PUBLISHED FOR
THREE CONSECUTIVE WEEKS
WITH LIENS FILED ON JULY 1 ON
ALL PROPERTIES WITH UNPikkID
TAXES.!

COST 7rno old ore'.
haired ferhale cat Coors
Drown anaki. wh-ea on face
under belly arid paws
Super'friendly arid very affectionate j tot..nd please

MfT. IT PAIS.
Ssin ii under management
nos. ,•s. e SI :5 Billion

los -

••••••
r;

ACT NOW Exce. en
wages, Spare time assemb
Easy work at
name No experience Ca..
1 504 641-7778 E.: 2329
Open 24 +lours" ireciureng
Sunday

JO CRASS
CITY CLERK

( a'rer Nt rn ,flar
~ur,. Nlarcn fl. 19(i1
"Atli pm
tt(
s-,

FEDERAL government is
hiring $16 500-$62 00C
per year Amazing re
corded message reveals
details (901f642 1416

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

INDIVIDUAL to bush hog
approximately 8 acres of
farrntand_on Hardy Adams
Road If interested please
send name address tele,
phone number and est
mate for such service to the
following Philip Columbus
215 Windndge Drive Ki
TX 78640

Answer to Previous Puzzle

•-• 10r;
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T.• •

S AGS
"A-13-

H AV
-A N

2

3

ToothsOme
2 Teutonic
deity
3 Annex
subjoin
4 Gaze
askance

4

5

IF

26

34

36

38

43

48

53
57

59

40

49

52
56

39

44

47
51

55

UUU

37
42

50

27
31

33

46

UUU

30

32

41

10

22

25

29

45

17

21

24

28

35

9

13

20

19

23

e

12

15

le

furtively
6 Wrongful
act
7 Early morn
8 Poke
9 Monster
7

TOR 0
LOON
E L
A

EN
RET

5 Move about

6

i
'4

F.LA S..P ED

E R• I
LIAR
P ALS

DOWN

AVON Representatives
needed Door to door un
necessary Delayed billing
for kit Free gift with ad
Assist
Mgr
1 8 00 866 2243 or
737-5632

E N

A..

6C Bridges

1

TER
0-W—C

ST

Hebrew

uncarir y
"Deposited
_re
Make merry
38 use profane
language

TREER ICR-EAN I 17
IGNS

P E f‘4T
S LATE

feast

'

FOB

•BONUS INCOME '91 -•
Earn $200-$500 weekly
mailing Easter cards and
gifts For more information
send a stamped addressed
envelope to Ti!LJ s cards
and gets P0 Box 430780
South Miami FL 33143

1G Domains
11 Blouse
13 Begin
16 Eat
19 Slays
21 Pinnacie of
ice
24 Harvests
26 Gym exercise
29 Disturbances
31 Saannen
et al
33 Visionary
35 Food
programs
36 Small islands
37 Story
39 World ibasebaiii
40 Ancient
chariot
43 Jumps
46 Female horse
48 Strike
51 Cover
53 Music as
written
56 Hebrew letter
58 Thoron
symbol

CRAFTY people wanted
Experienced painters
please Call for information
753-0888
EASTSIDE BP pickup application before 12 noon
only No phone calls 119
Main Murray
•EXTRA INCOME '91Wrapping Novelty Gift
Items Earn $200 $500
Weekly Send a stamped
Self addressed envelope
to BB Mailing Service PO
Box 601532 Miami FLonda
33160
LPN'S Ready for a change'
Try florneCare! We are corn
mined to the care of patients
of all ages in their home
environment. Traditional
nursing in a non-traditional
seuing. Earn up to $132 per
shift. Various openings available for flexible nursing professionals. Enjoy the rewards
of in-home care working oneon -one with someone in your
area. Call Tasha for more
information. 1-800-383-0303.
Universal Nursing Services
WE.

54

UU

58

60

rarta ie

DIAL-A-WORD'

1-900-454-3535

Clues for today's crossword puzzle.
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Mainice s
eestnut
Shopping Center is
Murray s most excit
ing fashion spec laity
store. and $A-C -arc.
seek ing penple with
experience in fashion
retail to !nal our manaeement team Maur
ice s (ifferc a competi
eve salary and ben
eels package Come
hy if you are looking
for an opportunity in
retail
management
and want to Join an
innovative
growth
oriented
company
with chance for ad
vancement and re lo
cating For more in
formation ask for 1.1
mare or Jane I
Mon -Sat

WILL babysit in East
area Have references
759-9668

UPRIGHT Knabe brand
curly maple piano
436 5540 after 6pm

SUNTAN booth 753 3488
TILLERS Fror.t Tine Shp
Briggs and Seaton engine
chain drive $299 99 rear
tine tillers 3 forward speeds
and reverse, Shp $649 99,
8hp $749 99 Wallen Hardware Downtown Paris
Open all day Saturdays
TWO wooded lots for sale
in Sherwood Forest $6000
each 1984 Cutlass Supreme Loaded good condition 54 000 miles
759-1084
WATER heaters round
electric double heating elements 5yr glass lined
tanks 30 or 40gal
$14999, 50gal $15999
Wallen Hardware Downtown Paris Open all day
Saturdays

SOMEONE to babysit in my
horneNon smoker Refer
ences required 753 8630
WILL keep and care for a
ady or husband and wife in
my home in Hazel. Exper
,enoece and good refer
ences 4924510

BROKEN engagement bar
gain' Get a real deal on a Ford Ferguson tractor
ladies diamond engage Completely rebuilt, new
merit and wedding ring set tires 12V electric system
$1600 Call days 753-9998
Call 753 3913
nights 436 2902
EASTER Sale 25% off on
doll houses 10% oft on doll NEW Holland 357 feedmill
furniture Discounts good auto hay teed Exe cond
the month of March Wood 759-1330
N Crafts Cuba Road Mayfield, Ky 247-5936

SATELLITE dish and con
trol $700 Call 435-4640

SALESMAN needed to sell
asphalt material around
Murray area Serious inquiries only 901-6426927

7EN- p-art time people
-eeded 15t five to qua - 5y
recerve free a e Cai,
A.
753 0*, 74

2 GREAT prom dresses
Size 6 Call Shannon
753-5675 753-4217

ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tubs
115 S 13th St

OUR rapid national growth
is creating career opportunities in your area for
energetic, customer skill&
Auto Parts sales people. We
prefer experienced full time
part sales people and,or sales
person with an automotive
hadground Here is a chance
to put your career on the
muse in addition to a pay
we offer *free life
insurance 'paid vacation
•cornpany funded retirement
plan 'medical -dental plan
•cornpany -matched savings
plan *employee discounts
•hol,day pay •achancernent
opportunities and more
Apply at your Murray Store
1,0ii Auto Zone

e...CaSS

15h AC disc harrow, dual
wheels, excellent condi
eon 492 8425

MARTIN houses 6 room
$2699. 12 room $39 99, 18
Rrewood
room $57 99 24 room
FIREWO
OD
for stove and
$69 99 Telescoping-- pole
extends to 15ft $34 99 furnace Seasoned and
Wallen Hardware Down- greenwood Cut to your ortown Paris Open all day der 753-9808 474-8086
Saturdays
A FIREWOOD for sale
MILLIONAIRES MIL- 437-4667
LIONAIRES PANG - WOOD for sale 753-974
5
BURN'S CANDY IS BACK
IN MURRAY. Charlie's
Safe-T Pharmacy

`SOK hiring! Patti's arid Mr
Bill's Restaurant Pan and
full time employees for all
positions 502- It.2 5541 or
3624296

,

KUT &
KURL

4a 'are
unlawfully
44 Belonging lc
Edgar Allan
45 Nightmare
Street
47•Soupy -49 Grads-to-be
50 River duck
52 reepaets
54 That is abb,
55 Coloeed band
57 Stroked

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for be future?
You may qualify it You do
riot have your GED or high
school diploma 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- .1 T P A
Call JTPA Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a en -11 30a m

• .hriness

E.vrlyn
and Ear!

MANAGER wanted Reg
*nal retail ere store chain
seeks a professional and
personable individual to
manage and over see tire
sales •Management es
perienc-e a must •Tire ex
penence a plus •Must work
well with the public Health
benefits vacation program
vehicle allowance and salary based on experience
Send resume or apply in
person No phone calls
please Space Tire Inc co
Rob Richey 1406 Main St
Murray Ky 42071

3 PIECE bedroom here
lure dresser with mirror
chest, full size bed. 1 flora
couch, shades of green and
cranberry. 1 off white Irving
room couch Call 753-3895
after 4pm

1988 14.80 PACER mobile
home 3br 2 bath new con
daion Available furnished
or unfurnished Assume
payments at $276 mo
759-4121 after 4pm
24h PERRY travel trailer
self contained skirted in
sulated, underpinned Ex
cellent condition bock pa
tio privacy fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94E

Miscellaneous

CLAYTON 1991. 14 wide
Lots of options Only
$9995 Gateway Mobile
Homes 527-1427
USED 14 wide remodeled
and ready to go $5995
Gateway Mobile Home
527 1427
280
Moble
Hornes For Rent
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209

285

1990 MURRAY 12hp riding
mower, 18h above ground
swimming pool with dome
filter, and LP water heater
Trane gas furnace with
4.001 LP tank HO guage
model train layout and
more Day 753-4748 night
753-0680
BASEBALL card collection
early 60 s -80's Reasonable 759-1954

Mobile
Horne Lots For Rent

OLD Winchester rifles
single action Colt pistols
civil war artifacts Guns
swords etc Ask for Larry
753 3633
SINGLE or queen size
waterbed 7538965

LAWN chairs of unusual
wooden design Also snake
bone earrings 759-4401 to
order
MOWER blades Over 400
sizes in stock Snapper 30"
blade, $6 99. Snapper
drive disc $4 49. Snapper
68" belt $5 99 Wallin Hardware Downtown Paris Tn

PENTEX SF 10 Auto Focus PRI ./ATE
Investigato
with 28 70 zoom lenses D B
Confidential InvestiBrand new in original box gations,Souths
ide Shop
and battery with warranty ping Center Suite
1102
$425 or trade for Minolta Murray 753 2641
X700 with same value
SHARP copiers Author
474 8040
ired dealer for sales, service, supplies, parts and
rental units Local corn
pany Call 1 800 248 4319

USED and antique turn;
ture glass tools quilts
901 642 6290

It an 9s
1.dr
1 4("1
SPOrts
4711.1
.

Par 3 Golf Course
Golf Carts

2 FORMAL prom dresses
1 aqua 1 black metallic 1
wedding gown Will sell
cheap Size 7 753 5474
after 3pm

lighted
Droving Range
Miniature Golf

THINKING ABOUT OPENING A NEW
AUTO PARTS STORE SOMEDAY?
HOW ABOUT TOMORROW?
Rig A Auto Parts Stores are independently
owned and
operated auto parts wholesalers and retailers
Each of
more than e(t)
stores have chosen to affiliate with Rig
A one of the most aggressive, efficient, and
stable auto
parts system in the nation \IA a franchise'
These stores
remain with Big A due ro their
success and satisfaction with proven
Big A management mcihodc
In learn how Rig A can make
tiirnorrow 'a bnghter day call Steve
11in at (12i 424-2961
AUTO PARTS

BIG

Softball S.
Baseball
Batting Cages
Lessons By
Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones
753-1152
MURRAY KY

••

YOUNG
hereford I
mg to s
437 4667

3YR old I
tered Ba
$200 OB

AKC Ge
492 8745

AKC pooi
males, 1 f
Call 753-f

AKC rege
pies Bier
Call 759 1

HAVE ar
mannered
train clas:
Professor
ens servo,
12 years

Pegs D
753-2915

300
Business
Rentals
4 CAR shop with office Call
753-4509
320

COOK 1 year old storage
building 10.12 $1169
753-4614

CASH fc‘r mobi:e home
li'es $7 $12 each We will
remove 527-2932
JUNK cars and tracas Ask
for Larry 753,3633

HORSE!
other ti
759 1827:

N the country Water turn
ished 6 miles north of Mur
ay 753-5786

Apartments
For Rent
1 and 2BR apartments in
county No pets 753-884Cbefore 8pm
2BR 1 bath duplex in Northwood $285 mo 2br 2 bath
duplex All appliances furnished $35Qmo 759 4406
2BR 2 bath duplex Ap
pliances furnished with
microwave ..,1008A Northsvood Dr No pets Now
available $450 mo
753-2905

CHRISTOPHER S COINS
is still at Ox-Yoke Antiques 2BR 2 bath, central heat/
(Hazel) Treasure House air WD hookup
Stove
44' ROUND maple table and Book Rack (Murray) refrigera
tor, water furnwith 12" leaf 4 captain Also mail-order service
ished Reference and dechairs Extra nice $150 Send for free price list and
WILL do house cleaning
posit required No pets
References available All 759-1922
'Collection A " 15 different 753 3949
/work guaraeteed
CHEST type freezer, anti- U S coins. 'Collections B
28R house or 2br apart435 4169
que file cabinet wall unit. 21 different foreign cans,
ment near downtown
Boston rocker, Queen $695 each $1295 both
Post pad 2-wk satisfac- 753-4109
LET ME HELP...
Anne chair beds tables
storage shelves and much tion guaranteed Free gift 2BR duplex in Northwood
Re iao e cieaning
more Day 753-4748, night with every inquiry Chnsto- Appliances furnished
service
phees Coins 1605 West $285 mo 759
753-0680
4406
Main. Murray Kentucky
plus
FACTOR
'LARGE
2br
Y
42071
DIRECT
wr'd
We
hook-up.
FUR.
buy
cans and
•'•
do shopping
garage mini blinds 1602
NITCRE Factory overruns, appraise estates
:•
errands.
Main $275 Coleman RE
closeouts, first quality mer- 753-4161
Cali 1 p.m.-4 p.m.
chandise Odd sofas, Sealy
753-9898
TANNIN
beds
G
for
sale
and Simmons mattresses, sec753-3380
2 or 3BR duplex Washer/
tionals, bedroom furniture, Wolff and others New and
dryer hookup Appliances
scene -slightly damaged. No used Sale, service and
100
prices by-phone. Wotxicraf- supplies Financing avail- Central heatair Fireplace
$350 mo plus deposit
Business
tens Murray, Ky Next to able Suntanning Unlimited
753-3940 after 5 30pm
753 9274
Opportunity
Krnan
38R
duplex 753-9400,
HOME. based business
KINGSIZE waterbed rails Variety of concrete pottery
435 4214
Bird
bath.
etc
Call
or
see
E...ropean skin care No de
and baffled mattress $150
Roger Hudson 753 4545
livery No inventory $98 to OBO 753-4562
3BR family room. fireplace
759 1823
start For information call
living and dining room
ONE
year
old
4
piece
bed707-876-1834
WOODEN storage build- Central HA, stove and reroom suite Call after 5pm
ings 816 starts at $1095, frigerator
No pets
759-9852
10.16 $142450, 12.24' 492 8634
PINE bedroom suite Triple $2395 Other sizes availdresser bed chest 2 night able Acme Portable Build- A BRAND new brick du
plea 2br ac gas heat, all
stands excellent condition
ings 502 247 7831
ANTIOUES by the piece or 753-680
appliances No pets
3
cc ;‘..-ctons Call 753-9433
753-7688 or 759 4703
after 5-pm
nights
Weft do nouse cleaning Of
Sit with elderly Call after
7pre 753 1016

REGISTI
ford bule
old Ope
fords
901 247

24.60 ALL American 3br 2
bath Only $13.900 Free
delivery at Gateway Mobile
Homes 527-1427

TRAILER for rent No pets
Northwind Mobile Home
Park 753 9866

240

MILK c
753 896

WANT a faster refund?
Why pay more for electronic filing? Our prices
start at $2000l Call Hodge
Noel and Associates, the
income tax professionals at
753-6069 or 759 1425
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale

DUPLEX 2br Central gas
heat air Appliances
Ridgewood $300'mo
753-8096 or 753-2633

12x65 2br with double lot

Fact
Tapp

IL
Mahegan:
square fie
getaway t
by the

711 Ma

SUM;
Lour&
ngs fo•
Surgic
time o
Excelli
For mc
Chand
800-63
5435.

FURNISHED apartments,
efficiency 182 bedroom
and sleeping rooms Also
renting for May Zimmerman Apts S 16th St
753 6609
NEV!.1100Dsq ft apartment
Gas heatlow utilities Near
college
Extra nice
$395./mo 753 8828
NEW 2br duplex Ap
chances energy etficsent
owner occupied 1821
Ridgewood Dr 753 7457
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 8 3 bed
rooms Apply Hilidale Apts
Hardin
Ky
or call
502 437 4113 EHO

12x60 ATLANTIC (needs
some repair) only $1495
This week Gateway Mobile
Homes 527 1427
12x60 STAR Fully turn
ished with patio. central
heatiar Located in view of
Ky Lake Smiles from Mur
ray Will sell to move or
leave on lot 901 587 3746

Al

eervice
refngeri
mi(TOVi

2 BEDROOM brick 1 mile
past Graves Co line Hwy
121N Stove/refrigerator
Deposit and references no
quaed No pets $275
489 2440 leave message

4BR 2bath with utility room

474-0124

Lease/deposit No pets
753-0932,753-5898

14.70 NORRIS home and
lot Will sel separate 3
miles East of Murray
753-5786

AVAILABLE April 1 We
2br °paltry home 5 miles
out $300/mo 753-3187 alter 4pm

AS
SuperAr
gasolin(
offers ri
• bilious
careers
Respon
training
schedul
perform
Supervo
Several
be willi
Siderati,

SI

Equ

e
1

••••••••!-
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CLASSIFIEDS
370
Livestock
& Supplies
MILK goats for sale
753 8965
REGISTERED poll here
ford bulls for sale 8 limo
old Open and bred here
fords Steven Paschall
901-247 3303

bile
:on
hed
me
.no

HORSES, saddles and
other tack 753-4545
759 1823

iler,
in
Es pa
? at
14E

YOUNG registered polled
heretord bulls From wean
mg to service age Call
437 4667 Ed Mize

2
tee
bile
ide
inly
bile

3YR old female AKC regis
tered Basset Hound dog
$200 OBO Call 753 7129

?led
195
ime

AKC German Shepards
492 8745
AKC poodles 6mo old 2
males 1 female $75 each
Call 753 6490 after 5pm
AKC registered Lab puppies Black and yellows
Call 759 1424 after 5pm

3br
dis
!09
ets
ime

mn
4ur

Cal

COMMERCIAL building
2800sq ft next to golf
course on N 16th and Utterback Rd 753 0521 or
436 2165 after 5pm
FULLY operating lakefront
resort features 7 cottages.
ownertaretaker home 32
slip boat dock and 6 2 acres
of prime lakefront MLS
2967 Contact Kopperud
Realty 753-1222
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes
all prices
75-1-222, toll free
1 800 251 HOME Ext
711L
PROPERTY for sale Located' in Coles Campground Penny and Kirksey
community Small acreage
or mini farm Call 489-2161,
after 6pm
AUCTION your real estate
property to settle your estate Call Wilson Real Estate 753-3263 or Wayne
Wilson 753-5086, or Dan
Miller 435-4144

HAVE an obedient well
mannered, safe dog You
train classes or we train
Professional certified trainers serving Murray for over
12 years 436-2858

1 LOT on Bee Creek Dr
North 4th City water
sewer 1 lot in Grove
Heights east of Murray City
water available 753-5200

Pegs Dog Grooming
753-2915

LOTS for sale Gatesboro
area 753-0800, 759-4.577

'Service on all brands: window air conditioners refngeraturs - freezers - washers •- dryers microwaves- dishwashers - gas & electric ranges.

Factory Authorized Repairs For
Tap pan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Bro wn
•A. Repair. An- Guaranteed

ye,
rn deits

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Allbrittent Inc.

•

1979 FORD pickup 302
standard shift $1250 1977
Ford van 302 automabc,
$1400 1980 Mercury Marques 4 door $1250 1979
Cutlass new engine 260
V8 $1850 1986 Chevy
Celebrity Eurosport 4 door
$3250 See at 5 Points Auto
Repair 8104 Coldwater
Rd or call 753-9181

460

Homes
For Sete
1100sq ft 3br. 1 bath Gar
age. 2 blocks horn university Mid $40's 753 1404
753-6128
2BR brick, 1 car garage,
newly remodeled
7,8-6633
2BR with appliances, ceiling fan, carport, fenced
yard. outbuilding Priced in
$20's Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR with carport Low
maintenance Near University 7513293
3BR
bath bock Panorama Shores 2 car garage,
many extras 753-6339
3BR 1 bath in city Fenced
backyard Low utilises and
priced in $30's Call
753-4801
7 WOODED acres with 3br
171 bath home Between
Mayfield and Murray
$29900 362-4825

No city taxes!
9 miles from Murray
at Kirksey. New 2story home. 3 bedroom, 3 bath. study,
family room. living
room, kitchen/dining
room combination,
concrete
double
driveway, 2 car garage. Many more extras. Will consider
any reasonable bid.

489-2126 or
489-2387

tntin

4.

ad
id

MOVING UP? MOVE IN!
Mahogany front door welcomes you to this 3,300
square foot herne-. SklighLs. whigixiol, and a private
getaway upstairs bedroom 191f2x27. Call or come
by the office to hear the rest of the story.

JP.

02

Kopperud Realty

iS

711 Main St.

it

753-1222

SURGICAL RN/SURGICAL TECH
Lourdes Hospital has immediate openings for Surgical Registered Nurses and
Surgical Techs workirig full-time, parttime or PRN.
Excellent salary and benefit package.
For more information contact Amaryllis
Chandler, Recruiter, at 444-2877 or 1800-633-1178 (In KY) or 1-800-6265435-

e-

u311

13

LS

EVERYTHING looks new
in this 3br, 2 bath redecorated home Located on
1 acre lot. Offered at
$46,250 This includes
satellite dish antenna MLS
2671 Call Kopperud Realty
753-1222
PRICE reduced 2br brick,
large rooms remodeled,
Stain Master carpet low
utilities Coleman RE
753-9898
WATERFRONT, Ky Lake
subdivision 4br 2 bath
covered deck 354-6006
470

libtorcycles
1988 BLASTER good condition 1982 Virago 750
492-8617 after 2 30pm or
901-247-5137 before
2 30pm
2-HONDA Odyssey's 1
electric start 1 manual
start 474-2344
YAMAHA Rive moped
$250 436-5501

S.
Ti

1979 VOLVO 2420L, 4
speed, blue, runs great
4-36-2174 evenings

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

27' GLOBE Star travel
trailer, with all extras Trade
for bass boat 437-4942

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing tree work
436 2642

1981 OLDS Tornado mint
condition Loaded Low
miles New tires AM/FM
cassette Excellent family
or vacation car Must see
$2200 OBO 759-4-431

EBBTIDE 15ft runabout
with 100hp Evinrude motor
Runs good $1500 1982
304'ip Mariner outboard mo
for runs good $400
436-2528

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate

1983 CUTLASS Ciera
69xxx miles, V-6, loaded
with accessories Real
nice needs engine work
$1650
753-4389,
753-5960

MUSSEL or Braille boat
arid also Brailles for sale
901-247-5445

G W CONSTRUCTION.
Gerald Walters roofing
painting, vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267

1984 CAMARO T-tops.
305 V8, beige $3500
759-9883 after 5pm
1986 MERCURY Topaz
GS $3000 492-8617 or
901 644 0256
1986 TRANS AM white with
red interior T-tops and
tinted windows 753-6705
1987 YUGO 38xxx miles,4
speed new Ores A/C, AM/
FM stereo
$1500
753-6644 after 4pm

eriF.

NEW and used Ores Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

1985 S-15 GMC long wheel
base $2500 759-1786
1989 CHEVROLET S-10
Topgun 5 speed, red, excellent condition Low mileage $8000 753-7102

Auto
Pans
1982 2 8 liter engine Ex
cellent condition
753-9808

SUPERAMERICA •
,,,perArner,ca Group Inc

ASSISTANT MANAGERS
SuperAmerica is rapidly expanding in the
gasoline/quick service food store business and
offers real ground floor opportunities for ambitious individuals seeking growth oriented
careers
Responsibilities include recruiting, hiring and
training store personnel. planning work
schedules, salary administration, employee
performance appraisals. record keeping and
supervision of general store maintenance
Several years retail experience preferred Must
be willing to relocate For immediate consideration, Send resume or write to.

SUPERAMERICA
801 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, KY
ATTN: Roil Blanton
SUBSIDIARY OF ASHLAND OIL INC
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V

1976 OLDSMOBILE Cut
lass Supreme Newty re
built engine $1000 OBO
492 8675 after 6pm
1977 CORVETTE L82 four
speed $7500 753-4445
after 5pm
1978 FORD Mercury Monarch Good condition 6
cylinder, good gas mileage
753-9808
1987 GTA Trans Am 350
tune port. digital dash, lumbar seats 33,000 miles
Like new $8600 1986
IROC 41,000 MIDIS Like
new $6900 753-3704
1601 Loch Lomond Will
trade

••••

PAINTING-Interior and Ex
tenor Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844

1989 CHEVROLET SWB
black 350EFI auto, ps/pb/
pw, AM/FM factory digital
equalizer, KMC wheels.
low miles, sharp $10,500
753-0724
1989 SILVERADO Dark
blue, low miles, sharp
753-7387
610

Campers
1970 CAMPER sleeps 6
Gas or electric Cal
437-4366
1973 DODGE motorhorne
24ft roof air, self-contained
low mileage Good shape
Price $5500 Phone
436-2743

•

0
,

• ••

•

Kitchen & Bath

Cabinets

'Drop by & see our show,
409 5..,'.E3_fl• r.r.,,IrlAY
4
11MI*

111.

Classified Ad
Sale!
Run an ad 3 days
get 1 day

Junior Thorn,
Operator

FREE

30 Fears Experience

(6 days-2 days free, 9 days-3 days free)

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:
V
✓
V
✓

Ads must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.

All standard rates on classified reader
ads will remain in effect. If you are a
regular classified customer and your ad is

already scheduled for March, you wiii
automatically receive the benefit from the
sale.

Take Advantage sAimpl
Of This
Sale and
Vb.
Call

75
34
91
6
to place your ad.

CHIN Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts We sell chimney caps and screens
435-4191
CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings, pole barns, general home improvements
Quality work for less Customer satisfaction guaran
teed Free estimates L E
Williams 489-2663
HAULING yard work tree
removal mowing Free es
mates 759-1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for tree estimate
KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Recovery, Murray 436-5560

Now that we are entering our "garage sale season." we
want you to be informed on our policies.
We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.

. •• .

•I

For assistance call, 73-1916 or come by
MU'rray
Ledger & Times
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classified department

, 7• Y.,-•.

•

•

* ••• 1s t"
N

•

LAWNMOWING Dependable person 753 7027

• • •
•

e

CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Professional service Glen Bebt>er
759-1247, leave message

•

. I', '• -

Custom Woodworking

WILL do mowing and lawn
work 753-8908

k
•

CUSTOM KJTCHEN
CUSTOM WOOCIWORKIrar
All Types Of.

ip‘

7_7••••
.
I •-• •
;
•
•-•••-7,

AKC Scottish Terrier FE
male 6yrs old Free to goo
home without small child
ren Call a er 5m
753 6490

March Only

A LICENSED electrical
FOR sale or trod*: 114 ft. contractor JAMES C GALself-contained cabover LIMORE ELECTRIC Compickup truck camper. Good mercial and residential, fast
condition. $1200. courteous and efficient ser
435-4397.
vice 759 1835

7••.
--1.......4.40
~
1
.0
"
1 ....••••
77
-' • ••
•, •
•
•
•
•
• • • •
• .0

WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No lob to large or to small
474-2300

PROFESSIONAL painting,
paperhanging wallcover
ings furniture refinishing
touch-up and blending
436-5002

ilt•4/
1654*. fr
.
0 •

A B Masonary brick block
and stone Will do any type of large or small lobs Guarantee quality work
4-89-2982 anytime

FREE-189agle iiunoies Call
753-6490 after pm

Backlioe Ser‘ice
III

• ••••.-'

WILL mow yards Free e&ti
mates 436 5269

WILL mow lawns and do
other yard work Will do
light hauling 436-2528

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

Roy Hill

Al TREE Service Stump
removal spraying, hauling,
yard work and mowing
Free estimates 753-0906
after 5pm, 759-9816.
753-0495

.r

PLUMBING
Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200

(502) 759-4664

Auto
Services

•11•1

AlA T ENTERPRISE Exc
Dozer, backhoe, trucks Levies, roads driveways
parking lots septic tanks,
foundations, basements,
gravel, dirt and etc
753-0577

:•• .
•-

WILL do yard work and odd
jobs of any kind No job too
small 759-4401

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling painting, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No job too
small 753-4251

AlA Firewood now taking
pre-fall orders 5 rick $100
for 1st 50 callers Previous
150 customers eligible
only For information call
492-8254

WILL do plumbing All guaranteed 435-4169

MOODY S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668

1988 HYUNDAI Excel GL
Sprcialiiine in Septic
41xxx miles air, 5 speed,5
Tanks. Semers. Founddoor, red, AM/FM cassette,
ations. Hauling. etc.
sunroof Great car $3400 CARPENTRY commercial
753-8642
and residential work Remodeling, additions, decks
1989 HYUNDAI Excel 4
fences Fast quality serdoor sedan Maroon, excelvice Call 759-1424 after
lent condition Low mileage 5pm
RILEY'S HOME IM$6800 Negotiable Call
Mike or Andrea 753-3311 ALPHA Builders - Carpen- PROVEMENTS Back from
liurncane Hugo. Roofing our
try, remodeling porches
1989 MUSTANG converti- roofing, concrete
drive- specialty. 10% discount to
ble V-8, 5 speed 1989 ways, painting,
mainte- senior citizens Phone
Mazda MPV van, V-6 nance, etc
489-2693.
Free estimates
753-1893 ask for John or 489-2303
ROCKY COLSON Home
Bob
ANY remodeling, building. Repair Roofing, siding
1989 NISSAN with air painting
painting plumbing con& roofing Free es
$4550 1985 Cutlass 2 door
crete Free estimates Call
timates References
$1750 492-8884
474-2307
435-4632
CAR Stereo Installation APPLIAN
ROGER Hudson rock haulCE REPAIRS
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Factory
trained by 3 major ing, gravel sand, dirt.drive
Music Murray's Alpine Car manufactu
rers Most parts way rock 753-4545
Audio Specialist, Dixieland in stock, on
my truck All 753-6763, 759-1823
Center, 1 block from MSL; work and parts
warranted
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
dorms
Ask for Andy at The Ap- Removal Insured with full
pliance Works 753-2455
line of equipment including,
60ft aerial trucks and brush
APPLIANCE SERVICE
chipper To assure a safer
Vans
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years experi- operation at a lower corn1986 CHEVROLET Astro
ence Bobby Hopper, ...P9tillYet..Cost. Free estiCL mini van 7-passenger
mates without obligation
Loaded New Michelin 436-5848
Day or nite 753-5484
tires, low miles. 753-6176
BACKHOE Service - ROY
T C Dinh Repair and Main1986 FORD service van. 6 HILL. Junior Thorn, opera- tenance
Plumbing and
cylinder, air, 64,000 miles tor. 30 years experience
Electrical Cleaning
$2850 753-4445 after Septic system, drive-ways. Sewer 1210121
2 Main
hauling,
foundation
s,
etc
5pm
Street 753-6111 office
759-4664
753-0606 after 5pm
BILL Travis trucking for
500
gravel,
dirt,
fill sand and VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Used
Service Center, cleaning
white rock 474-2779
Trucks
servicing $15, most repairs
1957 CHEVY pickup New BREAKING and disking $35, all brands 3rd Street
rebuilt engine Good for re- gardens Yard landscaping Almo, Open 9-12,1-5
and bushhogging
storing $800 437-4931
Mon Fri 753-0530
436-5430
1977 DODGE pickup V-8
with cap Auto, ps/pb, BUILDER, new homes,
63xxx plus original miles 1 garages, additions, remodowner $1850 492-8959
eling, framing, decks, patios, solar green houses,
1979 JEEP CJ7 Hardtop.
pole barns Experienced
new V8 motor, new trans
-carpentry Tripp Williams.
mission and rear end
753-0563 after 5pm
759-9802 after 6pm

1530 LONE OAK ROAD
PADUCAH, KY 42001

485

1411 JON boat with 2 swrvel
seats paddle and life lack
ets Great condition 1300
759-4431

1988 MONTEREY 19ft runabout cuddy cabin Stereo, depth finder, 1651/0
753-3682, 759-4884

1981 MERCURY Marquis
needs motor work Excellent body etc Make offer
753-2059

MAG S Errand Service of
fers housesating grocery
shopping postal and banking needs etc 753 9630
Mon Fn 85 References

DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re roofs Written guar
antee Local references
753-5812
LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installa
ton and repair Free estimates 753-7203

1981 DODGE Diplomat
65xxx actual miles Slant 6
cylinder, ps/pb, air Excellent condition $2500 OBO
489-2411 after 5pm

Services
Offered

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754

27' GLOBE Star travel
trailer, with all extras Trade
for bass boat 437-4942

••

••
• :•

530

Sorvices
Offwed

1982 GIBSON 36ft houseboat $25,000 753-8738

1982 CHEVY S-10 Auto,
AM/FM cassette, long
wheel base 753-2249 after
5pm

LOURDES HOSPITAL

, •

530

Camper'

1983 CUTLASS $1550,
1980 Nissan 200SX $1250,
1968 Mustang $1850, 1966
Ford pickup $550, 1958
Ford pickup 40xxx miles
$650 Financing available
and no credit checks
492-8884

ATTRACTIVE 3br 2 bath
home with central heat/air
Nice location on quiet residential street Owner transferred and anxious to sell'
Mid $50S MLS 2804 Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222

Stained & Bleached Floors Our Specialty!
Modern Dustless Equipment
Since 1954

I -APPLIANCE RUM- '

Apnth
rthlow
lo

LOT for sale in a lakefron
subdivision $3000 $50 a
month for 60 months, $100
a month for 30 months No
Interest. 753-4060 or
474-8826.

COZY country 2-3 bedroom home Recently remodeled and redecorated
New central heat/air Property includes 5 wooded
acres Offered at a bargain
price $37,500 MLS 2709
Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222

Gilbertsville, KY 42044
Serving the Entire Purchase Area

rthath
irn06

Used
Cars

Sanding and Finishing
Bodeau Floor Co.
Oak Sales & Installation

362-0160

sin

LMa
For Salt

CONDOMINIUM ground
floor unit with garage Low
utilities, wheel chair accessable For sale or lease
753-3293

"Call Don":
348-

496

440

•

•

•
•
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Rebels claim control ofIraq's 3rd-largest city.••
(Coned from page 1)
The Washington Post reported today the U.S. comman
der, Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf, had written Iraqi authorities that any
fixed-wing Iraqi
combat aircraft in the air were subject to being shot
down.
Iraq had told him it would be moving some aircraft for
uricpec.ified purposes, the newspaper reported.
Military officials in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, where Schwar
zkopf is headquartered, declined to comment on the report. They referred
the State Department, saying the matter was tied to diploma questions to
tic efforts to
reach a permanent cease-fire.
In other developments in the region:
'Congressional delegations — including 20 from the
Senate and 17
from the House — were expected to arrive in Saudi
Arabia over the
weekend for briefings with Schwarzkopf and'tours of
the gulf
*In Tehran, Iran, a senior Islamic cleric accused the United region.
trying to install a pro-Western government in Iraq and warned States of
against any

t

outside interference there.
*The Kuwaiti government temporarily_ stopped issuing entry
visas to
journalists, saying there were too many in the emirate for its
meager
resources to handle. The allies drove Iraq out of Kuwait last
month,
ending Baghdad's 7-month-old occupation.
Shiite Muslim rebels, in a statement, said Najaf and Karbala were under
bombardment that has killed more than 1,000 in Najaf and 400 in
Karbala. They reported damage to Muslim shrines and said "government forces
could not control or enter either city.'
The statement by the Ad-Dawa Party, one of the main Shiite opposition
groups, claimed thousands more army defectors were fighting on their
side to unseat Saddam.
On Friday, Iraqi television broadcast an interview Friday with a young.
mustachioed man who identified himself as Hamza Abbas, a 22-year
-old
army deserter. He said he had fought with rebel forces in Karbala
, 50
miles south of Baghdad.

He said he stole weapons, burned cars and was involved in
murdering
Iraqis. "We broke into a house and we raped a woman in front
of her four
children and killed the eldest son, an 11-year-old," he
said.
Iraqi television also broadcast an interview with a man who identifi
ed
himself as Sheik Jaafar. He said he had witnessed fighting
in Najaf, 37
miles south of Karbala.
He said the rebels were involved in rape and looting. They also
dragged
people who refused to take part in the revolt to the Imam Ali
mosque,
where they killed them, Sheik Jaafar claimed.
The Shiite rebel statement reported that the 10th Armored
Brigade of
the Republican Guard had defected with its artillery, tanks and
other weapons and was fighting against government forces.
The regular army's 81st brigade also has joined the Shiites in the
south
as violence spread toward a string of towns along the border
with Iran. it
said.
An Iraqi brigade normally comprises more than 1,500 soldiers
.

No release imminent as Anderson'sfriends mark 6th year...
(Cont'd from page 1)
"are not as good as they appear to
be on the surface. Iran is not happy
with Syria's growing influence in
the gulf."
He added that the kidnappers,
including the Islamic Jihad organization that holds Anderson, "are
not under the direct influence of
Iranian President Hashemi
Rafsanjani."
"They would listen to what Raf-

sanjani has to say, but they make
their own decisions and they're
more allied with Iranian hardliners" than with the more centrist
president, the cleric said.
Beirut newspapers today also
published a letter from Anderson's
daughter, Sulome, and Sulome's
mother, Madeleine Bassil.
The two said in a letter to Beirut
newspapers that the six years of
Anderson's captivity "have

become our key to an everlasting
bond."
"Six long, separating years have
gone by only to bring you closer to
my heart ... and to have your
daughter love you as much as any
girl who has had her father all
along," the letter said. Sulome, 6,
was born nearly two months after
Anderson's abduction.
During his captivity, Anderson's
captors have released 15 photo-

graphs and one videotape of him,
beginning May 16, 1985, two
months after his abduction.
Most of the photographs were
released to authenticate accompanying statements about the
hostages.
Islamic Jihad demanded that
Kuwaiti authorities release 17 convicted pro-Iranian terrorists jailed
for December 1983 bombings in
the Persian Gulf emirate. .

Kuwait refused. Two of the men
were freed in February 1989 after
serving five-year terms.
The remaining 15 were freed
when Iraq invaded Kuwait in
August. But that does not appear to
have brought Anderson's release
any closer.
Anderson's father, Glenn R.
Anderson, died of cancer at age 69
on Feb. 15, 1986, 11 months after
his son was seized.

South Korean protesters battle police
SEOUL, South Kdrea (AP) —
Thousands of students, many hurling firebombs or chucks of pavement, today battled police in Seoul
and a southern city. The protesters
demanded the ouster of President
Rob Tae-woo for a bribery scandal.
A nationwide alliance of opposition and dissident groups had
called for a day of nationwide rallies to protest the scandal, and
25,000 police were on alert across
the country.
The Yonhap news agency said a
rally in the eastern city of
Chunchon ended peacefully after
two hours.
• However, the demonstrations in
Seoul were the largest and most

violent since May, when 15,000
students took over parts of the city
center in a night of anti-.
government rioting.
- Today's violence began at midafternoon, when about 10,000 students raced out of back alleys and.
tOok Over five city blocks of a
10-lane thoroughfare in a fierce
30-minute battle.
Many students were seen taken
away in Seoul. Yonhap, quoting
police sources, said up to 3,300
students were detained by police
nationwide, but most of them
would be freed later.
Once they gathered, the students
in Seoul began marching toward
the city center behind a giant pink

banner that read, "Punish Roh
Tae-woo, criminal of the scandal."
When confronted by columns of
riot policewith combat gear, students hurled hundred of firebombs.
They dug up pavement from the
sidewalks, broke it into fist-size
chunks, and hurled them at police.
Police used shields to ward off the
flying missiles.
The thunder of tear-gas volleys
from armored police vans could be
heard throughout the downtown
area. A light wind from an early
morning snowfall carried the smell
of the gas many blocks in central
Seoul.
Window glass was broken on
half a dozen parked cars. Shoppers

OBITUARIES
Graveside rites for Mrs. Sara
Beauchamp will be Sunday at 3
p.m. at Highland Park Cenitery,
Mayfield. The Rev. A. Nowell
Bingham of Murray will officiate.
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield,
will be in charge of arrangements,
but no visitation is, scheduled.
Mrs. Beauchamp, 95, widow of

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary

and businessmen leaving offices
raced away choking and covering
their faces with handkerchiefs.
The Yonhap news agency said
three police guards fired about a
dozen warning blank shots into the
air from their M-16 rifles when
about 150 students tried to attack
their police station in front of
Seoul Railway Station... ...
Four police trying to arrest a
fleeing student were beaten by
angry citizens, Yonhap said.
In the southern city of Kwangju,
about 500 students hurled rocks
and firebombs in fierce Clashes
with police, Yonhap said. They
demanded a new inquiry into the
bribery scandal.

Does Your Policy Pay 1(X)e7
(
of the Deductibles?

N1EDICARE SUPPLYMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare does not
pay.
-S1528- on Part A: S100 on part B. Call me for more inforrnauon.
1•144,1 IITLP IN CLAIM Fit ING FOR 111 CLIENTS

NOTICE

Mrs. Geraldine
Kelly

James B. Beauchamp, died Wednesday at 10 a.m. at Heritage Manor Nursing Home, Mayfield.
Survivors are one daughter. Mrs.
Agnes Pickens, Mayfield; three
grandsons, Dr. James B. Pickens.
Murray, David E. Pickens, Mayfield, and William W. Pickens.
Paducah; six , great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Geraldine Kelly, 67, of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Long Term Care Unit, died
Friday at 9:15 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital following an extended illness.
Mrs. Kelly is survived by her
mother, Sadie Runyon of Murray;
two daughters, Kathy Hurt and her
husband Harold Hurt of Kirksey,
and Glenda Rowlett and her husray, died Wednesday at 2 p.m. at
band Don Rowlett of Murray; two
his home.
sons,
Jim Kelly and his wife Joeua
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Kelly of Murray, and Dan Kelly
Alberta Troutman McDonough;
and his wife Carol Kelly of Murfive sons, James McDonough and
ray;
two brothers, Sherman Runyon
Douglas McDonough, Louisville,
and Chris Runyon, both of Murray;
Robert McDonough, Thomas
and eight grandchildren, Kevin
McDonough and Dennis McDoKelly,
--Sean Kelly, Benji Kelly.
nough; three stepsons, Earl Allen,
Abby Kelly, Joseph Hurt, CatherMurray, Jessie Chiles, San Diego,
ine Hurt. Erica Rowlett and Angela
Calif.. and Robert Allen.
Rowlett.
She was preceded in death by
her husband, Jack Kelly; her father.
Crystel Dick Adams, also at West W.M. Runyon; and one brother,
View Nursing Home; one daughter, Willis Runyon.
Funeral service will be at 2 p.m.
Mrs. Patricia Holt, Rt. 7, Murray;
Sunday
at Blalock-Coleman Funerone son, Algene Adams, Colfax,
Wash.; one sister, Mable Adams, al Home with the Reverends David
Mayfield; seven grandchildren: Brasher and Dennis Norvell
officiating.
four great-grandchildren.
Friends may. call after 5 p.m.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2
today
-at Blalock-Coleman Funeral
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home.
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Joseph
Pallbearers include Ken Darnell,
N. Suitor will officiate.
Kevin Kelly, Sean Kelly, Benji
Burial will follow in Mayfield Kelly. Ron Wright, Larry Cherry
Memory Gardens.
and Charles Burkeen. Honorable
Friends may call at the funeral pallbearers include the nurses in
home from 5 to 8 p.m. today Murray-Callow-ay County Hospi(Saturday).
tal's Long Term Care Unii
Burial will be in Elm Grove
Cemetery. --

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

To help you
select a new or
better used car
. or truck see...

WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT.

Mrs. Sara Beauchamp

Anderson's elder brother.
46-year-old Glenn Jr., died of
cancer June 7, 1986, four days after
making a videotape from his
sickbed pleading with the captors
to release his brother.
Several released hostages have
reported that Anderson has seen
videotapes of his daughter broadcast by Lebanese television but
does not know of the deaths gf his
father and brother.

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
M.:ichanically Removed
24" Deep Free Estimates

Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
Or

435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr.

Edward T. McDonough
Services for Edward T. McDonough will be Sunday at 1:30 p.m.
in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Bob
Dotson will officiate.
Burial will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.
Mr. McDonough, 71, Ri 6, Mur-

Noble P. Adams
Noble P. Adams, 81, of 312 Oak
St., Mayfield, died Friday at 11:30
a.m. at West View Nursing Home,
Murray.
He had retired after 47 years of
employment at Merit Clothing Co.,
Mayfield. A Kentucky Colonel, he
was a member of First Presbyterian
Church, Mayfield, and Mayfield
Order of the Odd Fellows Lodge.
Born Dec. 22, 1990, in Kentucky, he was the son of the late Arthur
Adams and Brittle Smith Adams.
Two brothers, Harry Adams and
James Adams, also preceded him in
death.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.

Mrs. Evelyn L. Lee
Graveside rites for Mrs. Evelyn
L. Lee will be today at 2 p.m. at
Fossett Cemetery at Russells
Chapel United Methodist Church.
The Rev. David Brasher will officiate. Music will be by Bobbie Bur-

Ned Washer

keen and Juanita Lee.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of arrangements,
but no visitation is scheduled.
Mrs. Lee, 69, of Holiday Beach,
Texas, died there Tuesday.

Mrs. Freda Rogers Burton
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Final rites for Mrs. Freda Rogers
Burton were today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. A. Nowell Bingham officiated. Music was by Steve
Littlefield and Bobby Malone, singers, and Mrs. Allene Knight,
organist.
Pallbearers were Glen Cochrum,

Mike Rogers, Ed Bach, Billy
Lamb, Tim Miller and Paul
LaRock.
Burial was in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
MIS. Burton, 67, Rt. 4, Murray,
died Wednesday at 10:11 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
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Read the Classified Daily

The funeral for Ned Washer will
be today it 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Heyward Roberts and the
Rev. Terry Sills will officiate.
Music will be by Tommy Hoke and
Gena Morton, singers, and Mrs.
Polly McGinnis, organist.
Active pallbearers will be
Michael Grudzien, David Grudzien,
David Thompson, Michael Thompson, Jamie Don Washer,and Tony
Washer. Members of Men's No. 2
Sunday School at Scotts Grove
Baptist Church will serve as an
honorary group.
Burial will follow in West Fork
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.
Mr. Washer, 72, Rt. 2, Murray,
died Wednesday at 8:30 p.m. at his
home. He was a member of Scotts
Grove Baptist Church.

Calloway County Rally
for

LT. GOVERNOR
BRERETON C. JONES
Candidate for

GOVERNOR OF KENTUCKY
Tuesday, March 19
7:30 p.m.
National Guard Armory Building
Hwy. 121 North (Mayfield Road)
Casual Dress
Refreshments Will Be Served
Sponsored by Calloway Countians For Jones
Bob Jackson, Co-Chairman
Dan Miller, Magistrate, Co-Chairman's
Paid for by Friends for Jones-Annelle S. Fulmer, Treasurer
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The Weekly Entertainment Section of

Remember, you can still
make Tax Deferred deposits for
1990
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until
April 15,
1991.

- Morning Show

DAYTIME
- Paid Program
O - Popeye Hour
O E - Captain Kangaroo (CC).(R)

WEEKDAYS
5:00 A.M.

gi - Everyday Workout
Care Bears (cc)

a - NBC News
0T0V.12- CBS

8:05 A.M.
- Little House on the Prairie
0 Bewitc9:20
h
A.M.
- Jim Henson'
Bees
itCC): mmayuppea

•

•-

News
ID - Varied Programs
- Fine Romance
O05- Paid Program

Muppet Babies

the

- Paid Program
•_ Popeye
- Varied Programs
- Born Famous
6:45 A.M.
a - Dumbo's Circus
CD CE - A.M. Weather
- Flying Nun
one News
°
ee
7:00 A.M.
- All News Morning Joined in Proo
C)
•(I) (1) a - Good Morning gross Left in Progress
▪ Mousercise
America (CC)
9:00 A.M.
- Today With Marilyn
•
- Today (CC). (In Stereo)
ea
- Joan Rivers (In Stereo)
(11) - That Good Ole Gospel Music
lacce - This Morning
O CL a- Live -- Regis & Kathie Lee
5:15 A.M.
Cr - Body Electric (In Stereo)
OID - Donahue
a - Varied Programs
o - Banana Splits
Barbara D Angelis
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
5:30 A.M.
(cc)
O I0- Ag-Day
tra
he e
Pirates (In
- World of Survival
.111.Ster-Meo-MIPSageterntIPT
O - Ralph Emery Show
a - Inspector Gadget
▪
- Fugitive
- This Morning's Business
•o- Paid Program
- New Mike Hammer
o - Faith Twenty
- Eureeita's Castle
_ People's Court
O
Street
_ Paid Program
- A&E Preview
Attitudes
- Movie
O05- Paid Program
611- Donald Duck Presents
- Flintstones
- Sister Kate
_ Dinosaucers
- Movie
- You and Me, Kid
0- Body by Janis
- Nation's Business Today
- 700 Club
66 - All News AM.
_ Morning Show (R)
- James Robinson
7:05 A.M.
al - Sing Out America
9:05 A.M.
O _ Leave It to Beaver
- Movie
6:00 A.M.
7:30 A.M.
OXIMICE111- ABC News (cc)
9:30 A.M.
Instructional Programming saunao
al - CBS News
Family Feud
CD
Bozo
(In
Stereo)
O GE - NBC News
•
- Alvin and the Chipmunks
- Tiny Toon Adventures (CC)
O Robert Tilton
11. - Paid Program
_ Air Power (R)
O - Jetsons
- Day by Day
- Heathcliff
2- Breakfast Show
- All News Morning Joined in Proa - Paid Program
- Varied Programs
gress Left in Progress
WA - Welcome to Pooh Corner
- Cartoon Express
10:00 A.M.
- Mr. Wizard's World (cc)
In
Horne
a
InI-it
V:fed
es Programs
_ Tom & Jerry's Funhouse
▪ - Sally Jiissy Raphael
- Paid Program
7:35 A.M.
emciusea- Price Is Right
a - Bewitched
- It Figures
CE- To Tell the Truth
o
- Good Morning, Mickey!
8:00 A.M.
o - Joan Rivers (In Stereo)
- Awake on the Wild Side
0-'Awn. Melodies
•- 700 Club
•- Flintstone Kids
de - Varied Programs
- Avengers
al -Sunshine Factory
- Lassie
- Divorce Court
o - All News A.M Joined in Pro- ID- Paid Program
el- Sharon. Lois & Brain's Elephant
gress
- Froggl• Rock
Show
a
6:15 A.M.
- VidooMoming (In Stereo)
- Our Voices
• - A.M. Weather
DID- What Every Baby Knows
•
Frugal Gourmet
•
Under
the Umbrella Tree
6:30
A.M.
•cu 01)_
14..
•
Getting
Fit
al- Daisy Fuentes
•
p
Heart to Heart With Shell.
Varied
Progra
ms
- G.I. Joe
Walsh
•- Hazel
- Yogi Boer
a - Feature
•

•

FHeadlin
uns e
=_ Las
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Stop in today for details.
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▪ - Super Mano Bros Super Show O - Wheel of Fortune
P.M.
- $25,000 Pyramid
ii Golden Girls (CC)
_T5N:B063:-N BM
C
s N
cc
e)mes
11/ - Hard Copy
O - Looney Tunes
12
(g) 21 - 3-2-1 Contact (CC) (R)
- Sesame Street (CC)
CBS News (CC) (In
10:30 A.M.
12:05 P.M.
5 - Top Card (R),(In Stereo)
O - Charles in Charge (CC)
Stereo)
- Trial Watch
• - Movie
- Care Bears (CC)
- Abbott and Costello
- Instructional Programming
- Hogan Family
12:30 P.M.
Father Knows Best
- Beverly Hillbillies (CC)
•- Divorce Court
(1)
Avenge
rs
-2 - News
0- All News Today Left in Progress
- Make the Grade
O
- Fred Penner's Place
- Cartoon Express
O - TrialWatch
O - Soft Notes
3:00 P.M.
O - Live From L.A
- Get the Picture
O
Talk
of the Town
O
- Bugs Bunny & Pals
- Geraldo
- Varied Programs
C)- Video LP
_T• - Days of Our Lives (CC)
O CL - Joker's Wild
- Nightly Business Report
- Spenser For Hire
09
- Bold and the Beautiful (CC) 0- Days of Our Lives iCC)
- Great American TV Poll
(1) - Basic Training Workout
•- Gilligan's Island
Name That Tune
PD - Varied Programs
- As the World Turns
- Paid Program
Varied Programs
0
Maya
the
Bee
Oprah
O - Varied Programs
Winfrey
0- All News Morning Joined in Pro
ED - Supermarket Sweep
•- Tracey Ullman
01:- Reading Rainbow
- All News P M. Joined in Progress Left in Progress
- Our House
gress Left in Progress
Sunshi
ne
CD
Varied
Factory
Progra
ms
11:00 A.M.
5:05 P.M.
• - Disney's Adventures of the
1:00 P.M.
5:35 P.M.
O 2 - Loving *)CC)
Beverly Hillbillies (CC)
Gummi
Bears
Andy Griffith
011101I0 - One Life to Live
Match Game
O1
- The Judge ICC,'
- Another World
O a 5 - News
CI - Heathcliff
Andy
Griffith
- Wheel of Fortune
▪ (g) - Movie
As the World Turns
0- Geraldo
ED 21 - Sesame Street (CC)
Varied
CD
Progra
ms
- Robert Tilton
- Crook and Chase (RI in Stereo)
- Wipeout
09 12 - Young and the Restless
O - Easter Egg Momin' The hens
ED
- Donald Duck Presents
0
Today'
s
Special
- Movie
protest when they are not given credit
fp
Yo!
MTV
Raps
5:00
A.M.
- Country Standard Time
The Judge
for their contribution to making Easter
Stereo)
- Legends of Professional Wres- O - No Greater Gift
- World of David the Gnome
eggs (R)
tling
- Moonlighting
0 - Vaned Programs
O - MOVIE: 'Abbott and Costello
11:00 A.M.
Batman
ED Danger Bay ICC, In Stereo)
Meet Frankenstein' Two bumbling
- American Magazine Iln Stereo)
- MOVIE:'Court Martial' A greedy
shippin
Psychia
g
try
CD
&
clerks
You
Falwell
Jerry
get
mixed
up with wife provides the impetu
g) - Lunch Box
s for her offiCount Dracula, Frankenstein s monster
•- Feature
- Andrew Daddo
1:30 P.M.
cer husband to embezzle military funds
and the Wo)fman Lon Chaney Jr , Bela
3:05
5
- Bold and the Beautiful
P.M.
David Niven, Margaret Leighton, Noel
•- Bodies in Motion
O
Li,igosi Lenore Aubert 1948
Middleton 1955
Flintstones
0I - Another World
- Paid Program
5:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Little Shop of Horrors'
0I - Instructional Programming
3:30 P.M.
11:05 A.M.
O - Nickelodeon Special Edition:
- Dick Van Dyke
- MOVIE: 'Great Balls of Fire!'
0CL - Challengers
5 - Perry Mason
Kids Talk About the Middle East 4th,
- Win. Lose or Draw
ALF
(CC)
MOVIE:'Mon Oncle' The mod5th
11:30 A.M.
and 6th graders discuss the actions
O - Lassie
- Mister Rogers ICC) (R)
in the Middle East Hosted by Linda ern gadgetry of his materialistic ina i - All My Children
9 house provides a world of confulaw's
C Varied Programs
DuckTales
Ellerbee (R)
741 o_vc
i nlg
o e
CrC
sion for a simple man Jacques Tato,
Divorce Court
Look
5:45 A.M.
2:00 P.M .
Jean-Pierre Zola, Adrienne Servant'
0- Yogi Bear
- Young and the Restless
- MOVIE: 'Inherit the Wind'
2, EDCD S - General Hospital
Stage
On
O - News
- Santa Barbara
6:00 A.M.
- Teen Win. Lose or Draw
11:30 AM.
- The Judge (C,C)
O 5, 5Ta, Guiding Light
As It Happened: The Great DeTotally
Pauly
- MOVIE: 'The Shop Around the
O - Adventures of the Little Koala
- Honeymooners
bate 1980 The first debate between Corner
- C.O.P.S.
' (CC) Two lonely people in a
- Screen Scene
- Mighty Mouse
Kennedy and Nixon 160 min I
quaint Budapest shop write letters to
- Sunshine Factory
P9 - Top Card
- Movie
Circus
Based
on
a story by Kath- their dream man and woman,each findAll News Today Joined in Pro• - ER
- Hollywood Squares
erine Anne Porter, a 6-year-old girt vis- ing that dream in the
gress
other Colorized
• - Music Box
its a circus and is left with lasting im- version James Stewart
O - Flipper
, Margaret Sul3:35
P.M.
• - Bodyshaping
pressions of an eerie clown Stars lavan, Frank Morgan
0- Video Soul
1940 (In Stereo)
Brady
Bunch
Helen
Stenbor
- Varied Programs
and
g
Bill
Irwin
(R)
- American Magazine (R) On
11:45 AM.
Stereo)
4:00 P.M.
7:00 A.M.
12:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Blackwell's Island'
ED
Cosby
Show
(CC)
Attitud
(In
MOVIE
es
: 'Police Academy 2:
0- All My Children
Stereo)
12:00 P.M.
Their First Assignment' (CC)
Geraldo
•
- Raccoons (In Stereo)
O Classic Concentration
- MOVIE: 'The President's MisO
Over,
fffil
Winfre
•
Andre
y
ICC)
w
Daddo
News
CL
- MOVIE:'M Station: Hawaii'
tress' A young man is caught in a
- Father Knows Best
thee
- News ICC,
deadly cover-up after a powerful Amer7:30 A.M.
Boss?
ED - Movie
ican security agency decodes a Russian
- SportsCenter (60 min I
e3
CP - Co
- Square One Television (CC)
Feature
- Chain Reaction
document reporting that his sister is a
)14)
8:00 A.M.
O - Noozles
spy Beau Bridges, Karen Grassle, Su2:05 P.M.
- Chip 'n Dale's Rescue Ran0
MOVIE: 'Battle in Outer Space' san Blanchard 1978
- Video Vibrations
Tom & Jerry's Funhouse
gers
Two spaceships intercept attackers
(I) - Varied Programs
- Disney Goes to the Academy
•
2:30 P.M.
before a battle in outer space Ryo
Inside Edition (CC)
Awards Host Tony Danza introduces
ED - Supermarket Sweep
0 - 6, - Santa Barbara
lkebe, Kyoko Anazi, Harold Conway
Fugitive
clips from some of Disney's Academy
EI3 - Varied Programs
1960
- Leave It to Beaver
O - Just the Ten of Us
Award-winning films (60 min ((RI
O - You Can't Do That on Television
a - Tennis: International Players
8:30 A.M.
O
ED -217a_
Championship Early round coverage
O Born Famous Featured Anthony
from Key Biscayne, Fla (3 hrs )(Live)
Mister Rogers (CC) (R)
PCitY
Quinn Natalie Cole
- MOVIE:'Those Redheads From
- VideoPM on Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'Cocoon'(CC)
Seattle' A woman heads for Alaska
- Kids Incorporated
Golf: National Long Drive Cham- during the gold rush with her four
Varied Programs
beau2 WKRN ABC Nashvilk
pionship From the Bahamas (60 min
tiful daughters in tow Rhonda Fleming,
2f The Disney Channel
- Popeye
3 WSIL ABC Harrisburg
(RI
Gene Barry, Agnes Moorehead 1953
27 Music Tele ris.on (M•TV)
- Varied Programs
4 WSM V NBC Nash v ilk
9:00
A
.
2,8 WCSD-TV (Calloway County High)
M
.
12:05 P.M.
- News
WTVF CBS Nashril le
- MOVIE: 'Ladies They Talk ▪ - MOVIE: 'Kenny Rogers as
29 Cable News NEtwork (CNN)
The
6 WPSD NBC Paducah
4:05 P.M.
About' Female bank robber falls in love Gambler' A shrewd
30 The Learning Channel
gambler takes up
7 WBBJ ABC Jackson
Good Times
with
a
cop
but
her better iudgement with a young man in search of adven31 ESPN Sports
can't help her out of this case Preston ture Kenny Rogers,
8 Vi DCN PBS Nashville
4:30 P.M.
Lee Purcell, Bruce
32 WNIHS-TV (Murray High School)
Foster, Barbara Stanwyck. Lyle Talbot Boxleitner 1980
9 VS GN IND Chicago
a CL 5
Jeopardy!
33 CBN
1933
0 KBSI FOX Cape Girardeau
O (ID - Mama's Family
12:45 P.M.
34 Murray Cablerision
O
- MOVIE: 'The Magic Snowman'
1 MSL-TV
0
3-2-1
Contac
0- MOVIE:'Urban Cowboy'
t (CC) (R)
35 The Weather Channel
2 KFVS CBS Cape Girardeau
- MOVIE. 'Barefoot in the Park'
O - M A.S K
A Calloway County Public Library
1:00 P.M.
3 Arts and Entertainment (A&E)
0- Tale Spin
37 Home Shopping Guide
MOVIE: 'Perry Mason: The
4 Murray City Hall
- Dance Party USA
38 Nero Guide
- MOVIE!:
'
0
An
5d A
I A
Ni
lon
'e Survived' Case of the Avenging Ace' In light of
5 ISA Network
O - Hey Dude
39 Show-time
A young woman struggles to reach civ- new evidence, Mason sets out to prove
Nickelodeon
Square One Television (cc) ilization after her plane crashes
41 Headline News
in the the innocence of a convicted murderer
7 WTBS Atlanta
-Al
Sierra Nevada mountains Based on a Raymond Burr, Barbara Hale, William
43 ACTS
8 Black Entertainment (BET)
- Mickey Mouse Club (CC) (In true story Blair Brown, David Ackroy
48 W44BE-TV IND Murray
d, Katt 1988
111
),terleol
9 Turner Network Tekvision (TNT)
iVera Miles 1978
47 Video Hits I
1:15 P.M.
- Popeye
20 EWIN Catholic Network
MOVIE. '20.000 Years in Sing
9:
AM.
48 The Discovery Channel
- All News P M Joined in Pro21 WKS% PBS MarrarrNlaytield
Sing' A prisoner violates his new.
0:G
Motf
OV
: lE: 'Hero at Large'
49 QVC Shopping
gress Left in Progress
22 Nashiilk Network
found freedom when it's believed he's
Couple
50 C•SPAN
(R I s Challenge From La
23 Lifetime
a murderer Spencer Tracy, Bette
4:35 P.M.
Quinta, Calif
51 Financial News Network (F11 ,
Davis LOUIS Calhern 1933
•
24 Home Box Office (HBO)
- Jefferson*
52 C•SPAN
10:30 A.M.
15 Cinemas
1:30 P.M.
5:00 P.M.
s•
it
- MOVIE: 'The Other Side of the
IL SG1DO 3.;012S - N•ws
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11:30 P.M.

Stereo)

ED - On Stage (R) (In Stereo)
O IL - Nightline (CC)
Elt - Days and Nights of Molly Dodd O CL - Hard Copy
•- Babar the Little Elephant Anife) - Elvis: Center Stage (CC)
00 CC - Late Night With David
6:35 P.M.
•- Nashville Now (In Stereo)
mated An orphaned elephant be- Rockumentary
Letterman (RI (In Stereo)
▪
Sanford
and Son Part 1 of 3
• _ MOVIE: 'National Lampoon's 671 - SportsCen
comes king (R)
ter
- Newhart (CC)
Class
Reunion'
7:00
The grads from the
P.M.
2:00 P.M.
e - Into the Night Starring Rick
10:35
P.M.
of '72 return to a sealed -up Lizzie
• - MOVIE: 'Barry Lyndon A ro- EICIDOCEO- MacGyver(CC) (In class
Dees (In Stereo)
Night Court
Borden High School for an insane reuguishly charming 18th-centunr English- Stereo)
MOVIE. 'The Lonely Lady'
O
nion
Gerrit
Graham.
Miriam
Flynn,
Ste10:40 P.M.
Fresh Prince of Bel-Air
man runs out of luck Ryan O'Neal,
Party
Machine With Nia Peephen
Furst
1982
ED - MOVIE 'Streets'
Marisa Berenson, Patrick Magee (CC) (In Stereo)
ples (In Stereo)
- Evening Shade ICC) •- MOVIE: 'Ivanhoe'
O CL e
1975 Part 1 of 2
11:00 P.M.
C
@D wi
Smart
Ge
IEm:a,
otyS
(Ft) (In Stereo)
ap - Beauty and the Beast (CC) (In O
- MASH
3:00 P.M.
for Glory'(CC)
Stereo)
- Travels (CC) (In Stereo)
Cheers (CC)
MOVIE: The Big Heat' A detec0MOVIE:
of
Joy
Music
Judy
Garland:
ED
'Thunder
•
Alley'
The Concert
The fortive's wife dies in a trap meant for him
- Golden Girls (CC).
Years A showcase of Judy Garland's
Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahame, Jocelyn tunes of a rock band rise when an AriP.M.
8:30
_ Nightline (CC)
stage and television appearances (60
zona farmboy signs on as lead guitarist
Brando 1953
ou
- Designing Women
- Appointment With Destiny The min )(8)
Roger Wilson, Leif Garrett, Jill Schoe-•
(In
(CC)
Stereo)
Crucifixion
of
Jesus
• - MOVIE: 'Nobody's Child' A len 1985
•- One in the Spirit
woman struggles to overcome her e - MOVIE: The Princess Bride' A SI - Get smart
- Equalizer
11:35 P.M.
- College Basketball: NAIA
mental illness Mario Thomas, Ray swashbuckling young swordsman
Wiseguy (R)
Championship From Kansas City, Mo O - Get Smart
Baker, Caroline Kava 1986
seeks to rescue a kidnapped pnncess
- Midnight Love
SO - National Geographic Explorer(R)
in this lighthearted fairy tale from Rob (2 hrs.) (Live)
6)- No Greater Gift
O - MOVIE: 'Foreign CorresponHaden
Ben
•
12:00 A.M.
Reiner
Cary
Elwes,
Mandy Patinkon,
- MOVIE: 'Anzio'
dent'
e
- Inside Edition (CC)
Chris Sarandon 1987 (In Stereo)
9:00 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
- Personalities
- Appointment With Destiny: The alcuipape- Tube Test Two es - Nashville Now (R) (In Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'Professor Popper's Crucifixion of Jesus
- E.N.G
▪
News (IR)
A re-creation of (CC) Alan Thicke tests viewers' televi-•
Problems' An eccentric scientist un- Jesus' last week
of life, from his entr- sion knowledge through the use of ▪ - Kids in the Hall (CC) (R) (In
Gunsmoke
wittingly shrinks himself and a student ance into
the Holy City through his trial clips and appearances by TV stars in- Stereo)
- Miss Magpie: A Murder Is An•
to the size of an insect Charlie Drake, and Crucifixion Host,
- Karl Wuhrer
John Huston (60 cluding Barbara Feldon and Robert Urnounced Part 1 of 3 (8)
Milo O'Shea, Adam Richens 1988
min )
ich (60 min.) (In Stereo)
- Women's College Softball: San Q)- Madame's Place
Rated NR
- Murder, She Wrote (CC)
- Good Sports (CC) (In Jose State at Fresno State (90 min ) 0- Get Smart
•
3:45 P.M.
(Taped)
a
sterCr
ecoe C12
- Get Smart
- Our Voices (R)
6)- Crack U.S.A.(CC)
go - Beauty and the Beast(CC) (Ft) (In O o - News (cc)
O - Frank's Place
Paid Program
Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'Season of Giants' Re- O - Star Trek: The Next Generation
4:00 P.M.
Beauty and the Beast (CC) (R)(In
(1) - Yakov Smirnoff in Moscow...
naissance Italy is the setting for this (CC). (In Stereo)
•- Sports Reporters (R)
Stereo)
Idaho
dramatization of the life of Michelan- ▪ - Hanlon
•- Lightmusic
4:30 P.M.
gelo and his interactions with Leonardo O - Get Smart
•- Mercury Media
- MOVIE: 'Cocoon'(CC)
12:05 A.M.
da Vinci and Raphael F Murray Abra- •
- MOVIE: 'Season of Giants'
0- All News Night Left in Progress
- MOVIE: 'Escape to Paradise'
• - K.I.D.S
ham, Mark Frankel, John Glover 1991
011 - Marge and Walter Chronicles
11:05 P.M.
Part 2 of 2
12:10 A.M.
5:00 P.M.
a 71-year-old woman s battle to sus- P) 12, - America Tonight In Stereo)
•E - Moyers-Project Censored tain her dying husband
•- MOVIE: The Enemy Below'
- MOVIE: 'Nightbreed' (CC)
•- Woman Who Raised a Bear as (CC) Bill Moyers looks at 1990's top
- MOVIE: 'Back to Back'
Her Son (CC) Animated Based on an ten "underreported" stories as chosen
61 - 700 Club
Sonoma
by
State
University'
s
"Project
Inuit fable about an orphaned polar bear
Censored" panel (60 min I
61- MOVIE:'Blue Thunder'
cub raised by a woman (RI
On
(In
Stage
•
Stereo)
- Cope
▪ - Scholastic Sports America (CC)
111 - Muppets at Watt Disney World
3/1 9/91
- L.A. Law
(R)
9:05 P.M.
(CC) Kermit and the gang storm the
▪ - MOVIE: 'The Josephine Baker e - MOVIE: 'Not
With My Wife,
5:00 A.M.
5:30 P.M.
gates of Walt Disney World (60 min )
Story'(CC) A biography of the glamo- You Don't!'
0- MOVIE 'Benji the Hunted'(CC) rous but
ED - SportsCenter
(R)
controversial black entertainer
•- Up Close
• - MOVIE: 'International House
who took 1920s Paris by storm Lynn
9:15 P.M.
The demonstration of a fantastic invenWhitfield, Ruben Blades, David Dukes •- MOVIE 'Last Rites'(CC)
6:00 P.M.
tion brings chaos to a Chinese hotel
ED _27.00CU0 ID GI ift GI - 1991 (In Stereo)
9:30 P.M.
W C Fields, Peggy Hopkins Joyce,
€11 - MOVIE: 'Worth Winning' (CC)
News
_ Murphy Brown (CC) Rudy Vallee 1933
Current Affair (CC)
• _ Avonlea (CC) In Stereo)
(R) (In Stereo)
5:30 A.M.
- MacNeil/Lehrer • - MN Prime
o T
112 - Get Smart
- Nickelodeon Special Edition.
Newshour (CC)
• - Beauty and the Beast (CC) On •
Education Notebook
Kids Talk About the Middle East 4th,
Stereo)
o - I Dream of Jeannie
- Crook and Chase (In Stereo)
•
5th and 6th graders discuss the actions
IE) - Andy Griffith
- Duet
in the Middle East Hosted by Linda
- MOVIE 'Great Balls of Fire!'
Your Communtty Channel
6)- World of Survival
Ellerbee (R)
10:00
(11)
P.M.
American
Telecast
▪ - Swamp Thing In Stereo)
•- Newt
OMB1:08101- 11310
6:00 A.M.
0- Inspector Gadget
Tues., March 19
- News
•- Mike Mulligan and His Steam
7:05 P.M.
(13 - Our Voices
Shovel
(CC)
Animated
Cu
Mike
Mulligan
Nightly
Business Report
4:30 p.m. Cable Preview
- MOVIE: 'Divorce Wars: A Love
- E/R
and his shovel Mary Anne worry what
- Night court
Story' A Seattle couple becomes bitter
- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
5:00
p.m. Education Notebook
will come of them when the steam
--Love Connection
enemies during the process of their di- •
6)- SportsCenter
shovel
becomes
outdated
(Ft)
(In
5:30
p.m. Don Farmer
vorce Tom Selleck Jane Curtin, Candy e - Ed Asner at the Improv Comics
•_ Scarecrow and Mrs. King
Azzara 1982
Steve McGrew, Howard Busgang. Stereo)
- Robin Hood (In Stereo)
John McDowell, Brant Von Hoffman, •- MOVIE: 'Excalibue
7:30 P.M.
(1) - This Is the Life
Diane
Ford (60 min
6:15 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Return of the
Thurs., March 21
6)-Miami Vice Part 1 of 2 (In Stereo) 0- Francesca Baby A teen-ager and
6:05 P.M.
J•di' (CC)
• _ Happy Days Part 1 of 3
her sister struggle with their mother's
- Get Smart
10:00 a.m. Coldwater Church
alcoholism
ei cpS
- Frank's Place
of Christ
- Major Dad (CC) (In
6:30 P.M.
Stereo)
•112 - News (CC)
ISI 2, - Family Feud
7:00 A.M.
5100 p.m. Concerning Kentucky
- Get Smart
- On Stage (R) (In Stereo)
- MOVIE:'The Karate Kid Part III'
•
- Entertainment Tonight (CC) •
5:30 p.m. Education Notebook
_ Tracey Ullman
(CC) A young martial arts student goes
- Screen Scene (R)
•
•
(In Stereo)
- On Stage (In Stereo)
- Missing Adventures of Ozzie against his master's wishes when
6:00 p.m. table Preview
ai cu - News
vengeful competitors force him to de- In Search of the Lord's Way and Harriet
0 •- Cosby Show (CC) (In
6:30 p.m. Artscene
fend his local title Ralph Macchio, Non•
1/2
(CC)
Hour
Comedy
Hour
Stereo)
yuki
Lively
Morita
Robyn
"Pat'
1989
•
o
e - Scarecrow and Mrs King
All News Evening
O Night Court
Rated PG (In Stereo)
•
- Ed Young
8:00 P.M.
- Golden Girls (CC)
•
- MOVIE:'Heartbreak Hotel'(CC)
Fri., March 22
10:30 P.M.
• - Wheel of Fortune (CC)
OCEOCEO- America's Funniest Horne Videos (CC) (R) (In Stereo)•
7:30 A.M.
111 - Air Power
CE - MASH
10:30 a.m. Artscene
•
GID
- Murphy Brown (CC) • - Nightline (CC)
- SportsCenter
- Hitchhiker (In Stereo)
(In Stereo)
11:00 a.m. Interlude
- Looney Tunes
- Tonight Show (R) (In
se
8:00 A.M.
le
- Firing Line Special Debate: Stereo)
- Live From L.A. (R)
•
p - Boxing Fr xn Las Vegas (2 hrs.)
Resolved: Drug Prohibition Has•
GID - Entertainment Tonight (CC) (R)
•- Duet
Faiied William F Buckley Jr. Richard (In Stereo)
•
- Bober
8:30 A.M.
Dennis, Ira Glasser and Dr Kildare
- Love Connection
- Alex Winter
•
•
- MOVIE: 'The Naked Gun'(CC)
Clerk.. debate Charles Flangel, Robert
- New Explorers (CC) (In
- College Bseketbell National In- K Doman, Jerry Falwell and Lois Her9:00 A.M.
Stereo)
vitation Tournament -- Second nngton (2 hrs )
al- MOVIE:'Travois With My Aunt'
Round (2 hrs )(Live)
- Mies PAarple: A Murder Is An- O - Interns
- Carty in Concert: My Romance
•
- Lifestyle Mogorkw
nounced Part 1 of 3
- Arsenio Hall (CC) (In Stereo) •
Grammy winner Carly Simon performs
- AN News P.M. Joined in Pro- e - World Wrestiing Federation:
- Get Smart
songs from her album. "My Romgress Lett in Progress
Super-Stars and Stripes Forever (R)
- Screen Scene (R)
ance (60 min )(R) On Stereo)
S)
In)
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12; - News
- Screen Scene (RI
in - MOVIE: 'Raid on Rommel
' This
- Church Street Station (R) In in I- Nightly Business Report
drama covers the WWII infiltration
of
Stereo)
o - Night Court
Rommel's Panzer Division in Libya
Ri• - MOVIE 'Old Acquaintance A in- MOVIE
inFamily
Circus Easter Animated
chard Burton, John Colicos, Clinton
- Love Connection
:'Out of the Darkness
woman envies her writer-friend. Sc she
The older kids-try to capture the Easter
0Gre- Paul Sorvino at the Improv
5:30 P.M
becomes a successful writer also MirBunny when they fear he'll find the eggs
Stephanie
_ Miami Vice Part 2 of 2 (In Stereo)
nie Hodge Comedy Biting
iam Hopkins Bette Davis, John Loder ID - Up Close
they hid for PJ
Southern humor performed at
G
a
etSmar
21
,
t
San
1943
al
Word
of Life
Francisco's Great American Music Hall
6:00 P.M.
- Sanford
o
(R)
- All News Evening
9:05 A.M.
0In T0
In It el sp_News
- MOVIE 'Adventures of the News
Lifestyle Magazine
8:00 P.M.
•
On Stage (R) (In Stereo)
Wilderness Family' A family faces a El I - Current Affair CC
Ma Tti - Roseanne ICC) (R) •
in- All News Night Left in Progress
eli
Tracey
Ullman
rocky road to survival in the Rockies 0 1
0 21 - MacNeil Lehrer (In Stereo)
- Achievers "Florenz Ziegfe)d' A
•
11:05 P.M.
when they abandon the urban rat race Newshour (CC,
PT_ - In the Heat of the Night portrait of this legendary
- America Tonight (In Stereo)
show- 01
for life in the wilderness Robert Logan
I Dream of Jeannie
o
(11CnCs
l te
reoos(Iponeo from an earlier date) business impresario, whose life
(P
Susan Damante Shaw .1975
11:3
0(c
P.M.
ne
Pc
•- Andy Griffith
1867-(1A9)32) inspired the Oscar- up I Nightii
10:00 A.M.
World of Survival
- MOVIE:'Give Us Barabbas!'
•
winning 1936 film ("The Great Zieg_ MOVIE:'The Wrong Guys' ICC)
- Hard Copy
feld")
- Swamp Thing
O - Boxing (2 hrs I (Live)
•ni CL - Late Night With David
- Inspector Gadget
- MOVIE: 'Jailhouse Rock'
s 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
O - Get Smart
Letterman (In Stereo)
- Snowmobile Racing: Grand Prix
•
- Wild Swans A wildlife preserve s O - Our Voices
ID- Video Soul (R)
▪
- Newhart (CC)
de
Valcourt From Valcourt. Que
- E/R
summer director adopts three cygnets
- Nashville Now (In Stereo)
Into the Night Starring Rick
(Taped)
when the rest of the swan family is lost Ea - 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
- MOVIE:'The Cover Girl and the
Dees (In Stereo)
- Scarecrow and Mrs. King
in a storm 160 min ) (R)
- SportsCenter
Cop' Murder forces a frivolous model •
O - MOVIE: 'The Peacemaker' The
Richard
Jackso
•
n
Scarec
row
and
Mrs
King
11:00 A.M.
and a streetwise policewoman to put
56parson, a former gunman, arrives
new
10:30 P.M.
aside their differences and work to- MOVIE: 'Eight O'Clock Walk' • - Westbrook Hospital
in town to find it torn with strife James
gether Dinah Manoff, Julia Duffy, John
Mitchell, Rosemarie Bowe, Jan Merlin
6:05 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Fresh Horses'
•
Kaden 1989
01
:M
N.
igAh.
tIS
.
ine
H(CC)
- Happy Days Part 2 of 3
o MOVIE: 'Man of the Forest'
- Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
- Tonight Show (In Stereo) O - Party Machine With Nia PeeAdaptation of a Zane Grey tale in which
6:30 P.M.
•- Amazing Games 160 min
STereoElntertainment Tonight (CC) ples (In Stereo)
a cowboy kidnaps a lady to save her o
- Family Feud
_ Ron Herrod
0
11n
O - Get Smart
from an ouilaw only to be framed for 1)
- Entertainment Tonight
- Love Connection
- Powder Magazine
her father's murder Randolph Scott:
•
8:30
0T
0_ P.M.
Barton Maclane 1933
- American Telecast
Coach ICC) (R) On 0 i - African -American Journal •
Stereol
7
- News
- Medical Story
11:15 A.M.
T CI - Cosby Show ICC) (In oS•er_
11:35 P.M.
C)- Arsenio Hall ICC) (In Stereo)
Get
et Smart
S,ereol
C) - MOVIE 'The Journey'
- Wiseguy (RI
O
- Get Smart
C)- Night Court
_39
:1::0
2
6
_ P.M
O - MOVIE: 'S (Dollars)' Time Ap1130 A.M.
- Screen Scene (R)
-ir_ldenGi
proximate A bank security expert and
Giro
ls C.
Eddie
ie
Dodd
ICC) (In
- MOVIE 'Body Slam' (CC)
Let's Learn Japanese
an inoffensive hooker run afoul of a trio
Wheel
Fortune
_
1200 P.M.
of hardened criminals whose safe- Church Street Station (Fii
00 6 - Law & Order ICC) fIrm
Stereo)
e
ll deposit boxes they've robbed Warren
Stereo:
- MOVIE The Day the Women
a 74
H
: cPhohwe
Hitchhi
ker
err H Sterecl
Got Even' A group of housewives CI - Looney
- Days and Nights of Molly Dodd Beatty Goldie Hawn, Geri Frobe
- News ICCi
Tunes
seeks revenge after an unscrupulous
- MOVIE: 'Funny Girl' Barbra 1971
O - Get Smart
C) - Live From L A iR)
talent agent uses compromising phoStreisand's Oscar-winning portrayal of
sOVIE: 'Valmont' (CC) Milos
_
MOVIE:
'Drivin
g Miss Daisy'
- Duet
tos to blackmail them Jo Ann Pflug
FormaM
- n lavish adaptation of Choder(CC) An elderly Southern widow and Fanny Brice, who rose from East Side IM
fj)
Alex
Winter
Hagerty Gerald Gordon 1 980
obscurity to entertainment legend Bar- los de Laclos novel of seduction and
a)- America's Cup 92 Setting Sail her black chauffeur develop a unique bra Streisand,
in- MOVIE 'Moulin Rouge'
Omar Sharif, Kay Med- deceit in 18th-century France Colin
'elationship over 25 years of a changfor San Diego
n tte Bening Meg Tilly 1989
€1) - Tennis International Players
ing society Jessica Tandy, Morgan ford 1968 Rated G (In Stereo)
(In Stereo)
Championship Early round coverage CD - Joy of Music
Freeman. Dan .Aykroyd 1989 Rated ea - Classic MTV
from Key Biscayne;Fla (3 hrs (Livei (33 - Your Government
11) - SportsCenter
PG (In Stereo,'
11:50 P.M.
in- MOVIE. 'Gunsmoke'
6:35 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Lethal Woman'(CC) A
0- MOVIE: 'The Red Tent' A guilt•
10:35 P.M.
ridden Italian general relives the disasspecial agent journeys to an all-woman in
- Sanford and Son Part 2 of 3
- Night Court
12:05 P.M.
island where rape victims hunt down
- Super Dave iCCi (R)
- MOVIE. 'Wild Horses' A former
- MOVIE: 'The Handmaid's Tale' trous Arctic expedition he led 40 years
•
•
their human persecutors like animals
before Peter Finch, Sean Connery,
rodeo rider escapes from his humdrum
(CC) Based on Margaret Atwood's
7:00 P.M.
Claudia Cardinale 1971
Merete Van Kamp, Shannon Tweed, novel
factory Job by joining a wild horse roun- fj-2,113 -1_,
about a futuristic society where
- 11- Who's the Boss? Robert Lipton 1989
Rated NR
dup Kenny Rogers Pam Dawber Ben (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
fertile women are forced to bear child12:00 A.M.
Bee
Gees
•
Horne (CC) ren for their totalitarian rulers Natasha •
Johnson 1985
c2D - Inside Edition (CC)
CI0I - Matlock (CCI (Postponed Highlights of the Going
five-time Grammy Richardson, Robert Duvall, Faye Dunafrom an earlier date) (In Stereo)
Personalities
1:00 P.M.
Award winners, including personal in- way 1990 Rated
R (In Stereo)
in CL - News (RI
in
- MOVIE: 'The Wizard terviews and footage from
• MOVIE: 'Driving Miss Daisy'
their
recent
of Oz' (CC) A mighty tornado drops reunion
10:45 P.M.
- Gunsrnoke
(cc)
tour (60 min )(R)
in)
MOVIE:
'Black
MOVIE: 'Give Us 13arabbeer Set
in_ MOVIE:'Heartbreak Hotel'(CC) Dorothy in the magical land of Oz in this
Rain'
•
A
corrupt
_
Rocidine on MTV (Live Phone-In)
Oscar-winning adaptation of L Frank
New York policeman plunges into the in Jerusalem in the year of Christ's cruExpedit
ion
Earth:
2:00 P.M.
Karako
rum Japanese underworld to locate
Baum's children s classic Judy Garan es- cifixion, Barabbas was set free when
Rock Climb (RI
- MOVIE: 'Barn/ Lyndon' A ro- Isatnedre,
•
Bolger, Bert Lahr 1939 (In
caped prisoner Michael Douglas. Andy Pontius Pilate allowed an unruly mob to
- 700 Club
guishly charming 18th-century English- Stereo)
Garcia, Ken Takakura 1989 Rated R choose him or Jesus for death James
man runs out of luck Ryan O'Neal, Mar- MOVIA 'Pretty Woman' A busi- (In Stereo)
- Word on Words
Daly, Kim Hunter 1960
ness exect.Me attempts to transform a
isa Berenson Patrick Magee 1975
- MOVIE: 'Platoon Leader'
- Boxing (2 hrs)(R)
11:00 P.M.
Part 2 of 2
vulgar streetwalker into a sophisticated
▪ - MOVIE: 'Firestarter'
MAS
H
female companion Richard Gere, Julia
- Crazy About the Movies Robert
e
al Our
Get S
oires (R)
Vm
cip - Cheers (CC)
_ American Caesar Part 3 of 5
Roberts, Ralph Bellamy 1990 (In •
Mitchum . The Reluctant Star (CC)
al - Paid Program
an
(1D—
Golden
Murder
Stereo)
She
.
Wrote
Gins
(CC)
(CC)
3:00 P.M.
•
- Pro Snowboarding From June
- Nightline (CC)
•
O - Get Smart
0- Cope
- Rim/I E 'Joe Macbeth'
•
Mountain, Calif (R)
Americ
New Odd Couple
an
Caesar
Part
of
3
5
(R)
9:07 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Helen Keller: The Mir- 111) - MOVIE
•
op - Ughtmusic
'Storm Over the Nile'
- Rescue 911 (CC) (In •- Equalizer
010
acle Continues' The relationship bein
Get
12:25 A.M.
Smart
Civil
Stereo)
War
•
(CC)
Part
5
of
5
tween Helen Keller and Annie Sullivan
- Midnight Love
ID - MOVIE:'Vampire's Kiss'(CC) A
•
- On Stage (In Stereo)
continues through Helen s enrollment
9:20 P.M.
romantic encounter with a vampire
Nashville Now (R) (In Stereo)
- L A Law
at Radcliffe Mare Winningham, Blythe
1111 - MOVIE - 'The Fish That Saved
leaves a high-strung Manhattan execu0-E
Danner 1984
NG
- MOVIE 'Lean on Me'(CC)
Pittsburgh' Time Approximate A 12tive fearing for his sanity and his soul
- Kari Wuhrer
•
- MOVIE: 'The Learning Tree'
year-old water boy and an astrologist
EIB - MOVIE 'Torrents of Spring'
Nicolas Cage Maria Conchita Alonso
in
Warren
team
to
Miller's
aid
the
failing
Unlimit
in - MOVIE: 'The Wonderful CounPittsbur
ed
gh bas- First Easter Rabbit
JenniferBeals 1989 Rated R (In
Skiing
(R)
ketball
team
Stockar
d Charming, Julius
try' Gunrunning along the Mexico- ea - MTV
Prime
Erving Jonathan Winters 1979
Texas border involves a renegade
Superbouts: Muhammad All vs.
American agent and a U S Cavalry maPM,
Joe Frazier Taped in New York, 1974
p
19
rRober
59
t Mrtchum. Julie London
_ Twilig9:3(
htZon
)e
in - To Dream of Roses
e - MOVIE "Gunsmoke'
_ Francesca Baby A teen-ager and ‘60min
•
•
- Get Smart
- MOVIE 'Breakfast at Tiffany s'
her sister struggle with their mother's
5th and 6th graders discuss the actions
- MOVIE: 'Murphy's War' A
alcoholism (60
in - Catch the Spirit
)(R)
in the Middle East Hosted by Linda
World War II Irishman seeks revenge
- News
Ellerbee (R)
4:00 P.M.
5:00 A.M.
after a German U-Boat massacres his
crew Peter 0 Toole, Sian Phillips, Phi •
- Ski World (R)
7:05 P.M.
•
- SportsCenter
- MOVIE: 'Nobody's Perfect' A
_ NBA Basketball: Boston Celtics lippe Noire( 1971
- MOVIE.'Johnny Cool' An Italian lovestruck freshman poses as a
•
4:45 P.M.
at Atlanta Hawks From the Omni (2• - Johnny Marches Again A boy brought up by a Sicilian guerilla is woman in order to win a spot on his
•- MOVIE: 'Mornmie Dearest'
hrs . 15 min ) (Live)
look at why people participate in Civil sent to New York when he is grown heartthrob's tennis team Chad Lowe
5:00 P.M.
War re enactments
Henry Silva Elizabeth Montgomery Gail O'Grady, Patrick Breen 1990
0- MOVIE''The Karate Kid Part III'
Rated PG-13 (In Stereo)
Joey Bishop 1963
- Crook and Chase (In Stereo)
en
CID
CE
7
111
:3
0
Dtsv
P.
iiVi
s
Rules
(CC)
(In
•
- MOVIE 'The Barefoot Execu
0 MTV Prime
7:00 A.M.
Stereo)
vv."'
5:30 A.M.
0-MOVIE:'Seems Like Old Times'
- Metro Council (Live)
10:00 P.M.
- NBA Today
_ Nickelodeon Special Edition
•
- Get Smart
OCLOCI)00CEOTiln
Kids Talk About the Middle East 4th
MOVIE 'Full Fathom Five'
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01- Unsolved Mysteries (CC) 00 CL - Dear John (CC) (Post- dr) - Arsenio Hall (CC) (In Stereo)
poned from an earlier date) (In Stereo) O - Get Smart
(In Stereo)
- Get Smart
48 Hours. Back on the
O - Screen Scene (R)
Street (CC) (In Stereo)
(11) - MOVIE: 'Accidents' An auto- a) 21 - Russian Language
and Peo3:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Danny'
0i - Moyers -- Sports for Sale mated, anti-terrorist weapons system ple
0- MOVIE: 'Little Caesar' A smallbecomes
the
center
(CC)
of
A
90-minute look at money-mad
controversy be- • - Days and Nights of Molly
7:30 A.M.
time hood rises to become the czar of
Dodd
college football and basketball pro- tween its creator and greedy governGI - SportsCenter
- MOVIE: 'Silk Stockings'
gangland Edward G Robinson, Douggrams and how it affects the athletes ment officials Edward Albert 1989
las Fairbanks Jr 1930
8:00 A.M.
Bootleg
A 30-minute discussion follows the do- Rated R
- MOVIE:'Women of Valor' Dur- cumentary
GI - Skiing: U.S. Men's Pro Tour •
MOVIE: 'Mogambo' Two
(2 hrs
10:35 P.M.
•From Loon Mountain, N H (60 min )(RI ing World War II, a group of American
- MOVIE: 'Where the Buffalo women fight for a hunter s affections ▪ fThz - Night Court
Army nurses face three years intern8:30 A.M.
Roam' Unorthodox journalist Hunter S during a hazardous African safari Clark
11:00 P.M.
• - MOVIE: 'My Mom's a Were- ment at the hands of their Japanese Thompson covers some of the major Gable, Ava Gardner Grace Kelly.
MASH
captors
Susan
Sarandon,
Knsty
McNiwoff'(CC)A handsome werewolf uses
political and social events in the late 1953 (In Stereo)
Cheers (CC)
his supernatural powers of suggestion chol, Alberta Watson 1986
'60s and early '70s Bill Murray, Peter •- Comedy Club Network (In
Golden Girls (CC)
to lure an unsuspecting housewife into O- MOVIE:'Not as a Stranger'
Boyle, Bruno Kirby 1980
Stereo)
- Nightline (CC)
his lair. Susan Blakely, John Schuck,
Q)- MOVIE:'Bluebeard' A psychotic • First United Methodist Church
3:30 P.M.
- Twentieth Century (IR)
John Saxon 1988 Rated PG
ID
woman
-hater
devises
many ways to rid
- MOVIE: 'Wedding Day Blues'
•
9:00 P.M.
- Equalizer
•
himself of wives he no longer desires
9:00 A.M.
0 J 9'T0- Equal Justice (CC)
• MOVIE: 'Danny' A
12-year-old
O - Get Smart
•- MOVIE: 'Red Snow' An Ameri- girl fights to save a beautiful but over- Richard Burton, Raquel Welch, Joey (In Stereo)
Heatherton
1972
O - Midnight Love
can Air Force outpost in Alaska is al- the-hill pony Rebecca Neely, George
O0 X - Quantum Leap (CC) (In
- Nashville Now (RI (In Stereo)
ID - Twentieth Century
erted to the possibility that the Soviets Luce 1979 Rated G
•
Stereo)
- Murder, She Wrote ICC)
are trying out a new weapon close by
•
112; - W IOU (CC) (Postponed €1) - E.N.G
4:00
P.M.
Guy Madison, Ray Mala, Gloria Saun0- Get Smart
- 120 Minutes
•
from an earlier date) (In Stereo)
Bowling World
ders 1952
O - Desmonds
College Gymnastics:
113
- Turning Points of the Second
4:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Chances Are' (CC)
0- NBA Basketball: Detroit Pistons World War The battles of Midway El Pac-10 Championship (2 hrs
at Philadelphia 78ers From the Spec- Alamein and Stalingrad 160 min
• - MOVIE:'Challenge to Lassie' • NCAA Today
1
trum (2 hrs , 20 min ((Live)
'The Raiders' A group of
5:00
P.M.
- News (CC)
a) - Skiing: World Cup Women's
E - American Playhouse: Into •
- Star Trek: The Next Generation Texans get Wild Bill Hickock, Buffalo
Downhill From Vail, Colo (60 min 1(R) eD - MOVIE:'Seems Like Old Times'•
Bill Cody and Calamity Jane to aid them
the Woods Season Premiere (CC) (In (CC) (In Stereo)
MOVIE:'Midnight' A girl in Paris
- Disney's Totally Minnie (CC) A
in extending the railroad to Texas RobStereo)
goes from rags to riches on a pawn nerd learns to be cool with lessons
- Get Smart
ert Culp, Brian Keith, Judi Meredith
- Banjos, Fiddles and Riverboats
•
ticket Don Ameche, Claudette Colbert, from Minnie Mouse (60 min ) (R)
One Night Stand (CC) Comic 1964
John
Hartford
shares
colorful
the
hisJohn Barrymore 1939
Taylor Negron gives a stand-up per- Inside the PGA Tour
•
- Synchronal Research
tory of the paddlewheel, Captain Edgar
•
formance (R) (In Stereo)
• MOVIE: 'Twins'
9:05 A.M.
Allan Poe of Opryland's showboat tells
All News Night Left in Progress
- Legends of College Basketball
- MOVIE: 'This Child Is Mine'
•
classic stones from his years as a river- •
5:30 P.M.
11:05 P.M.
min.)
(60
(RI
10:00 A.M.
0- MOVIE:'Nuns on the Run' Two boat captain (60 min ) (In Stereo)
America Tonight (In Stereo)
sp
700 Club
LA.
UIVI
- MOVIE: 'Ghostbusters
(CC) petty cnminals wanted by the mob take •
Jonathan Winters & Friends
11:10 P.M.
sanctuary among the sisterhood of a 5- MOVIE:'Men Don't LAMM*(CC)•
10:30 A.M.
S - Cope
- MOVIE: 'Tropical Snow' (CC)
•
convent school. Eric Idle, Robbie Col'Armed and Dangerous'
- Peter and the Magic Egg Ani- trane, Camille
9:20 P.M.
Codun 1990 Rated PG- (CC) An ex-cop and a former lawyer
11:30 P.M.
mated Ray Bolger, as storyteller Uncle
13 (In Stereo)
uncover corruption within their union 0- MOVIE:'The Formula' While inLighticoine
Amos, spins the tale of an egg farmer
after taking jobs as security guards vestigating the murder of a colleague, a
- Up Close
Copy
whose farm is saved by a magical •
John Candy, Eugene Levy, Robert Log- veteran cop uncovers a conspiracy to
6:00 P.M.
youngster (R)
alp - Late Night With David
gia. 1986 Rated PG-13 (In Stereo)
suppress a synthetic fuel formula
Letterman (In Stereo)
11(100111C(00CE•6114010:35 A.M.
•
- MOVIE: 'Monkeys, Go Horner George C Scott, Marlon Brandi),
News
- Newhart ICC)
a- MOVIE:'War and Peace' Napo(CC) An olive-farm heir runs into trou- Martha Keller 1980
- Into the Night Starring Rick
CE)- Current Affair (CC)
•
leon turns his attentions to Russia and, •
ble when he begins training chimpan9:30 P.M.
Dees (In Stereo)
in so doing, causes hardships and grief OCIDOE- MacNeil/Lehrer zees to do the picking Maunce ChevaGet Srnart
- MOVIE: 'Relax, Freddie' A seon a vast scale Audrey Hepburn, Henry Newshour (CC)
lier, Dean Jones, Yvette Mirnieux
- Crook and Chase (In Stereo)
•
cret agent wanly steps forth to break
O - I Dream of Jeannie
Fonda, Mel Ferrer 1956
1967
up a gang of kidnappers Morton GrunO - MOVIE: 'Another Chance'
- Andy Griffith
•
:00 A.M.
• MTV Prim*
wald, Ove Sprogoe, Enk Moerk 1966.
World
of
Survival
10:00
P.M.
go - MOVIE:'The Little Princess' A
College Basketball: National InMachine
Swamp
Thing (In Stereo)
CE)•CU
ID CID0CE111111
child's life at an English girls school •
vitation Tournament -- Third Round •
Inplits-(1PnartYStereoMachil
With Nia PeeCfp- News
changes dramatically when her father is • Inspector Gadget
(2 hrs I (Live)
.
- Battle Line
declared missing in South Africa's Boer • Our Voices
gp - MOVIE: 'Rhubarb' A baseball gm CL- Nightly Business Report •- Get Smart
Wars Shirley Temple, Richard Greene, • E/R
- Night Court
team wins the pennant under the own• MOVIE: 'Thief' A woman and a
Anita Louise 1939
Winnie the Pooh and a Day for ership of a cat Ray Milland, Jan Ster- • Love Connection
master safecracker become involved in
- MOVIE:'Men Don't Leave'(CC) Eeyore(CC)Pooh discovers that ever- ling, Gene Lockhart 1951
- Robert Culp at the Improv Com- the
•
intrigue of the underworld James
- MOVIE: 'Cry-Baby A mild- yone has forgotten Eeyore's birthday•- MOVIE: 'Cry-Baby'
ics Hal Spear, Mark Brazill, Scott LaCaan. Tuesday Weld, Robert Prosky
mannered schoolgirl falls in love with a and then proceeds to make amends • Ben Haden
Rose, Matt Weinhold, Anthony Griffen
1981 Rated R (In Stereo)
hip-swiveling juvenile delinquent in (R)
• News
•
- MOVIE: 'Hamburger Hill'
John Waters' send-up of 1950s' teen 0- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
n) Vice (In Stereo)
160m
- Miami
11
7:05 P.M.
movies Johnny Depp, Amy Locane, •- SportsCenter
• In Search of the Lord's Way
Get Smart
- Master of the Game Part 1 of 3
•
(CC)
Susan Tyrell 1990 Rated PG-13 (In
- Scarecrow and Mrs. King
Desmond,
Stereo)
7:30 P.M.
11:50 P.M.
e - 30 Good Minutes
•a News ICC)
- MOVIE: 'The Winslow Boy'
Growing Pains O Banjos, Fiddles
and Riverboats 0- MOVIE. '36 Hours' An American
6:05 P.M.
(CC) (R)
12:00 P.M.
John Hartford shares the colorful his- spy is brainwashed by his Nazi captors
Happy Days Part 3 of 3
ei - Battle Line
0- MOVIE: 'Loving Couples' Two
tory of the paddlewheel, Captain Edgar into believing the war is over Colorized
6:30 P.M.
couples go in for some unconventional
Got Smart
Allan Poe of Opryland's showboat tells version James Garner, Eva Mane
Family Feud
regrouping Shirley MacLaine, James •
classic stones from his years as a nver- Saint, Rod Taylor 1964
• Screen Scene (R)
Coburn, Susan Sarandon 1980
boat captain (60 min ((RI (In Stereo)
12:00 A.M.
•CE)- Entertainment Tonight (CC) •- Insight
MOVIE: The Werewolf'
• Tracey Ullman
• All News Evening
•CE) - Inside Edition (CC)
(In Stereo)
MOVIE: 'Cutting Class'
▪
- Personalities
•
- Tennis: International Players •GID - News
8:00 P.M.
Championship Early round coverage,
al CU - News (R)
up
1/2
Hour
Comedy
Hour
CE
•
Cosby Show (CC) (In •(I)0
S - Doogie Howse',
from Key Biscayne, Fla (3 hrs (Live)
▪
Gunsrnok•
• SportsCenter (60 min )
M.D.(CC) (In Stereo)
Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'Rhubarb'
•0Cu - Night Court (CC)
O - Our Century (13)
• Scarecrow and Mrs. King
Night Court
World Wrestling Federation:
12:05 P.M.
- Golden Girls (CC)
- Jake and the Fatrnan • For These Times
dB CID
•
(CC) (In Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'Vera Cruz' A pair of
Super-Stars and Stripes Forever (R)
Wheel of Fortune (CC)
10:05 P.M.
mercenanes take up sides in the Mexi- 0- Air Power
- Our Century
•
MOVIE: 'Cool Hand Luke' A 5- Get Smart
•
can War Gary Cooper, Burt Lancaster a - Hitchhiker (In
- MOVIE:'Murder 101' A college gutsy pnsoner on a chain gang with an •
- Our Voices (R)
•
Stereo)
Denise Darcel 1954
project to conceive the perfect cnme insatiable appetite for freedom defies •
- Paid Program
Looney Tunes
results in murder Pierce Brosnan, Day the brutal crew leader Pouf Newman, ▪
12:30 P.M.
Uohtmusic
• Live From L.A. (R)
Young, Anton' Corona 1991 (In George Kennedy, Strother Martin
0- MOVIE:'Henna's War'
al - Duet
Stereo)
1967
1:00 P.M.
•
- Danger Bay (CC) (In Stereo)
- Get Smart
10:15 P.M.
- Alex WIntat
•- Smoking: Everything You and •
up - Video Soul (R)
• MOVIE: 'Lover Girls'
Your Family Need to Know (CC)• NCAA Final Four Highlights:
Nashville Now (In Stereo)
1982 North Carolina Georgetown, •
1:30 P.M.
10:30 P.M.
• MOVIE: 'Stop at Nothing' Two
Houston
Louisville
end
(R)
MOVIE: 'Police Academy 8:
•
women put their lives on the line to pro- 0CL - MASH
This
Is the Life
•
City Under Siege' (CC)
tect a child from a dangerous parent ap
- Nightline (CC)
- MOVIE: 'The H-Man' Japan is • All News P.M. Joined in Pro- Lindsay Frost', Veronica Hamel Anna•
Tonight Show (In Stereo)
gress
Left
in
Progress
terrorized by slime creatures created as
belle Price 1991
ap - Entertainment Tonight (CC)
a result of the H-bomb tests Yumi Shi6:35 P.M.
(In Stereo)
• American Telecast
rakawa. Kenji Sahara 1958
- Sanford and Son Part 3 of 3
- Love Connection
•
8:30 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
7:00 P.M.
Anything but Love CB
- Computer Chronicles
• MOVIE • 'Five Branded Women'
Wonder Years ICC) (CC) (Postponed from an earlier date) •- Nakia
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TRIES

SATURDAY, MARCH le, 1991

mimol THURSDAY

9:00 A.M.
7:00 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Rembrandt' The later
fa - MOVIE: 'Roxanne' (CC) A
modern-day
Cyrano de Bergerac.' life of the great 17th-century Dutch arcomplete with an oversized nose, tist is riddled with turmoil Charles
coaches his shy buddy in the art of Laughton, Elsa Lanchester, Gertrude
courtship Steve Martin, Daryl Hannah, Lawrence 1936
Rick Rossovich 1987 Rated PG (In
- MOVIE: 'Silent Movie'
Stereo)
so
- MOVIE: 'Clarence, the Crossa - MOVIE: 'Who's Harry Crumb?'
Eyed Lion' A lion that can't seem to
(CC) A bungling detective uses a varfocus on its prey is brought to an Afniety of disguises as he searches for the
can research center for observation
kidnapped daughter of a millionaire
Marshall Thompson, Betsy Drake, RiJohn Candy Jeffrey Jones, Annie
chard Haydn. 1965. Rated G. (In
Potts 1989 Rated PG-13 (In Stereo)
Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'Raising Arizona' (CC) ORodeo: International Finals From
Oklahoma City, Okla (60 min)(R)
7:30 A.M.
- SportsCenter
•_ MOVIE:'Show Boat'
-

3/21/91

5:30 A.M.
•- Nickelodeon Special Edition:
5:00 A.M.
a - MOVIE: 'Batman' Batman and Kids Talk About the Middle East 4th
Robin face an all-star lineup of villains in 5th and 6th graders discuss the actions
in the Middle East Hosted by Linda
this feature film based on the campy
TV series Adam West Burt Ward Lee Ellerbee (R)
Menwether 1966 Rated PG
5:45 A.M.
•- SportsCenter
•- Family Playhouse: Contract for
Life:
SADD Story After two high- MOVIE:'The Cat and the Can- schoolThe
hockey players are killed as a
ary Seven distant relatives gather in an result
of drinking and driving, their
old house to hear the reading of a wilt coach
forms the support group
Bob Hope Paulette Goddard. John SADD
in an effort to prevent any
8:30 A.M.
Beal 1939
further disasters (RI
fl - MOVIE: 'Top Gun'(CC)
•

•

•

Does Easter
make you sick at your stomach?
I.

F.:I -.ter onl:. rnc,c.

f. "44' -
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MI \it: '.-111w.:(4, the v. ;,o1e
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I..s.en It !
.\ 011 don : Iwnd Easier in
hurch, it is still a celebration of the
rebirth of the_earth--arui-or-.411-liviag
things.
If you have the slightest belief that
Jesus was resurrected following His
crucifixion, then doesn't it make
sense to worship Him on Easter
Sunday and every other Sunday in the
year?
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A! the (Thristian , Urtur(ii
inles
fiTISI i menibershin reduire, ono.
that on profess ‘, our beiiet that Jesus
is the Christ, the Son of the living(iod
and that you accent Him as your
personal Savior
But you don t have to join to worship
with us. We welCome you to join us in
worship and communion on Easter
Sunday and every Sunday.
Easter is more than just sweets, it's
sweet realization.
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.r
•
_
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The First Christian Church

•

•

Dr. David Roos, Minister

••

North of the square on Fifth Street

s

•

•

•

...

e
ip (nor
m irialews P.M Joined in Pro
grass Left in Progress

• • "•
•7' ."'

44:

1.
1947.
- MOVIE: 'Jesse' A dedicated
desert-community nurse is brought to
trial in 1965 for practicing medicine
without a license. Based on a true
story. Lee Remick, Scott Wilson, Kevin
Conway. 1988
a- Circus

9:05 A.M.
0- MOVIE:'River of No Return'
a- MOVIE:'The Creciier Factory' A
woman, who has been a wife. lover
19
and mother but never herself, makes a • - Family3
o:l3
ayt
P
u.
siVi
Contract for
e:'
frantic search for wisdom and love Na- Life: The SADD Story After two
hightalie Wood, Peter Haskell, Perry King school hockey players are killed
as a.
result of drinking and driving, their
coach
forms the support group
10:30 A.M.
• - MOVIE: 'How I Got Into Col- SADD, in an effort to prevent any
lege' (CCI A determined high-school further disasters 160 minI RI
senior bends every rule in a desperate • - MOVIE 'Flipper'
attempt to follow his dream girl to col4:30 P.M.
lege Carey Parker, Lara Flynn Boyle,
Anthony Edwards 1989 Rated PG- es - MOVIE: 'Roxanne' (CC)
13 On Stereo)
•_ MOVIE: 'Hero at Large'
ED- MOVIE: 'Raising Arizona'
•- Glory Days
11:00 A.M.
P.M.
0- MOVIE:'Oscar Wilde' The life of • - MOVIE5::9
T0
he
M'Dachshund'
the author and playwright, including his (CC) A Great Dane's belief that
he's
libel suit against ifte Marquis of one of a litter of dachshunds
causes no
Queensberry Robert Morley. Phyllis end of problems for his owners Dean
Calvert. Sir Ralph Richardson 1959
Jones. Suzanne Pleshette, Charlie Rug- MOVIE: 'Season of Giants' Re- gles 1966.
naissance Italy is the setting for this a - Thoroughbred Digest
dramatization of the life of Michelan- go - Gambler A teen-age
r is forced to
gelo and his interactions with Leonardo come to terms with
his addiction to
da Vinci and Raphael F Murray Abra- gambling (R)
ham, Mark Frankel, John Glover 1991
Part 1 of 2
Close
:30 P.M.
•- MOVIE.'Badge of the Assassin' op.(CC)
5:55 P.M.
• - MOVIE: 'Dawn on the Great •- MOVIE: 'Raising Arizona' (CC)
Divide' A frontier scout is hired to pro6:00 P.M.
tect a wagon train from a gang of out- O
New
i
s01131:04113Olt Olaws posing as Indians Buck Jones,
Raymond Hatton. Mona Barrie 1942 a
TL - Current Affair
12:00 P.M.
€1) 21 - MacNeirLehrer
ce •- MOVIE: 'Double 'Exposure' A Newshour ICOL ,
biographical account of the personal O - I Dream of Jeannie
life and professional triumphs of re- C)- Andy Griffith
nowned
photojournalist
Margaret IED - World of Survival
Bourke White Farrah Fawcett, Frederic
•- Swamp Thing In Stereo)
Forrest 1989
0 - Inspector Gadget
• - MOVIE: 'A Woman's Face'
Our Voices
ER
• _ Tennis International Players
Championship -- Women's Semi- 1 2 Hour Comedy Hour
final F•om Key Biscayne Fla (90 min
ED SportsCenter (60
"8.
• - Scarecrow and Mrs King
- MOVIE: 'Kate's Secret'
- Christopher Closeuo
12:05 P.M.
ID -MOVE 'Mountain Man' A !one00
Days
ay5 P.M.
.,ng ir tne `•osemite Valley wages a ▪ - Happy6
one-man ea'•o preserve tne area trot,unsctup).....),s -Jrnoer czars Denve•
2 - Family
630
11Feuc
PM.
'
Pyie Ker Berry John Penner 1977
). - Entertainment Tonight
.in S7e'''C•
1:00 P.M.
S, - News
▪ _ MOVIE - 'Season of Giants' Re
naissance itaiv is the setting for this 0
- Cosby Show iCCI iir
dramatization of the life of %chetah- e
Steri
i el
geio and nis interactions with Leonardo
i_
Court
da Vinc, and Raphael F Murray AbraGolden
:
'olden Girls ICC1
ham Mark Frankel, John Glover 1991"
Wheel of Fortune ICC.
Pa-7 2 of 2
- Air Power
- MOVIE:'Jesus
•- Hitchhiker (In Stereo)
• - MOVIE: 'limit Up' (CC)
- Looney Tunes
1:30 P.M.
O - Live From L.A. (R)
431 - Snowmobile Racing: Grand Prix
de Valcourt From Valcourt, Que IRI
4.
10 DMuO
etVIE: 'How I Got Into College' (CC) A determined high-school
2:00 P.M.
a- MOVIE:'Company of Killers' A senior bends every rule in a desperate
psychopathic killer terrorizes a metro- attempt to follow his dream girl to colpolis Van Johnson Ray Milland, Rob- lege Corey Parker. Lara Flynn Boyle,
Anthony Edwards 1989 Rated PGert Middleton 1969
13 (In Stereo)
- Crazy About the Movies: Robert
Mitchum: The Reluctant Star (CC) al- MOVIE:'Think Big'
• Alex Winter
go - Black College Sports Today
2:30 P.M.
Inside the Senior PGA Tour
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3:00 P.M.
a
- Afterschool Special: It's
Only Rock 'n' Roll(CC) A high-school
musician's song lyrics ignite a controversy that challenges her own beliefs
about art and obscenity. (60-min.)
- MOVIE: 'The Gangster' A man
raises himself from the gutters of society to criminal eminence Barry Sullivan, Akim Tamiroff, John Ireland.

a - Morr
mated. Moi
school to lea

13CUIDO
Goes to Col
tive matches
college'stud
Peter Falk,
Hershberger
el
Stereo)
13 XS
NCAA Toth
final (CC)
0
- Tel
- movii
C)- Simps
•- World
▪ - Murde
O - Get Sr
E)- Sound
Lewis (Ft)
C1 - MOVIE
sey' Two a
Jupiter enco
computer, H
wood, Williz
GB
_ Ke
111- On St/
•- L.A. U
•- MOVIE
a- MTV F
a- PBA 134
San Franctsc
ED -MOVIE
o

0)- Our W
- News
▪

Mastes

00
Stereo)
- Ter
O - Babes
go - Chanel
O - Get Sr
▪ - Screer
€1) 21 - Wil
ea - Amen
Stereo)
El MOVIE
lion' Inc so;
couple learn!
cause others
Dounf, Cynt
1990
01- Create
▪ _ All Nel
-

00 -6

-

0BM

C - Beverh
Stereo

▪ - mow
•
- MOVIE
path is kid
agents whol
nefarious put
Cassavetes.
0- Get Sr
O - Video•
It - No
- Nashvi
al- MOVIE
•- mow
•

•-

MOvt
- Invitat
•

•
0CD ID- Get Sr

•- Billy Ji
ium
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00 CL - Late Night With David
Entertainment Tonight (CC)
2:30 P.M.
Letterman (In Stereo)
(In Stereo)
- Inside the PGA Tour (R)
0 ][)0
- News
Tufftrax (60 min )
3:00 P.M.
- Night Heat (R)
6:35 P.M.
0CL - L.A. Law (CC) (In Stereo) O - Into the Night Starring Rick
•
O - MOVIE:'A Slight Case of Mur- Sanford and Son
gillaDen- College Basketball: Dees (In Stereo)
•
- MOVIE: 'Isadore' Karel Rsesz's
der' A reformed racketeer is surprised
NCAA Tournament Regional Semi- 0- MOVIE:'Yanks' A young Ameri- account of the career and turbulent perto find a dead body in his country
can soldier falls in love with a British sonal life of modern
6:45 P.M.
final (CC)(2 hrs., 30 minI (Live)
dance pioneer Isa- home
Edward G Robinson, Jane
woman during World War II Richard dore Duncan
• - Morris Goes to School Ani- 0Vanessa Redgrave
News (CC)
Bryan, Willard Parker 1938
Gere, Vanessa Redgrave, Lisa Ei- James Fox, Jason
mated Morris the Moose goes to
Robards
1969
How
to Play the Tax Game and chhorn 1979
- MOVIE: 'The Marva Collins
school to learn how to read and count
- Get Smart
Win Tyler Mathisen, assistant managStory' A drama about a Chicago
Party
o
Machin
e
With
Nia Pee- e - Our Voices (R)
7:00 P.M.
ing editor of Money magazine, offers
schoolteacher who abandoned the traESTOT0- MOVIE:'Columbo tax tips People who have fought the ples (In Stereo)
111 - Paid Program
ditional school system and worked
•
r Challenge of the Seas (RI
Goes to College (CC) The wily detec- IRS and won are profiled (60 min I
- American Muscle
with students labeled unteachab4e.
- Equalizer
tive matches wits with two charismatic
GetSmart
• MOVIE: 'Disorganized Crime'
Cicely Tyson, Morgan Freeman, Ed- Get Smart
college students suspected of murder • - Black Men:
(CC)Four would-be criminals assemble ward Asner 1981
Uncertain FuPeter Falk, Stephen Caffrey, Gary tures An examination
- Auto Racing California Karting in the American Northwest to
of the problems
rob a fp- Yours to Keep (CC)
Hershberger. 1990 (In Stereo)
facing black men and the people and (R)
small-town bank Corbin Bernsen, Fred
- MOVIE: 'Heaven Knows, Mr.
00 X - Cosby Show (CC). (In organizations working to help them
Mercury Media
Gwynne, Lou Diamond Phillips 1989
Allison' A Marine officer cast upon a
Stereo)
change their lives (60 min ((In Stereo)
(In
Stereo)
11:35 P.M.
Pacific island discovers that the only
College Basketball: CD - Drag Racing: NHRA SupemaO
Super Dave (CC) (RI
other inhabitant is a nun Robert MitNCAA Tournament Regional Semi- tionals From Houston (60 min )
- Lightmusic
chum, Deborah Kerr 1957
11:55 P.M.
final (CC)(2 hrs I (Live)
(Taped)
12:20
A.M.
- Senior PGA Golf: Vintage Invita0
MOVIE:
'Desperate' An honest
0 riff - Tennessee Crossroads
- 700 Club
- Kids in the Hall (CC) (R) (In tional First round from Palm Springs,
truck driver unwittingly gets mixed up
MOVIE:
'Mothe
o
r Lode'
(E) - Cope
Calif 12 hrs I (Live)
with mobsters Raymond Burr Audrey Stereo)
C)- Simpsons (CC) (RI (In Stereol
- MOVIE: 'Young Lady ChatterLong Steve Brodie 1947
9:30 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
ley' A ydung woman faces marriage
World in Action
O - Get Smart
- MOVIE: 'Clarence, the Cross12:00 A.M.
and
humdru
a
m
• - Murder, She Wrote (CC)
lifestyle
until
she
visits
- Crook and Chase In Stereo)
Eyed Lion' A lion that can t seem to
Inside Edition
an old family castle Hariee McBride
0- Get Smart
(g)- In the Director's Chair • The Man
focus on its prey is brought to an Aff - Personalities
Peter
Ratray
1977
Rated
R
▪ - Sound and Style With Ramsey Who Invented Edward Scissorhands
can research center for observation
Lewis (RI
Marshall Thompson, Betsy Drake, Ri(g) - MOVIE: 'Revenge ICC)
111;) - MOVIE: '2001: A Space Odyschard Haydn 1965. Rated G
10:00 P.M.
sey' Two astronauts on a voyage to
430 PM,
Jupiter encounter problems with their
News
- MOVIE 'Licence to Kill' (CC)
computer, HAL Keir Dullea, Gary Lock- o - Night Court
5:00 P.M.
wood, William Sylvester 1968
(B) - MOVIE: 'Madhouse' (CC)
0- Love Connection
- MOVIE 'National Lampoon's
- Kentucky Afield
0- Get Smart
10:45 A.M.
5:00 A.M.
Christmas Vacation' (CC)
- On Stage (In Stereo)
C)- Sound and Style With Ramsey
- MOVIE: '18 Again' (CC)
- SportsCenter
CID - The Easter Bunny Is Coming to
- L.A Law
Lewis (R)
€2) - MOVIE 'On the Beach'
Town Animated Fred Astaire narrates
11:00 A.M.
0- MOVIE: 'Etambi'(CC)
▪ - MOVIE: 'Westworld'
0- MOVIE:'Both Sides of the Law' the story of Sunny, a rabbit who brings
5:15 A.M.
MTV Prime
0 I - News (cc)
Semi-documentary account of British Easter cheer to a town where children
Yours
to
Keep
Q)- PBA Bowling: Senior Tour From
(CC)
- On Stage (RI (In Stereo;
policewomen handling law enforce- are outlawed 160 min ((RI
San Francisco, Calif (2 hrs I (Live)
- MOVIE 'Moulin Rouge'
- Tracey Ullman
ment chores, rescue missions and the
- Motoworld
0- MOVIE: The Tin Star'
- MOVIE: 'The Josephine Baker
social rehabilitation of offenders Anne
5:30 A.M.
- MOVIE. 'The Return of Joe
Story'
(CC)
- Our World
O - Nickelodeon Special Edition: Crawford, Peggy Cummins. Ronald Ho- Forrester'
•- News
MOVIE: 'Looking for Mr. Good- Kids Talk About the Middle East 4th, ward 1954
5:30 P.M.
bar'
MOVIE: 'To Please a Lady' A €11 - Up Close
A
young teacher cruises the sin- 5th and 6th graders discuss the actions
7:05 P.M.
in the Middle East Hosted by Linda race-car driver is forced to decide be▪ - Master of the Game Part 2 of 3 gles bars looking for one-night stands
6:00 P.M.
tween his career and the woman he
Diane Keaton, Tuesday Weld, Richard Ellerbee (RI
OGD
OIN
7:30 P.M.
IX0100 ft0
loves
Kiley 1977 Rated R
Clark
Gable,
Barbara Stanwyck,
6:00 A.M.
00 6.- Different World (CC) (In
- News
Adolphe Mentou 1950
Missing Adventures of Ozzie
Spirits
of the Canyon DocumenStereo!
- Current Affair
and Harriet
tary Ranchers find the mysterious cave 0- MOVIE:'A Farewell to Arms' An
06 - Tennessee Outdoorsmen
MacNeil/Lehrer
31
- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
towns of the Anaszi Indians of the American ambulance driver, wounded
. in Italy falls in love with a nurse Gary Newshour )CC)▪ - Babes ,f.:C ,Ri iin Stereo]
- Major League Baseball Maga- Southwest (60 min
Cooper Helen Hayes, Adolphe Meniou 113 - I Dream of Jeannie
Challenge of the Seas
zine
7:00 A.M.
1932
Andy Griffith
O - Get Smart
Scarecr
ow and Mrs King
€10 - MOVIE 'Overboard' (CC)
O - Screen Scene (R,
ID - World of Survival
12:00 P.M.
- Come Alive
a)31 - Wild America lCC,
• - MOVIE - 'Ruby' The spirit of a CD - Swamp Thing (In Stereo,
7:30 A.M.
10:05 P.M.
- MOVIE 'The Other Side of the bog time mobster returns to haunt the O - Inspector Gadget
(2) - American Music Shop (Ri in
- MOVIE 'The Searchers'
drive-in owned by his widoy% Pipe,
Moon'
Stereos
- E/R
10:30 P.M.
Laurie Stuart Whitman Roger Davis
-• MOVIE:'Spontaneous Combus- SportsCenter
- MOVIE: 'Flipper' The son of a
2_ - M•A•S•fl
tion' The son of America s first nuclear
• - MOVIE 'Clarence. the Cross- 197fisnerman in the Florida Keys cares for
0
MOVIE:
- Nightline
couple learns that he has the power to
'Baby
Blue
Eyed Lion' A lion that can't seem to
Marine'
a wounded dolphin Chuck Connors
cause others to burst into frame Brad
- Tonight Show (In Stereo) focus on its prey is brought to an Afr, 13) - Tennis- International Players Luke Halpin. Kathleen Maguire
1963
Dount. Cynthia Rain, Melinda Dillon 0 - Love Connection
can research center for observation Championship From Key Biscayne
Rated G
1990
Marshall
F
ie
(2
Thomps
hrs
I
(Live)
on
Nightly
0
Betsy Drake IR;
Business Report
- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
chard Haydn 1 965 Rated G
CD - Created to Be One
0- MOVIE: The Girl From Mars' A
- Eischied
- SportsCenter (60 min ,
• - All News Evening
bright young teen dupes her neighbors
- Arsenio Hall ICC) (In Stereo)
8:00 A.M.
- Big Brother Jake
(RI fir
into believing she s an extraterrestrial
- Thoroughbred Digest iP
- Improv Tonite (In Stereo:
Stereo
8:00 P.M.
Sarah
Sawatsk
Eddie
y.
Albert, Edward
00
- Miami Vice (In Stereo
- Cheers (CC, (In Stereol
- Catch the Spirit
8:30 A.M.
Albert 199'
- Get Smart
0i - Mystery' The Dark Angel
0- Scholastic Sports America ICC)
6.05 P.M.
- MOVIE. 'Grease
ICC
Screen Scene (R)
ei) - Happy Days
12:05 P.M.
- Beverly Hills 90210 !CC, (RI Ilr EDI" - MotorWeek (In Stereo'
9:00 A. M.
6:30 P.M.
- MOVIE. 'Colorado Territory' An
- Amencan Music Shoo (RI (In
MOVIE: 'Indianapolis Speed- escaped outlaw's
e CL - Family Feud
decision
to
MOVIE 'Isadore'
rob
c-;•reo,
one
way' A family raceway dispute leads to
more bank spells trouble for himself O X - Entertainment Tonight ICC)
Fury' A young tele- 0- Days and Nights of Molly Dodd temporary disharm
ony at the annual and his dancenall lover
Colorized ver• (In Stereo;
kidnapp
is
Path
ed by government
- MOVIE 'The Liberators
classic 'Gale Page Pat O'Brien John
sion Joel McCrea, Virginia Mayo, Do
X - News
agents who want to use his powers for
Payne
1939
- Big Picture
rothy Malone 1949
0 CE C - Cosby Show (CC) (In
nefarious purposes Kirk Douglas. John
SI - MOVIE 'Little Shop of Horrors'
e - SportsCenter (60 min
Stereo)
Cassavetes Andrew Stevens 1978
12:30 P.M.
(CC)
11:00
P.M.
o - NBA Basketball: Chicago Bulls
fp - History of the NBA (CC)
- Get Smart
- Crazy About the Movies: Robert
CE - M•A•S•11
at Philadelphia 76ers From the Spec•
1111 - Video•Soul (RI
Mitchum The Reluctant Star (CC)
1:00 P.M.
trum 12 hrs , 30 min I (Live,
Cheers (CC:
(111 31 - Nova (CCI
- MOVIE 'The Blue Bird' (CC)
- MOVIE. 'Speedway' A wealthy
- Golden Girls (cc)
• Nightline
1/1 - Nashville Now (In Stereol
World in Action (R,
- Major League Baseball Maga- race-car driver falls for the beautiful IRS e A - Wheel of Fortune ICC)
- MOVIE: The Red Spider'
agent assigned to help him solve his tax
zine (Ri
- Get Smart
- Flying Marines Documentary
- MOVIE:''Harlem Nights' (CC)
problems Elvis Presley Nancy Sinatra, Combat
footage from World War
- MOVIE 'This Gun for Hire'
Midnight Love
Bill
Bixby 1968
MOVIE: 'Dog Tags'
Korea and Vietnam
Nashville Now (R) (In Stereo)
- Invitation to Life
1:30 P.M.
- Hitchhiker (In Stereo,
9:05 A.M.
- E.N.G
0- MOVIE The Wrong Guys'(CC)
- MOVIE: 'The Carpetbaggers'
- Looney Tunes
8:30 P.M.
Ken Wuhrer
- Personal Diary (RI
o0 CL - Wings (CC) (In Stereo)
- MOVIE 'Terror of that Tongs'
MOVIE: The Tin Star'
9:30 A.M.
- Duet
Get Smart
- Inside the Senior PGA Tour (IR
Catch the Spirit
- Easter Egg Mornin'
111 - Billy Joel Live at Yankee Stad
- Alex Winter
111 - All News Night Left in Progress
2:00 P.M.
10:00 A.M.
PUT
- Maniac Manskn (CC) (R) (In
MOVIE 'The Baby Maker'
MOVIE: 'Anzio'
1 1:30 P.M.
Stereo)
9:00 P.M.
2. - Nightline
10:30 A.M.
Best of American Muscle (RI
11.- 30-Minute Movie: 1201 PM
O 2 0 1
- Primetime Live
Hard Copy
•
- Paddington Goes to School
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- Kentucky Afield
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- Cheers (CC)
- Nightline (CC)
o - •MOVIE: 'I Love You Alice B.
Toklas' A middle-aged lawyer leaves
convention behind and Joins the hippie
life 'Peter Sellers, Leigh Taylor-Young.
Joyce Van Patten 1968
- MOVIE: 'Vampires on Bikini
Beach' Fun-loving teen-agers find their ,
favorite strip of sand haunted by bloodsuckers Jennifer Badham Todd Kaufmann Stephen Mathews 1988
GetSmartLove
Midnight
69 - Nashville Now (R) (In Stereo)

- Tennis: International Players
- American Baby
Championship Men's Semifinals
- MOVIE:'Barefoot in the Park'
- American Telecast
CD - Davey & Goliath
11:45 P.M.
- Kids Like You
O - Comedy Club Network (In
7:05 A.M.
Stereo)
Bonanza

a - Ray Bradbury Theater
- Get Smart
a - Sanford and Son
•
E - Wall Street Week: Is It Time
12:00 A.M.
for the Market? (CC) (In .Stereo)
7:00 P.M.
CL - Inside Edition (CC).
el Go au
75
WI
:30- W
- MOVIE: 'The Sailor Who Fell
A izM
ard of Oz
•
- Personalities
T01 - Full House iCC) (R) From
Grace With the Sea'
Captain
N and the Adven(In Stereo)
O CL - Entertainment Tonight(CC) tures of Super Mario
Brothers 3
- Boxing: Todd Foster vs. Angelo
(In Stereo)
O - Prime Time Oprah: Nine ICC)
People to People
Oprah Winfrey focuses on 9-year-olds Nunez Scheduled 10-round ligh- Friday the 13th: The Series On
eigih
) itivbso
)ut from Lake Tahoe. Nev (2
as she examines the lives of today's tweight
- Bobby's World (In Stereo)
Stereo)
children (60 min)
- World of Survival
- Night Heat (R)
0.1011,- College Basketball:
- Window on the Word
al 5 - Paid Program
- Get Smart
O
NCAA Tournament Regional Semi0 - Heathcliff
8:35 P.M.
Kids
idin the Hall (CC) (In Stereo)
final (CC)(2 nrs Luvel
- MOVIE: 'Madhouse' (CC)
0
5
MOVIE:
'Dive
Bomber'
:
A Naval 5 - Video LP
Dial
o
- Hunter iCC I On Stereo)
physician and a flight instructor work to S
ep _21- JoyPai
ies
nting
MOVIE:
m:
'The Last of the Fast
9:00 P.M.
T- Washington Weelc in Review
Guns' A gunfighter almost loses his life develop a cure for "pilot blackout'' durrCC, on Stereo)
O 1 is
- 20/20 ICC)
- Sportsman's Challenge
when he finds a man s long-missing ing high-altitude flying Errol Flynn, Fred
- America's Most Wanted (In
Ti - Dark Shadows (CC) In brother
MacMurray, Ralph Bellamy 1941
in
Mexico
Jock
Mahoney
.
Gil0ilj)
Stereo)
- Paid Program
sSu
Sunshin
en
therl
e Factory
ine
_ College Basketball: bert Roland Lorne Greene 1958
- MOVIE: 'I Love You Alice B. StereoO T 5
ID - MOVIE: 'W.B., Blue and the O G- All News A.M. Joined in ProQuantum Marketing
Toklas' A middle-aged lawyer leaves NCAA Tournament Regional SemiBean' Three bounty hunters on the trail °
gress
O - All News Night
convention behind and Joins the hippie final (CC)(2 hrs 30 min ) (Live)
of a kidnapped heiress become in•
life Peter Sellers. Leigh Taylor-Young, 0 Ti - Child Care: Families in the
11:30 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
volved in a war with Colombian drug
Joyce Van Patten 1968
Balance Ellen Burstyn narrates this
1
- - - Nightline (CC)
dealers. David Hasselhoff, Linda Blair, O 1. ems- Slimerl And the
look at how day-care affects four fami- 0 T - Hard Copy
O - Murder, She Wrote (CC)
JohnVernon 1989. Rated R (In Real Ghostbusters (CC).
lies trying to balance career and _home
INTOCt)- Garfield and Friends
- Get Smart
00 Ti - Late Night With David Stereo)
(CC)
Letterman (In Stereoli
0- Sanford
- Ughtmusic
(CC)
- Travels (CC)
- MOVIE: 'Task Force' Naval offiCL
12:10 A.M.
- Star Trek: The Next Generation S
cers struggle to appropriate funds for
O - Charlando
e Int
eocI
the- NNeigwht
s Starring Rick •
MOVIE:
'Streets
'
A
young
Los
carriers during World War II Gary (CC) (In Stereo)
Dees (In Stereo)
- Torn and Jerry Kids (In Stereo)
Angeles prostitute is stalked by a horn- Golden -Age of Rock 'n' Roll: O - MOVIE:'Scandal
Cooper.
Co
194
o9 Jane Wyatt, Walter Brennah
- MOVIE: 'When the Dalton*
, Inc.' A movie itidal motorcycle cop Christina AppleHard Rock The hard-driving sound of star becomes a
murder suspect when gate, David Mendenhall, Eb Lot-timer Rode' The Dalton family becomes outLed Zeppelin. Mitch Ryder and the De- the reporter who dirtied
•a - Comment on Kentucky
laws after one of their brothers is conhis name turns 1990. Rated R. (In Stereo)
troit Wheels and - Stepoenweff (BO up dead Robert
victed of murder Randolph Scott, Kay
•
- On Stage (In Stereo)
Hutton. Patricia
min.)
12:15 A.M.
Wright, Paul Richards 1956
Francis, Brian Donievy 1940
up - LA. Law
MOVIE:
'Into the Fire' (CC) A
- Hitchhiker (In Stereo)
- Hollywood Insider Academy
Party Machine With NI. Pee•- MOVIE: 'Wok Who's Talking'
snowbound Canadian town holds pas- Awards
0- Get Smart
ples (In Stereo)
Featured interviews with
(CC)
sion, deceit and murder in store for. Academy
O E. - Great Performances: The 0- Get Smart
Award nominees, including
- MOVIE: 'A Shock to the Sys- Margot
young
drifter.
Lee
Montgom
ery,
Susan
Fonteyn Story (CC)
Kevin Costner, Robert DeNiro, Julia
•
,- One Night Stand (CC)
tem'(CC)
Anspach
,
Art
Hindle.
1987.
(In
Stereo)
ED •- MOVIE: 'Overboard' (CC)
Roberts and Angelica Huston; behindup - March Video Madness (3 hrs )
the-scenes preparations. (60 min )
- 700 Club
gp - Ski World
- Inspector Gadget
5-Cope
gp - MOVIE:'The Girl From Mars' A
•
- Video Soul
P.M.
9:30
bright young teen dupes her neighbors
•
- Hondo
- Swamp Thing (In Stereo)
into believing she's an extraterrestrial
•
CEO - Computer Chronicles
Sarah Sawatsky, Eddie Albert. Edward 0- Get Smart
- SportsCenter
3/23/91
•
- Backyard America (In Stereo)
Albert 1991
- MOVIE: 'Air Force'
- Carrascoliindas
•
- What Every Baby Knows: 'The
•- MOVIE:'Love at Large'(CC)
5:00 A.M.
- Crook and Chase (In Stereo)
- All News A.M. Joined in Pro- Phil Three Years
Home
Shoppin
g Spree
•
- Profiles
gress
10:00 P.M.
- Pound Puppies
- Golden Age of Television
- News
OXIICIDO0CD S - News see
•
- Beat of Pauly
s_
Paid
Program
13 CL - Nightly Business Report
•- Jimmy Houston Outdoors
7:05 P.M.
▪ - Gunsmo
6k
:0
•5 A.M.
- Lassie
- Master of the Game Part 3 of 3 0- Night Court
- Popsy*
A.M.
- Fishing With Orlando Wilson 0
O - Love Connection
- Quigley's Village
7:30 P.M.
01
-Widget
alMOVIE:'Storm OWN Wyoming'
- All News Morning Left in Pro•2)0 cp up - Family Matters a - Tommy Chong at the Improv Range war between sheepmen and cat- Captain Planet and the PlaneComics Jack Mayberry, Diane Ford;
gress
(CC) (In Stereo)
teen
_
tlemen,
fostered
crooked
by
sheep
Adam Sandler, Tommy Sledge, Kelly/
up X- Wall Street Week: Is it Time Monteith
.
ranch foreman Tim Holt, Richard MarFamily Ties (CC)
8:05 A.M.
(60
)
for the Market? (CC) (In Stereo)
tin, Noreen Nash 1950
0
Wrestling: WCW Power Hour
0- World Tomorrow
Miami
Vice (In Stereo)
•
- Get Smart
- Mousercise
O - Super Memory
8:30 A.M.
a
ce G
uet
awa
Sma
(R)rt
•
- Screen Scene (R)
- Major League Baseball Maga- IR i - U.S. Farm Report
up cp CL - Gravedele High (CC)
zine (R)
El 12j - Legislative Update
•
•
•
•- Paid Program
0- Heart of Chicago
- On Stage (R) (In Stereo)
O- Texas Connection (R)(In Stereo)
- MOVIE:'UHF'(CC) A struggling
- Kids' Court
- Attack of the Killer Tomatoes (In
Tracey
Ullman
television station is turned around by im - National Velvet
- Danger Bay (CC) (In Stereo)
la
Stereo)
_ inspector Gadget
- March Video Madness(60 min ) the innovative programming of
Snowboa
its new
rding: Winter Surf
- Dumbo's Circus
•
Bordsrl
manager
own
(CC)
(In
(R)
Al
Yankovic, Michael RiFrom Huntington Beach and Bear
Stereo)
- Video Disc Jockey
▪
- Teaching Reading Compre- Charles Stanley
chards, Kevin McCarthy 1989 (In
Mountain, Calif (Taped)
- Fly Fishing Mastery From hension (R)
Stereo)
se - Lifestyle Magazine
10:05 P.M.
Scientific Anglers (R)
- Joy of Gardening On Stereo)
- Bible and Life
up - All News Evening
al- MOVIE:'Band of Angels' A New
- Color Me A Rainbow
•
Day by Day
Orleans gentleman with a shady past
5:30 A.M.
8:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Star Trek V: The Final
A.M.
6:45
7
95a
7
nces
a
beauttful
aristocrat Clark
- Hangin' In
•macre- Perfect Strangers
Frontlet'(CC)
- Weather Info
Gable, Yvonne DeCarlo, Sidney Pottier.
- Heroes: Made in the U.S.A.
(CC). (In Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'Driving Miss Daisy'
7:00 A.M.
a500- Paid Program
- Hunts,(CC) (In Stereo)
(CC)
0- MOVIE:'Loose Cannons'
sap
scum
New
Adventu
res of
a - Spertakus and the Sun Beneath
▪
- Nova (CC)
- Donald Duck Presents
Wilvde the Pooh (CC)
the Sea
10:30 P.M.
- Against the Law (CC) (R) (In
Mark Sosin's Saltwater Journal
Morning
Show
O - Between the Lines
Stereo)
- MASH
- Heelball and Marrnaduke
MOVIE:
O
'White
Line
Fever'
al - Alfred Hitchcock Presents (In
- Nightline (CC,
ea
Bibles 2
C) jem H.ns°11..MuP"te a - Kid Time
Stereo)
- MOVIE:'Armed and Dangerous' up
0a
- Tonight Show (In Stereo)•
CL - Camp Candy (cc).
- Get Smart
(CC)
- Love Connection
•CID - GED
e
m fa
al cu
cu C_9
IDK:07
id n-A
ptey
B•sti•i
M:ccuic-il
O - Video Soul (R)
l (CC)
•- Under the Umbrella Tree
ED X - Tony Brown's Journal
se - U.S. Farm Report
(21 - Washington Week in Review O - Rousters
•
O - Up Close (R)
gu-Petar Pan & the Pirates (In gmapipar- Teenage Mutant Ninia
(CC) (In Stereo)
- Good News
- Arsenio Hall (CC) (In Stereo)
Stereo)
Turdes (CC)
- Nashville Now (In Stereo)
•- Get Smart
6:00
A.M.
•
- Journey to Adventure
- MOVIE: 'Foreign Body A twist
- Personal Diary (R)
- Little Rosiry (CC)
up cp - Sewing With Nancy: Sewing
•
S - Paid Program
of fate turns an unemployed Indian imSpotlight Part 2 of 3
▪
- News (CC)
ap
Count
Duckula
migrant into one of London's most po- Farm Digest
- Texas Connection (R) (In Stereo)
O - Minority Business Report
•- Video LP
pular physicians Victor Saner's., War- Mornings on Five
_ Piggsburg Pigs (In Stereo)
ap
Days
and
Nights
of
Molly
Dodd
ren Michell, Geraldine McE wan 1986
up - Travels of Jamie MePheeters
5- Larry Jones
street Hawk
- MOVIE: 'Cleo/Leo'
- MOVIE: 'Superman'
Europea
n
Journal
(CC)
p - Krypton Factor
•
_
so
Yogi Bear
MOVIE:
'Clash
of the Titans' 0
- MOVIE: 'Crttsoe' (CC)
- SpeedWea
- Perspective
How the West Was Won
- SportsCenter (60 mm n )
Missions '91
4 1 -_ MOVIE: 'Sticky Fin
moge
thres: Goose
- All Creatures Great and Small 1
(21) - Western Tradition (CC) (R)
•
Bordert
(CC)
own
Stereo)
(In
uoduspip- Paid Program
8:30 P.M.
Jim
_ Alesne's Crafts (In Stereo)
:00 P.M.
- Eureeka's Castle
•CID SI CD•
- Baby Talk (CC) (In
Stories (CC)
up
Michaels Arts & Crafts
e
M•A•S•H
Stereo)
O - Welcome to Pooh Corner
- Outdoor Writers (R)
- MOVIE 'Benji the Hunted'(CC)

6:35 P.M.

•

•

•

o

(CC
)

o

(CCI

-

o

•

(10 -

o

6° mu,
6
0—

•
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_ Yo! M
- Fly Fit
up - Heath
- MOVI
the Army'
prove to be
World War
Ricky Nelsoi

•
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- movii
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CU
Block (CC)
00 CID
Movies (CC
0-
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- Fun H
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-W
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o - Flints
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DOW Ell 3: GI a
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- NWA
113 - WWF
- Living
O - Youth
O - Think
- Rap C
- MO%
Hawk' Tw
cover a plot
leader Juts!
Fleming, DE
411 - Fe
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tured• cony
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O - Video
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- Outdc
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o
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Lassie
O
2:15 P.M.
_ Miami Vice (In Stereo)
(1) 21 - Portrait of a Family IR)
- MOVIE:'Young Fury' A gunslin•
- Mr. Wizard's World (CC)
- Remodeling & Decorating To- ger discovers that his son is an outlaw
- Rap City (R)
day
(R) (In Stereo)
Rory Calhoun, Virginia Mayo, Lon
O - Dennis the Menace
- Vol MTV Raps Countdown
O - Logan's Run
Chaney 1965
- Duet
•
O - Teen Summit
- Fly Fishing the World
• - Firing Line Remembering
MOVIE: 'Chances Are' (cc)
2:30 P.M.
O 21 - Business of Management(R)
Malcolm Muggeridge
- Heathcliff and Marmaduke
- Zorro
0 CL - Paid Program
- Country Kitchen (In Stereo)
811 - L.A. Law
- MOVIE: 'The Wackiest Ship in
•
- Rifleman
0X- New Yankee Workshop (CC)
the Army' A misfit ship and crew 0- Frugal Gourmet
- MOVIE: 'Police Academy 4: Ci- Media Arts
prove to be instrumental in winning a le - Avonlea (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
E - Business and the Law: Func- tizens on Patrol'(CC)
•
tions and Forms of Commercial
- Tennis Magazine
World War II battle Jack Lemmon,
- March Video Madness (3 hrs) •
- Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
Paper (R)
Ricky Nelson, Chips Rafferty 1961
- Women's College Basketball:
12:35 P.M.
•
- Quantum Marketing
a - MOVIE: 'Frightened Man'
NCAA East Regional Final From Phila- MOVIE:'No Holds Barred'(CC) •- MOVIE: 'Police Academy 6: 0 _ This Week on Pit Road
City Under Siege' (CC)
delphia
(2
((Live)
hrs
9:05 A.M.
4:05 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
- Animals of Africa
•
0Virginian
ID- National Geographic Explorer(R)
Q)
▪
Fishing
- World Wide Wrestling
With Roland Martin
Andrea
•
Martin:
Together Again
- MOVIE: 'Back to the Beach'
•
9:30 A.M.
O - SpottsWorld: World Figure (CC)
4:30 P.M.
- Dr. Jim's Animal Clinic
Skating Championship Exhibitions
nomoTig- New Kids on the
O - Dennis the Menace
- Super Handyman
From Munich, Germany (2 hrs.) •
al - U.S. Pro Ski Tour (60 min )
Block (CC)
en
- McLaughlin Group
Outdoor
•
Encounte
rs
(Taped)
Chipmunks Go to the
11:05 A.M.
Country Beat In Stereo)
a
3:00 P.M.
Movies (CC)
•CE0A- College Basketball:
a - Beverly Hillbillies (CC)
- Twin Star Productions
- MOVIE: 'Heidi' The orphan
NCAA Division II Championship(CC) a
- Quilt in a Day
gm
Wild Game and Country Cook11:30
A.M.
Heidi
goes
From
to live with her grandfather
the Springfield Civic Center in
0- Babe Winkelman's Good Fishci) - How to Get a Second Pay- Springfield, Mass (2 hrs (Live)
•
in the Swiss Alps Maximilian Schell ing
ing
check Hawaiian Style
Jean Simmons, Michael Redgrave
4:35 P.M.
0
- Paid Program
O - Fun House (In Stereo)
O ms- Weekend Special. Other 0CE- Classic Car Shop (In Stereo) 1967
- Fishing With Orlando Wilson
•- Shortstories
wise Known as Sheila the Great(CC)
00CE - PGA Golf: USF&G Classic
5:00 P.M.
O - Yogi Bear
Ten -year-old Sheila must overcome her • Golden Age of Rock 'n' Roll: Third round, from New Orleans,
La
Hard
Rock
The
hard-driving
sound of
_
News
O
- Western Tradition (CC) (R) two phobias -- fear of swimming and of
Led Zeppelin, Mitch Ryder and the De- (Live)
O CE B - ABC News
dogs
• - Side by Side (In Stereo)
- - College Basketball:
troit Wheels and Steppenwolf (60 en (ID en 12
Memories... Then and Now
O
- E/R
00 X - NBA Inside Stuff
NCAA
Tournament Southeast Remln (R)
•- Fishin' Hole
CE a
- CBS Storybreak: 0- The Wilder Summer A boy falls gional Final (CC) From Charlotte N C 0CL - ALF (CC)
- Super Force (CC) (In Stereo)
Monster's Ring (CC)
- Flintstone Kids
for a girt he's met at summer camp and (2 hrs 30 minI (Live)
- Hee Haw (R) (In Stereo)
Amish Cooking From Quilt competes with a wealthy rival for her 0 CL - Victory Garden
Cr) - Joy Junction
_ Miss Marple. A Murder Is AnCountry (In Stereo)
•
Double
O
love
Trouble
(60
min
)
10:00 A.M.
nounced Part 1 of 3
Dennis
O
0the
Menace
You
Can't
Do
That
aSports
on
Report (60 min )
Television
OcE0cE0- Bugs Bunny &
- MacGyver
0 - Business of Management IR) •
- Paid Program
E - America: The Second CenTweety (CC)
- Clarissa Explains it All Clarissa
Side
by
0
Side
tury:
E
World
War
(In
KET
Stereoi
11(R)
GED
IR)
00CL - Saved by the Bell (CC)
Darling dreams of driving, keeps a pet
- Sister Kate
a - Country Kitchen (RI (In Stereo( on - American Sports Cavalcade Fea- Bill & Ted's Excellent
-tured the NHRA Mopar Parts Mile-High alligator (he s only a foot long) and
•_ American Telecast
- Moonlighting
•
Adventures (CC)
plots against her little brother from her
no - It All Started With a Mouse: The Nationals from Denver Colo 190 min ) bedroom
0 T. - Hometime: Children's Play11:35 A.M.
headquarters
(In
Stereo)
Disney Story(CC)
house (CC) Part 1 of 2
_ Happy Days
Teen
Summit (R)
- Spenser For Hire
0- NWA Wrestling
- Women's College Basketball:
- Bugs Bunny & Pals
12:00 P.M.
MOVIE
O
'Tarzan
in
Manhatta
n'
(r) - VVVVF Wrestling Challenge
NCAA Mideast Regional Final From
21 - Tony Brown's Jo rnal
0 ii. - Quantum Marketing
Knoxville, Tenn (2 hrs (Live/
- Top 20 Video Countdown
- Living Dangerously (R)
0 - Tennis: International
•- MOVIE: 'Murder Ordained'
Wagon
Train
- LPGA Golf: Standard Register Based on the true
- Youthquake
Players Championship -- Women's
story of a Kansas
Turquoise Classic Third round, from policeman's investigat
- Bible and Life
0 - Think Fast
Final From Key Biscayne. Fla (2 hrs I
ion into a pair of
Phoenix
(2
hrs
(Live)
Wheel
I
Power
•
•
murders involving a Lutheran minister
- Rap City
(Lye)
Gunsmok
•
e
Keith Carradine, JoBeth Williams,
- MOVIE: 'The Eagle and the O - Championship Fishing
1:30 P.M.
- Media Arts
Terry Kinney 1987 Part 1 of 2
•
Hawk' Two American lawmen dis- O CL - Schoolbreak Special: Frog ce CL - Paid Program
en - MOVIE: 'Top Gun' (CC)
cover a plot to overthrow the Mexican Girl: The Jenifer Graham Story
- Gary Cooper's Fishing Diary
- Tracks Ahead
leader Juarez John Payne, Rhonda a)
- Mr. Horatio Knibbles
- Al Undner's In-Fisherman
0
- America: The Second Cen3:30 P.M.
Fleming, Dennis O'Keefe 1950
- Week in Rock
tury: The Cold War (R)
0CL - Van Can Cook
X
Wide
World
O
of Sports
B
•E - Feces of Culture (R)
- Senior PGA Golf: Vintage Invita- Conversation With Dinah (In (CC) Featured Superstars Final from
•
O - Hangin' In
•
- Great American Outdoors Fea- •
Cancun,
cr
- MOVIE: 'The Warriors' A gang Stereo)
Mexico, World League of tional Second round from Palm
tured canyon rim fishing on Arizona's leader
Springs, Calif (90 min I (Live)
Ameran
ic
Football preview (90 min
plans to unite all the gangs into on - MOVIE: 'Ninotchka'
Lake Powell (In Stereo)
- Bordertown (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
ao
an army strong enough to take over •
- Good News
- Attitudes
•
- Insight
New York City Michael Beck, James •
- Love Boat
Sportsman's Showcase
a - Video Disc Jockey
Remar, Thomas Wanes 1979
- Outdoor Trail
Joy
•
2:00 P.M.
- Outdoors
•
en
- Walty's Wok
Twilight
CEZone ng
i ofPainti
5:05 P.M.
OXIN
CE0- PBA Bowling: Bud
- Bonanza: 'The Lost Episodes
•
- Appointment With Destiny: The
- Dog House (R)
0- World Championship Wrestling
Light Open (CC) From Cleveland (60 •
- To Be Announced.
Crucifixion of Jesus A re-creation of
- Out of Control
•
mm )(Live)
5:30 P.M.
Jesus' last week of lee, from his entr10:15 A.M.
Video LP
•
Paid
Program
is
O
CL
- ABC News (CC)
ance
into
Holy
the
City
through
trial
his
- MOVIE: 'Torrents of Scirina'
a
- KET GED (R)
gop - MotorWeek (In Stereo)
aj- When You're Ready to Quit
and Crucifixion. Host John Huston (60•
10:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Deadly Weapon'
a- MOVIE:'Platoon Leader' During
min )(R)
0E) - NBC News (CC)
no o ce3 - Guys Next Door (CC)
the Vietnam War, a stalwart American
- MOVIE:'UHF'(CC)
amen- College Basketball:
- lassie
•
souson- Pee-wee's Playhouse
lieutenant
leads his men in battle be- en - Plant Groom
NCAA Tournament West Regional
•- Screen Scene
(CC)
hind enemy lines Michael Duchkoff,
Final (CC) From Seattle 12 hrs 30
•
- Portrait of a Family: For
_ Best of Bill Dance
0CID - Fun With Watercolor
Robert F Lyons, Michael De Lorenzo
min I (Live)
Richer or Poorer (R)
4:00 P.M.
1988
- Its Your Move
•
119 - Runaway With the Rich and Fa- Going Our Way (In Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'I LOY* You Alice B. O - Rockford Files
- Don't Just Sit There
•
mous (R)
•
- Supermarket Sweep
Toklas' A middle-aged lawyer leaves O x- High School Basketball: Ten- Faces of Culture (R)
- Hangin' In
ap - MOVIE: 'Who's Harry Crumb?' convention behind
and loins the hippie nessee State Boys Finals Scheduled •
up - Remodeling & Decorating To- (CC)
- Welcome Freshman
1A,
2A
life
and
3A
Peter
state
champion
Sellers,
ships
Leigh
Taylor-Yo
ung,
day (In Stereo)
no cit - Bookmark (CC)
Danger Bay ICC) (R) (In Stereo) '..ioyce Van Patten 1968
from Middle Tennessee State 12 hrs
•
S)- MOVIE:'A New Life'(CC)
- MOVIE: 'Police Academy 2:
•
- African Update
(Live)
•
- Out of Time
•
•
- Best of Mickey Mouse Club
Their First Assignment' (CC)
Get
Jump
21
wet
Street
•
O
(In
(RI
(CC)
(CC) (In Stereo)
- Sports Profiles (60 min )
- Big Picture
•
•
Stereo)
12:05 P.M.
- SportsCenter
•
- Business and the Law (R)
- Zorro (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
- Star Search (In Stereo)
MOVIE:
'The
Land
That
•
Time
- American Telecast
- Popular Hot Rodding Super
_ MOVIE - 'Cry-Baby'
- Academy Award Preview
•
- All News Morning Joined in Pro- Forgot' A World War II submarine Show Frank Hawley and Katie
Haas excomes upon an island inhabited by pregress Left in Progress
historic beasts Based on a novel by plore the car show, drag race, swap
11:00 A.M.
Edgar Rice Burroughs Doug McClure, meet and manufacturer's midway
GD - Paid Program
•
John McEnery, Susan Penhaligon where car lovers see the best of performance automobiles (60 min ) (In
ap0- Little Rosey (CC)
1975
Completely erected, including ccncreie lbws Not pre lab Carpenter Will All (wally matenais
Stereo)
We offer you FREE estimates, references and location of garages in your area and wrtten
DO CE) - Saturday Videos (cc)
12:15 P.M.
warranty
no - Hotel
amen- Dink, the Little Dino- 111- MOVIE: 'Coroner Creek'
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING
- March Video Madness (60 min )
•
saur (CC)
With hardboard siding
Deluxe liodels
Vinyl siding
12:30
Big
P.M.
Valley
- Adventures in Scale ModelV/. car (12x20)
S2475
1'/i Car (12A20)
$3,975
CUOM
fp
O- American Telecast
Paid Program
•
ing
2 Car (111120)
$3,175
2 Car 111x20)
$3,575
Home
Again
Large
2
With
Midwest
(22z22)
0Car
Bob
Vila
13,475
•
Angler
Train
Soul
Large
(In
(22122)
Car
Stereo)
O
13,975
2'1. Car (2404)
0,975
2'h Ca' (24:24)
- Frugal Goumiet (CC) (In
$4,075
- WWF Superstars of Wrestling
2:05 P.M.
Large 2'h Car (24e30)
$4,175
(24130)
Large
Car
V,
$4,675
Stereo)
0 - Terror: Decay of Democracy
a- MOVIE:'The People That Time
Plus off level lot A Inch!
Freedom is conquered by terrorism in 0- Preseason Baseball, Boston Red Forgot' A expedition sets out to rescue
YOUR
SAINFAC'ION It ilik 110AL
Northern Ireland, Italy and Spain (60 Sox vs. Chicago White Sox (3 hrs
a man from a savage tribe on a lost
(Live)
min ) Part 3 of 3 (R)
island in mid-ocean Patrick Wayne,
(m) _ Soloffek
•
Doug McClure 1977.
Welber, Ky • (502) 674-5530
- MOVIE: 'Monte Carlo'
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0
ter's death at the hands of a drug lord •- MOVIE: 'Extreme
Prejudice'
Miles O'Keeffe, Don Stroud, Crystal (CC)
Carson 1990 Rated R (In Stereo)
11:45 P.M.
11:00 P.M.
- Country Record Guide
•
10 1 - MOVIE: 'That Darn Cat'
• - This Is the Life
•
- Sing Out America
9:30 P.M.
12:00 A.M.
• - MOVIE: 'Africa Screams
•- Billy Westmorland Fishing
O - Comic Strip: Late Night (In
0 - Get Smart
o GD - Star-athon '91
Stereo)
7:05 P.M.
6:00 P.M.
- Texas Connection (In Stereo)
CD - Soul Train (In Stereo)
- Night Court Part 2 of 2
O
072:U - Hee Haw (R) (In Stereol 01- MOVIE: 'Task Force' Naval-offi- Days and Nights of Molly Dodd
- American Gladiators
O
MOVIE:
'Night
Gallery'
A
trilogy
cers struggle to appropriate funds for •- MOVIE: 'Black Rain' A corrupt
T - Current Affair Extra
of bizarre, supernatural tales by Rod 0- MOVIE:'Return of the Killer Tocarriers
during
World
War
II
Gary
00
New York policeman plunges into the Serling
- News
Joan Crawford, Barry Sullivan, matoes' In this sequel to the 1977 cult
Japanese underworld to locate an es- Roddy
0i- High School Basketball: Ten- Cooper. Jane Wyatt Walter Brennan
McDowell 1969
1949
classic, the insane Dr Gangrene develcaped prisoner Michael Douglas, Andy
nessee State Boys Finals Scheduled
G
meid
mhatrtiove
t nSig
ops
a new strain of violent vegetable.
Garcia
Ken
14. 2A and 3A state championships
Takakura
1989
Rated R
7:30 P.M.
Anthony Starke, Karen Mistal, John
from Middle Tennessee State 12 hrs 00 CL - Down Home (CC) (In (In Stereo)
- Barbara Mandrell & the Man- Astin 1988
(Live)
0- Best of Stand-Up Comics Take a
Stereo)
•
drel! Sisters (In Stereo)
- Get Smart
Stand
- Gidget
- NBA Basketball: Indiana Pacers
€10 - Great American TV Poll
0- Rap City (A)
O - Star Trek: The Next Generation at Chicago Bulls From Chicago Stad9:35 P.M.
- Headbanger's Ball
•
- MOVIE:'Strange Skirts' With a
ium (2 hrs , 30 min ) (Live)
(CC) (RI In Stereo)
- U.S. Olympic Gold: Skiing Fea•
little assistance from a third party, a
Women's
College
Basketball:
- All Creatures Great and Small CD - Yearbook (CC) (In Stereo)
tured Women's World Cup Skiing and
NCAA West Regional Final From Las novelist uncovers her lover's double
CD - Counterstrike (R)
World Team Luge Championships.(60
- Get Smart
life. Joan Crawford, Robert Taylor,
Vegas, Nev (2 hrs.) (Live)
•- Inspector Gadget
- Grand Ole Opry Live (In Stereo) min (Taped)
Greer Garson. 1941
- MOVIE: 'Angel of Passion'
- Adam Smith's Money World
9:50 P.M.
8:00 P.M.
•- American Music Shop (R) (In
- Quantum Marketing
0- MOVIE: 'Ewoks- The Battle for OTOCEO - MOVIE: 'Lady Goo - MOVIE: 'Another Time, AnStereo)
01
All
News
Night
Left
in
Progress
Endor'
Mobster'(CC) A woman battles to the other Place' During World War II, a
0- Paid Program
•
- Rockumentary
11:30 P.M.
top of a powerful crime syndicate to female correspondent engages in a
11)- Williams TV
di- Rin Tin Tin K-9 Cop (CC) (RI (In free her family from a life of violence hopeless love affair with a married • - American Gladiators
12:15 A.M.
Stereo)
man Lana Turner, Barry Sullivan, 0 CC - Saturday Night Live (In
Susan Lucci, Michael Nader 1988
- Lifestyles of the Rich and FaStereo)
o - That Good Ole Gospel Music
n_
e
gs go CL - Golden Girls (CC) (In Glynis Johns 1958
mous (RI
- All News P.M. Joined in Pro- Stereo)
Lost in Space
10:00 P.M.
gress Left in Progress
li:25 A.M.
at - MOVIE: 'Where the IMICESIMEISMOOEGICit- O - Get Smart
•CE
Hell's That Gold??!?' (CC) Outlaws News
- MOVIE: 'Dog Tags' A ragtag
You're on the Air With Or, Ruth
6:30 P.M.
.out for their gold stash in 1870s Mex- •
band of soldiers turns upon one an- Love Connection
0- Wheel of Fortune (CC)
01 - Zola Levitt
ico find themselves forced to transport
other after discovering a cache of gold
CE- Austin City Limits (In Stereo) 0- Mercury Media
•
CL - Accent
a trainlOad of dynamite in Chihuahua
in Cambodia. Clive Wood, Mike Monty,
- News (cc)
o - $100000 Fortune Hunt
11:35 P.M.
Willie Nelson, Jack Elam 1988 (In o
Baird Stafford. 1990_ Rated R
Paul Williams at the Improv •
0- Looney Tunes
•
- MOVIE: 'Gargoyles'
Stereo)
Comics John Wing, Steve Kelly, Hal
• - Frank's Place
0CL - High School Basketball: TenSpear (60 min )
fa 21 - Innovation
nessee State Boys Finals Scheduled.
Rockumentary Video Collection 1A, 24 and 34 state championships o- MOVIE:'Attack of the Killer Tofrom Middle Tennessee State 12 hrs I matoes' Wary humans keep vigil on
- SportsCenter
their gardens, refrigerators and salads
GI- Adventures of the Black Stallion (Live)
am
as
s. they
e
o
Gs)ypet
orts
gs
uam
rdparri
against a new sort of
Di)- Weather Info
3/24/91
iCC) (RI (In Stereo)
(Postponed
from an earlier enemy
go - cops
David Miller. Sharon Taylor
O - Family Ties (CC)
date) (In Stereo)
- Gospel Music Today
George Wilson 1979
5:00 A.M.
cD - Robert Schuller
01 - Kentucky Lottery Fun and 0- Get Smart
0- One Day at a Time
0 12 - Living Hope-Trinity Lutheran
• - Mystery!. The Dark Angel
Games
Profiles (60 min ) (R)
C
O - Diamonds Part 2 of 2
- Kids' Court
IC)
7:00 P.M.
€71 - Church Street Station (R) Ir• O - Lassie
O 0)- Paid Program
Barbara
Mandrell
&
Manthe
O ":21
A,0- Young Riders (CC)
O1 - World Tomorrow
▪ - Fraggle Rock
droll Sisters (In Stereo)
(13) (In Stereo
- L.A. Law
•
- Paid Program
•
MOVIE.
- Dumbo's Circus
•
'Doctor
Dolittle'
111, - Amen (CC) On Stereo)
- Idiot Box Series Premiere
•- Courtship of Eddie's Father
01 - Women's College Basketball:
- Bodyshaping (Ai
O
0- Bull's Eye
- NCAA Final Four Highlights:
- MOVIE: 'Lean on Me'(CC)
CD - Westbrook Hospital
- Totally Hidden Video Iln Stereo) NCAA Midwest Regional Final From 1990 UNLV. Duke. Arkansas . and
•- Mousercise
Austin, Texas i2 hrs ) (Live)
6:35 A.M.
▪ - MOVIE - 'Night Gallery'
Georgia Tech
- Video Disc Jockey
GO - Bible and Life
Flintstones
- Maniac Mansion (CC) (RI (In
CD - World League of American
Newsight
8:30 P.M.
Stereo)
Football Montreal Machine at Bir6:45 A.M.
- MOVIE:'The Long, Long Trailer'
- Empty Nest (CC) (In •
- Ughtmusic
mingham Fire or Raleigh-Durham
0CC - Hamilton Brothers
(CC)
Stereo)
Skyhawks at Sacramento Surge 13 °
10:30 P.M.
7:00 A.M.
O - Joy of Music
▪ - Cops IRI (In Stereo)
hrs I (Live)
111 I - Star-athon '91 The 13th anCE - Old-Fashioned Gospel Hour
•
5:30
A.M.
o - Get Smart
▪ - Get Smart
nual United Cerebral Palsy telethon
GB(2)0 CE - Oral Roberts
0- One Day at a Time
- Good News
▪ - Video Soul (RI
Host John Ritter is Joined by Henry
- Nashville Gospel
Heroes:
Made in the U.S.A.
▪ _ MOVIE: 'A Time to Love and a
Winkler and Joe Regalbuto in Holly9:00 P.M.
0CL - Coral Ridge Ministry
Time to Die' During World War II, a
wood, in New York, Ben Vereen hosts 0- Spartakus and the Sun Beneath
- Charles Stanley
German soldier on furlough from battle O
Prem
Cl
rinre'rseoDleal Season and New Kids on the Block perform at the Sea
ieT
re IC
lln
-C
SIna
0CL - Sesame Street (CC)
▪ - It Is Written
falls in love, but must return to the
the Ed Sullivan Theater 190 min)
- MOVIE: 'Borderline'
O
trenches John Gavin, Lilo Pulver, Jock •- Comedy on the Road
o - Chicago's Very Own
- Paid Program
- Cheers (CC)
Mahoney 1958
O - Faith Crusade Ministries
- Saturday Night Live (In Stereo) CD - Courtship of Eddie's Father
•
- Get Smart
•rk, - Louis Rukeyser's Money C)- Sports Report (60 min )(R)
go (ft - Jimmy Swaggart
- Under the Umbrella Tree
•
CE - Gunsmoke
Guide (In Stereo)
Journey to Adventure
- SpeedWeek (R)
- American Music Shop (In Stereo) CI OE - Country Showdown Aspiring
•- Church Street Station (13) (In
• Cartoon Express
country music artists perform in the fin- 0 - James Robinson
Tracey Ullman
€E1
Stereo)
0 Count Duckula
- One Night Stand (CC) Martin als of a national talent competition (60 0- Christopher Closeup
•
- MOVIE: 'Murder Ordained'
Lawrence takes center stage (In min )
6:00 A.M.
O
- Paid Program
- MOVIE:;Police Academy'(CC)
- ABC News (CC)
B EE - Star-attion '91 The 13th an
CD Popeye Hour
do- MOVIE:'The Handmaid's Tale'•- MOVIE: 'Nightbreed' (CC) 0- MOVIE:'Target Zero' A lieuten- nual United Cerebral Palsy
telethon 0 21 - Mister Rogers (CC). (II)
(CC)
Nightmares draw a young man to a ant attempts to lead his men during the Host John Ritter is Joined by Henry
- }Mbar (R)
Korean
War
Richard
Conte, Peggie Winkler and Joe Regalbuto in Hollysubterranean world where monsters
so - Video Disc Jockey
- Jim Henson's Mother Goose
Castle, Chuck Connors 1955
hidden
from
men.
have
sight
the
of
good;
New
in
York,
Ben
Vereen hosts
- World Aerobics Championship
Stories
(Cc)
▪
Night
Court
Part
1
of
Clive
Barker
2
story
by
Craig
From
a
and
New Kids on the Block perform at
(R)
- Lifestyle Magazine (A)
•
Sheffer, Anne Bobby, David Cronenthe Ed Sullivan Theater (60 min )
- MOVIE: 'Away All Boats'
go - Swiss Family Robinson
berg. 1990 Rated R (In Stereo)
.1
40
Tin Days in March Profiles
Farm Digest
- MOVIE:'An Innocent Man'
- Henry's Cat (R)
the 10-day event in Daytona Beach.•
- Vol MTV Raps
•
cl)- Jimmy Swaggart
Fla., known as "Bike Week."
- Richard Lii•
o - Oral Roberts
- All News A.M.
•
go - Grand Ole Opry Live (R) (In •
- Robert Tifton
Stereo)
7:05 A.M.
- Romantic Spirit
•
- MOVIE: 'Three Wishes for Ja- Flintstonos
•
- Calliope
mie'
- Eureeiui's Castle
7:15 A.M.
- Video Disc Jockey
•
so _ Torn & Jerry's Funhouse
0- What's Nu?
O - SportsContrar
ID
•
_ Paid Program
7:30 A.M.
111 - Videosyncresy (In Stereo)
- Fraggiii Rock
"Where the price and service,
Amazing Grace
- Super Dave ICC) (R)
•
- MOVIE: 'Mothra'
•(2)- Day of Discovery
makes the pill easier to swallow."
111 - Teens Talk
ogo - Welcome to Pooh Corner
- James Robinson
10:35 P.M.
- SportsCenter
World Tomorrow
0- Night Tracks (In Stereo)
- James Kennedy
0()- Young at Heart
- Three Days
10:45 P.M.
- Heritage of Faith
•
•
- Wrestling
- Wand of Survival
Glendale at WhItnell
6:30 A.M.
•
753-4175
- MOVIE: 'Cartel' A framed ptlot 0
- Ag-Dey
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
go - Jain
escapes from prison to avenge his
GI- Community Worship
0- Needle:11ff

SATURDAYWNT. lam

- Boxing (90
•

)
o - Witness (60 min )
- All News Evening Joined in Pro•
gress

111
0
fiD
•
Stereo)
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- MOVIE: 'Valley of the Kings' A 0
- Portrait of a Family
- Swiss Family Robinson
•
romantic triangle develops during an
•- Auto Racing: NASCAR Grand el - Hineni
archaeological dig in turn-of-the- National Series
The Busch Spring 200 O - All News Today
0fp - Paid Program
century Egypt Robert Taylor, Eleanor from Volusia
• Come Alive
County Speedway in Barfa J - Sesame Street (CC)
Parker Carlos Thompson 1954
3:00 P.M.
berville, Fla (2 hrs ) (In Stereo Live)
9:05 A.M.
a)
- For Veterans Only
• - Wonderful Wizard of Oz (In
- Star-athon '91 Continues
0- MOVIE:'The Year of Living DanGood
U
News
Stereo)
- In-Fisherman Angling Adven- gerously'
Tennis: International
9:30 A.M.
QD - MOVIE: 'Nobody's Perfect'
ture (In Stereo)
Players Championship -- Men's Final
€(1) - MOVIE: 'The Frog Prince'
From Key Biscayne, Fla 12 hrs )(Live)
U I- Two Rivers
En - Physicians' Journal Update
• - Wuzzles
QD - March Video Madness 13 his
CI GP- Eyes on the Prize II (CC) Part
•- Wild Swans
- Lee Haney's Championship fi CE) - Robert Schuller
(Live)
1 of 8 (In Stereo)
0- Amazing Facts
- Virginian
Workout (R)
- LPGA Golf: Standard Register
- You Can't Do That on Television
Charles
O
Stanley
• - MOVIE: 'They Were Expenda- Turquoise Classic Final
- Gerbert
round, from O - Paid Program
0(I)- Paid Program
ble'
- Step Too Slow
Phoenix, Ariz (2 hrs.) (Live)
O - MOVIE: 'Season of Giants' Re- Gamer Ted Armstrong
0 Ben Haden
11) - Wagon Train
- Ed Young
naissance Italy is the setting for this
- Beauty Breakthrough
- National Jewish Television
7:35 A.M.
1 1:30 A.M.
dramatization of the life of Michelanen
A
Face the Nation
- Captain Planet and the Planegelo and his interactions with Leonardo
- Star-athon '91 The 13th an1:30 P.M.
O - Yogi Bear
teers
nual United Cerebral Palsy telethon 1:3
da Vinci and Raphael F Murray AbraInnovati
on
O - Video Gospel
Host John Ritter is Joined by Henry
8:00 A.M.
- Old Sultan Animated Grimm's ham, Mark Frankel, John Glover 1991
•
- Long Ago & Far Away: Frog Winkler and Joe Regalbut
o in Holly- fairy tale about an old dog whose ef- Part 2 of 2
0
- Kenneth Copeland
and Toad Are Friends(CC) Part 1 of 2 wood, in New York,
21
r-- - Discovering Psychology(cc)
Ben Vereen hosts forts to remain useful are aided
0
- James Robinson
by his •
QD - Hidden Heroes Featured Junie and New Kids on the Block perform
at
a
- Hidden Heroes Featured June
friend,
the
wolf
0- World Vision
Donlavey, car owner and crew chief for the Ed Sullivan Theater. (3 his
. 30 O - Paid Program
Donlavey, car owner and crew chief for
010074- Sunday Morning (CC) Buddy Baker (In Stereo)
min )
Buddy Baker (R) (In Stereo)
en
- Portrait of a Family
0
- Sunday Today
- Internal Medicine Update Part 2 O
•
- Synchronal Research
- Infectious Disease
•
Cardiolo
0gy Update (R)
a - James Kennedy
Just Say Julie
- NBA Showtime
▪ MOVIE: 'Raising Arizona' (CC) O - MOVIE: 'Gallipoli'
o 33- Wild America (CC) (In Stereo)
- Sports Weekly
O M C)- Paid Program
After discovering that they can't have •
- Auto Racing: FIA Formula One
O - Sunday Mass
- Big Brother Jake (CC) (R) (In
•
ji; - Tennessee Crossroads
children, a young couple decides to -- Brazilian Grand Prix From Sao
Stereo)
Charles
CD
Stanley
▪ - My Secret Identity (R)
borrow an infant quint from a wealthy Paulo, Brazil (90 minI (Taped)
- MOVIE:'The Jungle Book'
▪ - Dennis the Menace
9:35 A.M.
local family Nicolas Cage, Holly Hunter, •
- MOVIE:'The Girl From Mars' A
_ MOVIE:'Ragtime'
U - Cartoon Express
21 - Comment on Kentucky (R) Trey Wilson 1987 (In Stereo)
bright young teen dupes her neighbors
- Cartoon Kablooey
into believing she's an extraterrestrial
- Bassmasters (In Stereo)
9:45 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
O - Bobby Jones Gospel
- Family Practice Update (R)
o
- Lonesome Pine Special (In Sarah Sawatsky. Eddie Albert, Edward
CD - Family Playhouse: Contract for
Albert 1991
O - Bugs Bunny & Pals
- Auto Racing: IMSA Barber Saab Stereo)
Life: The SADD Story After two high- •
- Breath of Life
e - Exciting World of Speed and school hockey players are killed as a (Srearipe
d)From West Palm Beach, Fla
es
Preseason Baseball: Chicago •
Beauty Featured desert dune buggy result of drinking and driving, their
Cubs vs. San Francisco Giants (3
3:05 P.M.
racing, Newport Beach's annual exotic coach forms the support group •
- All News Today
hrs (Live)
fa- MOVIE:'Heartbreak Hotel'(CC)
auto show (In Stereo)
S.A D D , in an effort to prevent any
O - MOVIE:'The Private Eyes' Two
12:00 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
further disasters (R)
- Living With Diabetes
•
03) - World League of Ameri- Scotland Yard sleuths stumble through 0 - PGA Gott USF&G Classic
a - MOVIE: 'The Bear' (CC)
secret
passage
ways
and
10:00 A.M.
trap doors Joined in Progress Final round
can Football: New York Knights at
from
looking for killers Tim Conway, Don New
▪
Barcelona Dragons (3 hrs (Live)
- Master Wok
- Pound Puppies
•
Orleans (90 min ) (Live)
Knotts,
Trisha Noble 1980
- Video Disc Jockey
0(f)- NBA Basketball: Detroit
Paid Program
QD - Out of Control
- MOVIE:'Night Gallery' A trilogy
Pistons at San Antonio Spurs From •
- Family Ties (CC)
•
- Inside the PGA Tour (R)
- Paid Program
•
of
bizarre,
supernat
ural
tales
by Rod
the HemisFair Arena 12 hrs , 30 min )
•
- Pole Position
O - Wild, Wild West
spinDiscovering Psychology(cc)
Serling
Joan
Crawford, Barry Sullivan,
(Live)
ecu
- Kids-TV (CC). (R)
•
- Superboy (R)
a - NHRA Today (In Stereo)
Roddy McDowell 1969
e n - College Basketball:
•-Soloftex
- Methodist Hour
•
- Woman's Story
NCAA Tournament East Regional O Nightingale Animated A Hans •
- Academy Award Preview A
- All News Morning
•
- MOVIE: 'All Dogs Go to Heaven'
Christian Andersen tale of a Chinese •
Final
(CC)
From
East
Rutherfo
rd,
N
J
preview of this year's nominated films
maid who is torn between her love and Animated An orphan in 1939 New Or8:05 A.M.
12 hrs , 30 min ((Live)
and stars, (60 min.)(R)
her duties as keeper of the king's nigh- leans develops a unique relationship
- Brady Bunch
- Nova (CC).
with a group of race-fixing dogs
CID - Cartoon Kablooey
tingale
8:30 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'The Prize Fighter'
Voices of Burt Reynolds, Judith Barsi,
QD - Paid Program
Sound and Style With Ramsey
- Kenneth Copeland
Dom DeLuise 1989 Rated G
•- MacGyver
Lewis
• - Government by Consent
- Day of Discovery
•
- Fifteen
- Missions '91
•
- 3-2-1 Contact (CC) (R)
•
- Dentistry Update
•
(1)- Travel Magazine
•
Paid
Program
•
Inside
4:00 P.M.
•
Winston Cup Racing (In
OD - Big Valley
- Al Undner's In-Fisherman
- Business and the Law
Stereo)
▪ CID - Eyes on the Prize II (CC) Part
- Flipper
•- Hank Parker's Outdoor Maga- •- Shalom Show
2 of 8 (In Stereo)
- Cardiology Update
•
zine (In Stereo)
- Zoobilee Zoo
2:20 P.M.
- Making the Grade
- Top 20 Video Countdown
•
•
0-Internal Medicine Update Part 2 •- MOVIE: 'Bret Maverick: The •
O - Trtickin' USA Featured Batista 0- Sports Reporters
- World in Action (R)
Automotive, a classic vehicle restoraLazy Ace' After winning a large sum of
(R)
- Swamp Thing (R) (In Stereo)
•
- Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
tion facility in Ontario, Calif (R) (In
(ID - Best of Watt Disney Presents money at poker, Bret Maverick decides
Fifteen
Catch
•
the
•
Spirit
Stereo)
it's time to settle down James Garner,
The Feather Farm
Ed
Bruce,
10:30 A.M.
Stuart
Margolin
O - Physicians' Journal Update
1981
• Making of Pump 160 min )
(U
-P8idP
- ThisH
imgOld
•
ram
ouse (CC)
CE - Woodmont Baptist Church •- America's Horse 160
•
•
- Donald Duck Presents
2:30 P.M.
min I
aD
on s
-te
Inrs
eo
id
)e Winston Cup Racing (R)
OM-This Week With David Brink
•
- Rockumentary
0- Cousteau
- JNF Entertainment
- Inside the Senior PGA Tour (R) ley (CC)
•
0 la 0
- College Basketball:
12:30 P.M.
-Herpes Viruses: The NW,Curri- Larry Jones
NCAA Tournament Midwest Re- C.O.P.S.
•
_
To
Dream
of
Roses
(RI
0 - Paid Program
gional Final (CC) From Pontiac, Mich
- OWL/TV (In Stereo)
•
O
culum
- March Video Madness(60 min)
ou
rm-sRum way With the Rich and Fa O - Welcome Freshman
(2 hrs , 30 min )(Live)
8:35 A.M.
(Live)
▪ - Paid Program
- PGA Golf: USF&G Classic e
- Andy Griffith
- Voice of Peachtree
O 21 - Business and the Law Nego- Final round from New Orleans (2
- New Lassie (CC) (R)
•
hrs ,
tiations
DID- All News P.M. Left in Progress
and
Holders
in
Due
Course
9:00 A.M.
30
((Live)
min
Coach's
a
Show: Missouri
ES - Bill Dance Outdoors On Stereo) OD - Tin Soldier Animate
a cg) - Larry Jones
Basketball -- Norm Stewart
4:20 P.M.
d A Hans
- Pediatrics Update
- Robert Schuller
Christian Andersen tale of a one-legged a - Tom & Jerry's Funhouse
O - Clarissa Explains It All
QD - MOVIE:'The Karate Kid Part III' soldier who, with the help of two kind
- Gerald and Brenda Duncan
- Our Voices
•
4:30 P.M.
(CC)
mice, meets a beautiful ballerina
CI) - Mystery!: The Dark Angel a
_ Newton's Apple (CC) (R)
QD - Private Benjamin
Riflema
n
(CC)
•- Paid Program
Motorsports Magazine (In
••
- Challenge of the Seas (R)
• - Government by Consent
•- Jewish Spectrum
- Star Search (In Stereo)
Stereo)
- Alfred Hitchcock Presents ( r
•
- Family Practice Update (R)
12:35 P.M.
•
O - Gamer Ted Armstrong
- Obstetrics/Gynecology Update
•
Stereo)
a- MOVIE:'Urban Cowboy'
0- Yogi Bear
0- MOVIE:'The Badlanders'
a - MOVIE - 'Jesus'
•- Dennis the Menace
0-MOVIE 'Fat Man and Little Boy'
For the Record
1:00 P.M.
- MOVIE:'Many Rivers to Cross' (cc)
0 S. - Firing Line. Remembering
- First Easter Rabbit
Malcolm Muggeridge
O J - Shining Time Station (CC) •
Charlie's Angels
- SportsCenter (60 min )
- Trucks and Tractor Power Fea- •
(After 4 pm.)
•
tured monster truck competition at •
•- Living Dangerously
- Day of Discovery
Mon. - Salisbury Steak
Wood County Fairgrounds in Bowling
a _ MOVIE:'The Rose' A young sin11:00 A.M.
Tue. - Center Cut Pork Chops
Green, Ohio (In Stereo)
ger struggles to survive in the harsh
O - It Is Written
world of rock music Bette Midler. Alan
- Family Practice Update
•
Wed. - 11 oz. Co. Fried Steak
•3) - Paid Program
Bates, Frederic Forrest 1979 (In
- MOVIE:'Nuns on the Run'
•
- First Baptist Church
O 39
Thurs.
- Baked Va, Ham
Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'The ElmChanted Fo- 0 - MOVIE: 'Alexander's Ragtime
•
12th &
- Worn Out Dancing Shoes Three
•
Fri.
r•st'
Country Ham
Band'
princesses fall under a spell that forces
Sycamore Sat.
- Week in Rock
•
GB - Out of This World (R) (In Stereo) them to dance all night
- Fried Chicken
- Scholastic Sports America (CC) e
•
- To Be Announced
OPEN
•- Paid Program
Sun. - Chicken Livers
•- Batman
•
- MOVIE- 'Give Us Barebbas!'
.0 'Emotion pf Giants'
a.m.- MOVIE 'Masters of the Univ •- All-Arne/4ton *restfing
Scryfd NO.,SaJ4d, .Clsoice of rouno and
IRMO'
Daily
ow Homemade Rolls
O - Wild and Crazy Kids
-

o
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-
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•
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forced to bring in his best friend -- a
fellow officer-turned-homicidal vigilante Dale Mideoff, Alex McArthur,
G D Spradlin 1991 (Postponed from
an earlier date) (In Stereo)
13 1,1621
- - Masterpiece Theatre:
Backstage at Masterpiece Theatre:
A 20th Anniversary Special (CC)
Married. With Children (CC) (In
Stereo)
Rain Forest Imperative The
economic and cultural conditions behind the destruction of South and Central America s rain forests (60 mmn )
a - Counterstrike
- Get Smart
- National Geographic Explorer
Bobby Jones Gospel (R)
- Inside Winston Cup Racing (R)
Iln Stereo)
Cardiology Update (RI
- Anne Murray in Watt Disney
World Anne Murray is joined Patti LaBelle. Julio Iglesias and Andrea Martin
for her third special (60 min I
- In Touch
0)- Methodist Hour

SUNDAYcoNT.

•

O - Paid

Program
E- New Yankee Workshop(CC)
•
- Motorsports Magazine (R) (In
Stereo)
- New Mandates for Asthma Care
- Senior PGA Gott: Vintage Invita•
tional Final round from Palm Springs,
Calif (90 min ) (Live)
30 Good Minutes
•

-

•

•

121) - Inspector Gadget
_ MOVIE 'The Savage

_ 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour

•

teen
•

5:00 P.M.
•CE)
ABC News Icc,
News
agpa., - CBS News (CC) (Ir
Stereo)
01- Eyes on the Pnze II (CC) Part
3 of 8 (In Stereo)
0 - MOVIE: 'Thirteen at Dinner'
Agatha Christie's Hercule Poirot encounters an American actress and a talented impersonator in his quest to
solve the murder of a British lord Pete,
Ustinov. Faye Dunaway. David Sucher
1985
O What a Dummy (R)
▪ - American Caesar Part 3 of 5 (R)
▪
Murder. She Wrote ICC)
- Wild and Crazy Kids
- Paid Program
c dron'
CD - MOVIE. Fighter Squadron'
O
) - Victory Garden
Truckin' USA featured Boyd
.2oddongton s customized trucks In
Stereo,
90 - Physicians' Getaway
- MOVIE 'Lean on Me'(CC)

CID -

la

-

o

al _

•

•

e_
-

•

•

-

•

cip -

•

O - Paid Program
0 1 - Nature (CC) (In Stereo)
SD- American Sports Cavalcade Featured top-fuel, funny-car and prostock competition at the NHRA Mopar
Parts Mile-High Nationals in Denver
Colo (90 mm n ) (In Stereo)
- Pharmacy Rounds
4:35 P.M.
Captain Planet and the PlaneDisney's Coyote Tales

•

automobiles (60 mm n ((A)(In
11:05 P.M.
Stereo)
Missing/Reward (R)
•
- Family Practice Update (R)
- ABC News (CC)
- Rockumentary Video Collection
- Searching the Scriptures
- Great American Baseball Quiz
11:20 P.M.
Trivia questions (R)
O T - Entertainment Tonight (CC)
John Ankerberg
(In Stereo)
'9:40 P.M.
11:30 P.M.
Instant Replay
- American Telecast
O
10:00 P.M.
0a)
Paid Program
O a cr OTIOn- News
0 - MOVIE: 'Body and Soul' A
0_C] monsters
Mindj-The R (CC) Part 1 of 9
boxer, determined to be a winner, is
helped by a reporter who loves him
Roggin's Heroes
Leon Isaac Kennedy, Jayne Kennedy,
ID Caroline's Comedy Hour
Muhammad Ali. 1981.
O - Miami Vice (In Stereo)
- Party Machine With Nia Peeples (R) (In Stereo)
0- Get smart
▪
111- Network Earth
- Perspective
Paid Program
e - Get Smart
World Tomorrow
University Journal
- Physicians' Journal Update
Hidden Heroes Featured Junie
Donlavey, car owner and crew chief for
Buddy Baker (R) (In Stereo)
slaughc
ports:
te nt•• 060
Synchronal Research
John Osteen

o
••

- SportsCenter
0) - Rin Tin Tin K-9 Cop (CC) (In
Stereo)
- Profiles
0 - All News P M Joined in Progress

•

•

•

6:30 P.M.

In
Stereo'
O - Looney Tunes
O - Paid Program
8:30 P.M.
(gg - Milestones in Medicine
0-Married, With Children (CCI (In
fa - Just Say Julie
Stereo,
- Preseason Baseball Cincinnati O - Get Smart
Reds vs New York Mets 13 hrs
Bill Dance Outdoors IRI (In
ILivei
- Adventures of the Black Stallion GO
StereIon'ternal Medicine Update Part 2
ICCi In Stereo)
iRi
- Gloria
8:45 P.M.
7:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Children of a Lesser
C)
'The Ten Command- God' (CC) An instructor's unconvenamen
-Its
:
(CC)
tional methods are questioned when he
tries to reach an angry' and remote
- Expose (CC) (In Stereo)
oa
hearing-impaired student William Hurt,
Evening Shade ICC)
Marlee Matlin Piper Launt. 1986
s
, p,to
es
rt
eo
pred from an earlier date) fin
Rated R

_

•

0

-

up0-

a• -

•

-

•

0-

co_ Parker Lewis Can't Lose (CC)

ai -

at.-

-

-

•

•

•

-

•

•
-

01 - Day of Discovery

1 1 :35 P.M.
0II - On Scene: Emergency Res10:30 P.M.
ponse (R)
O - Roggin's Heroes
- ABC News (CC)
O
- All in the Family
11:50 P.M.
II - Cousteau's Rediscovery of
the World
O - Movie
- Riker
12:00 A.M.
Arsenio Hall (CC) IR) (In Stereo) 0 - Tony Robbins
Night Court
- Quantum Marketing
- Get Smart
0 I - Simon & Simon
Deal-A-Meal
- Rain Forest Imperative

o
o
ID

-

• _
o
-

e

- Paid Program
ea° PaidTr ck
Pirn°
'9m
U
raSA Featured Batista C0(I)
Automotive, a classic vehicle restora- 01 - Get Smart
tion facility on Ontario, Ca(of (R) (In
Emergency First Aid
Stereo)
- Inside Winston Cup Racing (R)
Prescribing Information
In Stereo)
- MOVIE 'Mad Max Beyond
0
Moody Science
O
Nature
(In
P.M.
9:00
Stereo)
(CC)
Thunderdome' ICC)
Winning Walk
12:05 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Promise Two
In the Spirit of Cooperation
Is Written
• - Avonlea ICC) (RI iIn Stereoi
This look at, volunteerism focuses on O
young college students vow to love
II - Reunion (R)
10:35P
m
_ Ne
.Ts.
- Hype
projects in Ghana by the Peace Corps
each other, but a strange fate inter12:15 A.M.
and Japan's Overseas Cooperation
- Big Brother Jake ICC) (In Stereo) venes Kathleen Quinlan, Stephen Col330
Trailer Camp
lins
mm
Straight
Volunteers
Beatrice
(60
n
/1979
I
(In
Stereo)
- MOVIE 'Masters of the Univ.
- 10:50 P.M.
12:20 A.M.
▪ - In Living Color ICC) (RI (In Stereo) O - News (CC)
erse
- MOVIE: 'The Josephine Baker
- Siskel & Ebert
!:
Shakers
.
e
?
r:e
lomic
I
Don't
Strip
Primetime
Want
Live
to
(In
Be
ReFirst United Methodist Church
Story'(CC) A biography of the glamomembered as a Chair Documentary
rous but controversial black entertainer
5:05 P.M.
on the Shakers, a religious group that
- Revue
who took 1920s Paris by storm Lynn
(1) - Wrestling VVCW Main Event
•
practices celibacy and is therefore
Whitfield, Ruben Blades. David Dukes
- Equalizer
dying out 160 min
5:30 P.M.
1991 (In Stereo)
O - Get Smart
O - Get Smart
O - Wild Kingdom
C)- For the Record iFi)
11:00 P.M.
▪ - Paid Program
OOT - NBCNews
21 - All Creatures Great and 0 - Weekend Travel Update
'Battleground'
MOVIE-.
Soldiers Small
News
Perry Mason
of the 101st Airborne Division engage fa - Bassmasters IR) (In Stereo)
O Superboy
Night Court
The
Nazis
in
the
of
the
Battle
Bulge
CoDeal-A-Meai
O
- Obstetrics/Gynecology Update
Shakers I Don't Want to Be Reversion
Johnson
Van
.-zed
Ricardo
RI
Lou Hobbs
membered as a Chair Documentary
'..lontalban George Murphy 1949
- MOVIE. 'Tequila Sunrise' (CC) on the Shakers, a religlous group that
O Crarissa Explains It All Clarissa ED 21 - Soviets
Part 3 of 5
Darling dreams of driving 'keeps a pet
restaurateur gets caught between a practices celibacy and is therefore
Physicians' Journal Update
former drug smuggler and his lifelong dying out )60"min 0(R)
alligator (he's only a toot long) and
MOVIE 'The Bear' (CC)
plots against her littie brother f•om •4-'• FAD
buddy, a Los ,Angeles narcotics agent
Hollywood Insider Academy
bedroom headquarters
(4) - MOVIE 'Lethal Weapon 2'(CC) Mel Gibson, Michelle Pfeiffer, Kurt Rus- Awards Featured
interviews with
sell
1988
Rated
Program
Paid
R (In Stereo)
Academy Award nominees including
El) Top 20 Video Countdown
0- MOVIE: 'Les Girls' Three show- Kevin Costner Robert DeNiro. Julia
•
- Frugal Gourmet (CC) IV •- Bordertown (CC) fln Stereo)
girls each have their own version of Roberts and Angelica Huston, behindStereo)
ED- MOVIE 'Pretty Woman' A busiearlier travels through Europe with a hot the- scenes preparations (60 mm n I (RI
- Road Test Magazine Or, Stereo) ness executive attempts
to transform a
Recognition and Management vulgar streetwalker into a sophisticated revue Gene Kelly, Mitzi Gaynor, Kay
Get Smart
Raw. Ituddock has broken five mem teen ribs. two
Kendall 1957 (In Stereo)
of Panic Disorder
Beauty Breakthrough
female companion Richard Gere, Julia
shoulder., snd one orpoeenf pl.
latockad three
fighiers out raid A lot of leasayeetalne won't firot
Week in Rock (Fii
Roberts. Ralph Bellamy 1990 (In
Paid Program
- Rockumentary
hen Phu then, who al thee right maxi grould,
- Maniac Mansion (CCI In Stereo)
- Trucks and Tractor Power Fea- Ben Haden
Word for Today
- Joel Gregory
tured monster truck competition at
- MOVIE: 'Casualties of War' A
O Feature
Wood County Fairgrounds in Bowling
7:30 P.M.
young recruit agonizes over reporting
00
- Real Life ICC) (In Stereo) the murder of a Vietnamese woman, a Green, Ohio (R) (In Stereo)
6:00 P.M.
a- MOVIE:'Spontaneous Combus9 2_ - If We Picked the Winners
MOVIE: 'The Un- crime initiated by his imbalanced superT0
(1-3ene Siskel and Roger Ebert present touchables' (CC) EloOt Ness leads a ior Michael J Fox. Sean Penn, Thuy tion' The son of America's first nuclear
couple learns that he has the power to
their personal choices for this year's group of incorruptible government Thu Le 1989
cause others to burst into flame Brad
Oscars 160 mm n I
agents against Al Capone, the noto- Richard Jackson
Dourif, Cynthia Bain, Melinda Dillon
SD - MOVIE: 'The Ten Com- rious crime boss of 1930s Chicago
9:30 P.M.
1990 Rated R In Stereo)
Kevin
Costner, Sean Connery. Robert
mandments'(CC) Moses leacls the Is
- Get Smart
MOVIE: 'Gilda' The wife of a
raelites on an exodus from Egypt in Ce- DeNiro 1987 (In Stereo)
• - Video Gospel (RI
South American casino owner falls in
cil B DeMille s Oscar-winning classic
MOVIE:'Go for Broke' An Army love with her husband's right-hand
Charlton Heston. Yul Brynner Annr: C)- Get a Life IC.C) (RI (In Stereo)
lieutenant
from Texas is chagrined to man Rita Hayworth. Glenn Ford
Smart
Get
O
Baxter 1956
•
learn he's leading the 442nd Regiment, George Macready 1946
0I - Super Bloopers & New O - Paid Program
a decorated group of Japanese- 120 Minutes
- NHRA Today IR) (In Stereo)
Practical Jokes (CC) (In Stereol
American soldiers
Van Johnson,
LPBT Bowling Sam's Town InIRi
Update
60 Minutes ICC,
CD
Glenna Maria Canale Lane Nakano
vitational
m Iional
(R
14/1111;1_11;1991
From Las Vegas Nev 190
Stereo)
• Zorro ICC) (In Stereo)
19S1
Evening
News
Par'
All
on
the Prize II(CO
CD
-1111'- Eyes
Popular Hot Rodding Super
4 of 8 (In Stereo,
8:00 P.M.
Show Frank Hawley and Katie Haas ex- ▪ LarO
M rYVIE 'Dirty Harry'
ID - True Colors ICC) (In Stereo)
00 0 - MOVIE: 'Death of a San plore the car show drag race. swap
PRICE $34.95 TIE AM.
CABLE
- Our Century
Synchronal Research
Antonio Cop' Premiere, (CC) Based meet and manufacturer s midway
CHANNEL 12 CALL: 153-X45 v1-519N1
- All News Night Left in Progress
CD - MOVIE 'Murder 101'
on the true story of a cop who was where car lovers see the best of per
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